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ABSTRACT
BLACK REPRESENTATION IN AMERICAN ANIMATED SHORT FILMS,
1928-1954
MAY 2002
CHRISTOPHER P. LEHMAN, B.A., OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY
M.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Ernest Allen
Black representation in American animated short films circularly evolved
between 1928 and 1954. Blackface minstrelsy at first figured heavily in black
representation. The increasing prominence of African-American movie stars and
technological improvements in animation led to extremely diverse animated black
images in the late 1930s and early 1940s. With the decline of African-American film
roles in the 1950s, however, animators fell back to minstrelsy-derived black images.
Animated black characterization emerged as blackface changed in the first
sound cartoons from a generic cartoon design to an image restricted to black
characters. In the early 1930s, cartoon studios began to significantly differentiate
black characters from animal characters. Studios focused upon developing characters
with strong personalities in the mid-1930s, but black characterizations were
mostly
derivative ofblackface minstrels and black actors. African-American artistic
expressions influenced animation during World War II but did not affect the studios'
black images. From 1946 to 1954, studios ignored African-American
artistry and
reverted to past styles of black imaging.
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CHAPTER 1
BLANK BLACKS: IMAGES OF THE EARLY SOUND ERA, 1928-1931
Introduction
The first sound-synchronized cartoon, Walt Disney's Steamboat Willie, would
not have existed without black representation. Every milestone in American film
history prior to the cartoon's release in 1928 involved white filmmakers' exploitation
of the African-American image (Lott 5). Three films laid the groundwork for these
developments. In 1907 the first animated film James Stuart Blackton's Humorous
Phases ofa Funny Face made a gag from an ethnic slur by having the word "coon"
evolve into ablack caricature (Kanfer 18). Birth ofa Nation, D. W. Griffith's 1915
feature of Reconstruction featuring white actors cast in blackface as black characters,
was the longest and most costly motion picture of its day (Sklar 58). The Jazz Singer,
whose plot focused on a Jewish blackface minstrel, brought sound to movies in 1927.
Disney's Steamboat Willie likewise offered black representation in a novel
manner.
The studio used a blackface minstrel song and aspects ofblack caricatures to
inaugurate sound-animation. The film Steamboat Willie contained gags built
around
the song "Turkey in the Straw"—an instrumental version of the minstrel
song "Zip
Coon."
1 The protagonist was Mickey Mouse, a jet-black rodent with large eyes
and a
wide white mouth-an appearance resembling minstrels' blackface
stage-makeup.
Without these references to crude ethnic generalizations,
Disney's Steamboat Willie
would not have introduced sound to animation.
Steamboat Willie was unique only because of its
sound-synchronization. Film
historian Leonard Maltin credited Disney and his crew
for discovering the sound
l
cartoon (35). Disney, however, did not introduce blackface-designed characters and
minstrel tunes to animation. Both aspects ofblack representation had helped to
define silent-era animation. The exaggerated facial features of black caricatures and
blackface minstrels appeared on the silent era's most popular stars. Mickey Mouse
looked like Disney's silent cartoon star Oswald the Rabbit. Oswald, however, had
favored Pat Sullivan's extremely popular cartoon star Felix the Cat, who was a feline
version of Sullivan's black juvenile silent character named Sammy Johnsin. Sammy,
in turn, was derived from a comic-strip adaptation of Helen Bannerman's short story,
The Story ofLittle Black Sambo (Crafton 303-304, 527). Meanwhile, Max Fleischer
often constructed cartoons around plantation tunes for his silent "Song Car-Tunes"
series.
In the early sound cartoons, released between 1928 and 1931, black signifiers
were both a boon and a hindrance to animated short films. The cartoons sustained
what the minstrel show had started one century earlier—a market for black caricature,
actions and music. The wide white eyes and lips and black faces ofAmerican
minstrels enabled animators to produce cartoons at a quick pace. Studios' music
directors also used minstrel songs and black composers' jazz tunes not only to help
develop black characterizations but also to sell cartoon series like Warner
Brothers'
"Looney Tunes." Studios, however, hesitated to give their black characters
dialogue—especially the stilted and stereotypical "Negro speech" frequently used in
literature and stage for black slave and urbanite characters. The technology
for such
synchronization was still crude, and animated musicals remained popular
with
audiences. Black characters were thus seen and not heard, and the visual and musical
black signifiers were animators' sole means to develop black characterizations (Lott
43).
Cartoons comprised a portion ofHollywood films that kept the previous
century's minstrel music and Southern black stereotypes alive during the 1930s.
During the Great Depression years (1929-41), both live-action and animated films
depicted the antebellum South as a productive and fun region. Both types of film
genres differed in how they perceived the South' s escapism. The feature films
commented indirectly upon America's current economic troubles, but the animation
studios adapted the South to the musical-comedy genre, which characterized most
cartoons. Live-action films showed via lavish plantation mansions and landscapes
that the United States was once prosperous and would return to prosperity after the
Depression ended. Cartoons, meanwhile, concentrated upon slaves' contentment
while picking cotton; the slaves' happiness was on par with other mindlessly happy
cartoon characters like Felix the Cat and Mickey Mouse (Campbell 74, 85).
From 1928 to 1931, black characters were indistinguishable from animal
characters. Animated black characters in early sound cartoons were also similar
to
African-Americans' first appearances in movies; savagery and servility
dominated
animated black characterization (Noble 47). Both black and animal characters
starred
in dance sequences in order to demonstrate their movement to
prerecorded music.
They had jet-black bodies and large white eyes and lips. They
also played the same
roles; studios cast both blacks and animals as heroic
protagonists, comic relief, and
evil antagonists. Moreover, these similarities caused film
cnfics to mistake black
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characters for animals and vice-versa. They referred to Bosko, the African-American
star of "Looney Tunes" cartoons from 1930 to 1933, as various creatures.
By constructing cartoons in order to showcase popular or classical songs,
animation studios made characters with weak to nonexistent individual personalities.
Cartoons of this period often consisted solely of characters' synchronization to music
or isolated sound effects. In animating all of a film's characters to the same rhythm,
each cartoon studio hindered the individualization of characters. Moreover,
characters expressed a limited range of emotions and did little else beyond dancing
and saving women from hulking brutes. In 1934 Claude Bragdon described the
typical cartoon of the early 1930s: "Most animated cartoons consist of a strung-
together series of stunts or 'gags,' the more preposterous, apparently, the better,
enacted by a cast of characters . . . , interspersed with solo and ensemble singing and
dancing, not felt as an interruption because there is so little plot or logical continuity
to interrupt" (Bragdon 42). Cartoon series titles like Disney's "Silly Symphonies"
and Harman-Ising's derivative "Looney Tunes" and "Merrie Melodies" reflected
animation studios' concentration upon music. Both black and animal characters, thus,
served as visual representations of songs.
The cartoons of this period depicted blacks in manners that broke from
whites' traditional conceptions of blacks. Black and white characters
often co-starred
in cartoons as characters of the same economic class. Studios usually
depicted black
and white co-stars as impoverished characters like hoboes
instead of rich characters,
thus keeping black characters from connotations of wealth but
not making poverty
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exclusive to African Americans. Indeed, the integrated images of poverty symbolized
Americans' economic troubles during the Great Depression. Similarly, black
protagonists in cartoons occasionally defeated white antagonists, but these defeats did
not cause African American characters to become wealthier but rather prevented them
from suffering worse fates. Such casual interracial relations were not new to
Hollywood, for live-action features of the early 1930s similarly did not strictly
segregate their black and white characters (Doherty 276).
Blackface Design as Standard Character Design
The jet-black bodies, bugged eyes, and white lips of cartoon characters
comprised an economically necessary design for studios involved in the mass
production of cartoons. When using jet-black bodies for characters, animators
avoided tediously re-drawing intricate details with each movement. The whiteness
and largeness of the eyes and lips enabled animators to delineate those body parts
from the otherwise black body when animating eye and lip movements.
Animated blackface design also resulted from ethnic tensions among white
animators from immigrant families. Exaggerated black caricature was an extension
of the stereotypical drawings and ethnic slurs that animators gave to each other.
Unflattering caricatures of Jewish and Irish Americans appeared in several early
sound cartoons. Such insults served as a catharsis for animators to vent their
frustrations at trying to become accepted as Americans by non-immigrant whites,
while the animators' parents retained "Old World" customs. In an April 2000
interview, animator Jack Zander recalled the playful context of the ethnic
tensions at
the Harman-Ising studio: "Heaven knows we drew characters of each other
that were
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devastating. Insults, if one was to be sensitive. [ . . . ] We got a great kick out of
making the worst drawings we could of each other, and that is the way the black man
was handled at the time." He elaborated on the "worst drawings" of blacks in the
1920s: "We blatantly drew the characters with thick lips and even went as far as
putting bones in the hair and noses. Gross, I will admit, but then the attitude of the
viewer seemed to be more tolerant." No black animators, however, existed at this
time to caricature themselves; animated black representation came exclusively from a
white point of view (Culhane 41-42).
African-American and African characters shared the same facial design and
black bodies with animal characters. Animals occasionally represented African-
American characters; in Dixie Days the Van Beuren studio used black dogs to
represent Uncle Tom and slaves dancing in chains en route to an auction block.
Studios, however, did not promote every character with this design as a blackface
minstrel or a black character. In a July 1997 interview, animator Myron Waldman,
when asked about Max Fleischer's similarly-designed character Bimbo Dog,
responded, "All the early animation until the early '30s was done in black and white
and shades of gray—giving the impression that Bimbo might have been a black face
character. I don't think this was the case in Bimbo—either drawing or voice."
Black characters' clothing tended to distinguish them from animal
characters.
Slave characters often wore rags, and "jungle natives" wore grass skirts and bones
in
their hair. Animal characters and white characters usually did not wear
these clothes,
especially when appearing in cartoons with black characters. In
differentiating black
characters from white ones via clothing, studios also separated
both groups by class
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as well as ethnicity. In Dixie Days slavemaster Simon Legree's suit provided a stark
contrast in clothing to impoverished Uncle Tom's ragged clothing.
Hugh Harman's and Rudolf Ising's character Bosko (also written as "Bosco")
best symbolized the vagueness of blackface-based character design. The duo created
him to star in a series of cartoons—"Looney Tunes"—for Warner Brothers Pictures in
1930. He significantly resembled Mickey Mouse, without the round ears, and Felix
the Cat, without the pointed ears." The distributor, however, never publicly identified
Bosko as a person or animal. Moreover, without a proper identification of Bosko'
s
character, critics and exhibitors variously identified him. A critic for Variety called
him a "mutt" after having seen Congo Jazz (14). In a February 1999 interview,
animator Jack Zander recalled, "There was, in fact, a joke about who or what Bosko
was. We had a cleaning man or 'handy man' or whatever who used to hang around
the studio and he asked me one day, 'You got Mickey the Mouse
and Felix the Cat
but Bosko the What?' I couldn't answer."
By casting Bosko with animals who behaved similarly to
him, the studio
depicted African-Americans as animal-like. Bosko rarely
appeared with human co-
stars; with the exception of Honey, almost all of his
co-stars were animals. The
creatures usually danced and played instruments along
with him. As a result Bosko
never appeared to do anything uniquely human in his
cartoons. When the character
performed a song with a pig in Box Car Blues, a
reviewer for Variety called the
performance an "animal duet" (14). Moreover,
Bosko was often indistinguishable
from supporting animal characters in films. In
Bosko Shipwrecked the title character
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looked exactly like a black monkey (without the tail) as did the Africans who pursued
him. In April 2000, Jack Zander acknowledged that the Harman-Ising studio did not
develop ethnic characterizations to help distinguish Bosko as a black person. He
recalled that Harman and Ising "didn't do 'black' things."
Bosko 's roots in African-American representation underscored the
implications of African-American sub-humanity. In April 2000, animator Jack
Zander stated, "Bosco was obviously a little black boy, had a black face and thick
lips, and his girlfriend was black also." The studio produced a few films in which
Bosko spoke in a stereotypical "Negro dialect" but soon dropped the dialect in order
to make him more nondescript in personality like Mickey Mouse (Barrier 155). By
keeping Bosko 's characterization blank, the studio could cast him in various roles
—
again, like Mickey Mouse—instead of stereotypically restricting his settings to
plantations and his actions to picking cotton. His early African-American
characterization became, according to Jack Zander's 1999 interview, a secret: "No
one admitted openly that he was a little black boy but it was true."
Within a year Bosko evolved from a black stereotype to a blank, derivative
character. Harman and Ising gave Bosko a dog named Bruno, who resembled
Mickey's dog Pluto. The studio also incorporated ideas from their work on Disney's
films to "Looney Tunes." Jack Zander admitted in February 1999 that animators
watched "Mickey Mouse" cartoons in order to find sequences to duplicate. He later
said, "Hugh Harman styled Bosko as close to Mickey as he dared and if you look
you'll see the resemblance, very similar in construction." Contemporary critics noted
and often lambasted the similarities. In 1930 Creighton Peet called "Looney Tunes"
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an "imitation" of Disney's cartoons, declaring that the series "substitutes petty
vulgarities and smirks for ingenuity and invention" (472).
Whereas Mickey Mouse influenced what Bosko was doing, music with
African-American roots influenced how Bosko moved. Moreover, the exploitation of
this music
—
jazz—was the "Looney Tunes" series' reason for existence. Warner
Brothers prioritized the series' use of Warner-owned songs, which Harman and Ising
synchronized to animation. Each cartoon featured a dance routine based upon a jazz
song owned by the distributor; Bosko never danced to classical music. Harman-Ising
timed the films on "sheets of written music" and often began animating each film
after the music director prerecorded the score (Curtis 195-197). Advertisements for
"Looney Tunes" tended to focus on music promotion, as a result. One particularly
redundant flyer called Bosko's films "a brand new series of Vitaphone Song Cartoons
based on current musical hits," "merry adventures of Bosco and his sweetie Honey to
the rhythm of the biggest song hits," and "a wow of an exploitation tie-up with Radio,
Phonograph and Songs" (73).
A star from another Warner film, The Jazz Singer's blackface star Al Jolson's
cartoon caricatures were truer to his stage persona than to his film persona. Jolson
was a "musical comedy star" with a successful vaudeville career. In addition to his
blackface trademark, animated cartoons' heavy reliance on music during the late
1920s and early 1930s made Jolson an appropriate caricature. Studios represented
him via blackface, and showcased his gestures of kneeling, stretching forth his arms,
and by exclaiming "Mammy," instead of focusing on his dramatic capabilities
(Goldman 211).
Cartoons' references to Al Jolson demonstrated blackface minstrelsy's
connection to contemporary character design. These references reflected the
revitalization of blackface's popularity via live-action sound films of the late 1920s
and early '30s (Cripps 269). Especially with Jolson's rising stardom after wearing
burnt cork in The Jazz Singer, cartoon studios allowed their characters to imitate his
look and act. Harman-Ising produced the greatest number of films that contained
images of Jolson—perhaps because Warner Brothers distributed both Harman-Ising
and Jolson's films. In many Harman-Ising cartoons, animal characters shouted
"Mammy" after accidentally blackening their faces. In Box Car Blues, animators
depicted Bosko as a pair of eyes, a white mouth and white gloves
against a jet-black
background. After his train had entered a dark tunnel, he stretched
out his arms and
shouted, "Mammy!" Walt Disney's 1931 "Silly Symphonies"
cartoon Egyptian
Melodies, meanwhile, featured a black spider with white
lips and white gloves, who
poked fun at Jolson's cry of "Mammy" by crying "Mummy"
on one knee upon seeing
two mummies in an Egyptian tomb.
In the early 1930s, the Disney and Fleischer
studios effectively used various
skm tones and facial designs on black characters in
order to differentiate them
according to class, gender, and beauty. Characters
with jet-black skm tones played
servile roles and often displayed ethnic stereotypes.
Light-gray characters, however,
represented wealthy and attractive blacks. This
kind of differentiation corresponded
with contemporary ideas of black inferiority
and white superiority. Southern states
cited anthropologists' scientific findings
of blacks' biological incapacity for
adequate
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civilization in the late 1890s and early 1900s in order to legitimize ethnic segregation
until the 1950s. World's fairs and American popular magazines promoted similar
theories (Baker 25, 55).
Disney's "Silly Symphony" cartoon Egyptian Melodies differentiated
Africans by class. The cartoon depicted Egyptian rulers with gray tones and angular
hieroglyphic designs, but Egyptian slaves appeared with jet-black skin and blackface
design. The studio thus equated social power with light skin and powerlessness with
blackface. Studios used classism to present a variation on animation's surrealistic
trend of inanimate objects coming to life. Gilbert Seldes of Saturday Review focused
more on the hieroglyphics' liveliness than their different hierarchical
levels in a 1932
column. Still, although no character in the film mentioned each class
by name, the
different designs and shadings enabled Seldes to acknowledge
"mummies, the slaves,
the soldiers, [and] the high priests" (101).
One year later Max Fleischer made similarly separate designs
for Samoan
characters on the bases of gender and beauty. Betty Boop S
Bamboo Isle presented
jet-black, blackfaced male natives and a light-skinned,
beautiful female native-a
slightly darkened Betty Boop. This normally white
female character appeared as a
scantily-clad Pacific Island native who caught the lecherous
eye of Bimbo the Dog,
the white explorer. The male natives transcended
ethnic boundanes, looking like
typical African caricatures although living on
an island closer to the United States
than to Africa. Studio animator Berny Wolf,
who worked on the film, recalled in a
February 1998 interview, "Minstrel gags'
significance was only a broad visual, crude
attempt of the day's humor." As for the native
Betty, "She was purely a Hawaiian
ll
with a 'tan'—no ethnic slant was attempted." These distinctions, although novel in
the cartoon, were conventional for Hollywood films of the period. Betty served as an
animated counterpart to white actresses like Dorothy Lamour, who played light-
skinned female Pacific Islanders in love with white male explorers in Hollywood's
"South Seas romance" movies of the early 1930s. Moreover, the casting of a
darkened white female character with a "white" dog muted the cartoon's hinting of
interracial romance (Cripps, Slow 278).
The blackface-inspired designs of black and animal characters contributed to
the surrealism of American animation during the 1920s and early '30s. Surrealistic
imagery dominated silent and early sound cartoons. It reinforced the animators' use
of graphic narrative, which demonstrated that characters were mere drawings and
therefore could do anything. In many cartoons inanimate objects came to life and
occasionally revealed body parts like breasts and hips. Black characters instantly
formed from drops ofjet-black ink in some films; Bosko's first film, The Talk-ink
Kid, featured this gag, and two cats drew a female pickaninny who came to life and
sang a jazz song in Van Beuren's Magic Art. The surrealism that involved black
characters often had stereotypical connotations. In Dixie Days, a spinning
watermelon evolved into a slave's large lips (Klein 17, 36).
Animators incorporated surrealism into ethnic humor. Distortions of visual
ethnic stereotypes reinforced characters' ethnic identities. Thus, the studios ironically
used fantasy—images that surpassed reality—in order to develop realistic or
convincing black characters. A prominent gag in cartoons of the early '30s consisted
of characters looking like ethnic groups other than their own. In Dixie Days, the
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slave character Eliza literally turned white with fright. The blackface design often
served as a sight gag for white and animal characters soiling their faces after
explosions or falls into mud puddles. By having black characters surrealistically
change their skin color, the studios implied that these characters were African-
Americans. The humor in these gags came from African-American characters
looking Caucasian; thus, the cartoons had to have established the characters'
"blackness" before implementing the gag (Kracauer 82).
The surrealism ofjet-black characters continued blackface minstrelsy's legacy
of performance enhancement. Minstrels had used blackface as a mask in order to
absorb themselves into their singing, dancing, or acting. Blackface monologuist
James Francis Dooley advised Jolson to perform in blackface in order to look and feel
like a performer. Jolson biographer Herbert G. Goldman noted that the performer's
work in blackface surpassed his work without burnt cork (36). Similarly, animated
cartoons of the 1920s and early '30s allowed characters to undergo transformations
and distortions that did not take place when improvements in animation, backgrounds
and synchronization inspired studios to gradually replace surrealism with
realism
throughout the early 1930s.
Rlar.k Representation's Relationship to Synchronized Sound
Absence of dialogue in cartoons also allowed for surrealism to exist in
animation. Black and animal characters shared a lack of speech
in the first sound
cartoons. Studios tended to synchronize drawings to music
more than to voices.
Animators found dance steps easier to animate than words;
music had a steady
rhythm, but talking did not. Whenever characters talked, they
spoke terse sentences;
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Mickey did not speak at all in Steamboat Willie and uttered only ten words one year
later in Mickey 's Choo-Choo (1929). Some critics initially did not want characters to
talk, because the realism of the voices would upset the surrealism of the cartoon
medium. Gilbert Seldes complained in 1932,
I think because Mickey Mouse is a character, Disney finds himself forced
occasionally to endow him with a verbal wit and to give him too much to say,
which is against the spirit of the animated cartoon. The great satisfaction in
the first animated cartoons was that they used sound properly—the sound was
as unreal as the action; the eye and the ear were not at war with each other,
one observing a fantasy, the other an actuality. The words of Mickey Mouse
are still disguised as animal sounds, but the moment they are recognizable the
perfection of animated drawing is corrupted (101).
Cartoon studios' avoidance of crude and unintelligible speech from black
characterization left black characters with hardly any voice at all. In the early sound
films, animated black characters' dialogue broke from traditional, stereotypical black
speech in American fiction. The deviations from the usual "Negro dialect" served as
formalistic sound—sound that mismatched the characterizations (Giannetti 181). The
short sentences uttered by slaves and natives did not feature malapropisms or
incorrect grammar. Dixie Days' Uncle Tom said, "Hello, Topsy, How's Little Eva,"
and Bosko Shipwrecked^ cannibal ended a tirade of gibberish with the directive,
"And make it snappy." In the wake of Mickey Mouse's popularity, both blacks and
animals spoke in falsetto voices similar to that of Disney's star.
Harman-Ising's star
Bosko's voice changed from a low southern drawl to a high-pitched
sound. In the
cartoon Congo Jazz's transition from script to screen, Bosko lost
much of his
stereotypical dialogue but gained a few octaves in order to
sound like Mickey (Barrier
155).
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While blackface defined character design, music composed by blacks or
written about blacks dominated cartoons' scores. Studios used both antebellum
minstrel songs and contemporary African-American jazz compositions for cartoons.
Moreover, the minstrel songs in many cartoons had originally contained lyrics that
presented humble and loyal slaves. Both types of music often appeared in cartoons
that did not star black characters, thus underscoring the importance of African-
American musical representation to American animation in the early 1930s. Music
typically played throughout a silent or early sound cartoon; a score rarely had pauses,
because studios did not use dialogue to supplement the action. Rather, studios
animated characters' actions to music.
Nineteenth-century blackface minstrels' songs contributed to cartoon studios'
constructions of slave characterizations. The songs' durable popularity gave them
familiarity with audiences, and they were in the public domain. The songs' themes of
the glorification of the antebellum South and the slaves' return to plantations defined
animated films' slaves. Dixie Days' musical score included the compositions "Old
Black Joe," "Dixie," "Carry Me Back to Old Virginny," and "Old Folks at Home."
Many of the songs served as background music to scenes featuring happy cotton-
picking slaves. In Harman-Ising's "Merrie Melody" Hittin ' the Trailfor
Hallelujahland, another animated adaptation of Uncle Tom sang Stephen Foster's
"Camptown Ladies."
Minstrel tunes shaped Mickey Mouse's earliest cartoons. The songs
comprised significant portions of the films' musical scores despite an absence
of
black characters in the series. Disney chose to synchronize dancing
animals instead
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of blacks to songs about slavery like Stephen Foster's "Old Folks at Home" [in
Mickey 's Follies (1929)] and Dan Emmett's "Dixie" [in Mickey 's Choo-Choo (1929)]
but still set the cartoons in southern rural areas. These films had rural settings,
reflecting the Kansas environment from which Disney and many of his staff
originated. Another "rural" cartoon, Galloping Gaucho (1929), prominently featured
the Civil War tune "Jubilo," despite the film's South American setting. The themes
of the songs did not matter to Disney, for the studio's objective in "Mickey Mouse"
cartoons was not to sell music—unlike Harman-Ising's "Looney Tunes"—but rather
to sell the character. Nevertheless, before Mickey's falsetto voice became his
trademark sound, Disney used songs commemorating African-American bondage as
the "Mickey Mouse" sound.
In the early sound era, African-American jazz music became both a celebrated
art form and a means to reinforce black stereotypes. Like minstrel music, jazz songs
like Shelton Brooks' "Darktown Strutters' Ball" and W. C. Handy's "St. Louis
Blues" appeared in the music scores of cartoons with and without black
characters.
The cartoon Dixie Days anachronistical^ featured slaves dancing to "St.
Louis
Blues" on an auction block. In Fleischer's Hot Dog, however, a
dog played the same
song in a brief scene. A critic for Variety identified the song—but not the
composer-when positively reviewing that scene: "Court scene, where
dog is playing
'St. Louis Blues' on a banjo, was feminine 'blues' voice and
strumming, and it
possesses a real 'hot' quality" (21).
Black jazz music also served as a means to synchronize
cartoons. Fleischer's
early synchronization efforts consisted of animating to
phonographic records.
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Animators made the characters superfluously move to every musical beat. Ace of
Spades, a Fleischer "Talkartoon," had a soundtrack that consisted entirely of a
recorded performance by black vaudevillians (Cabarga 50-51). To correspond with
the record's black voices, the studio developed a protagonist character with an
ethnically stereotypical gambling habit. Animators often associated black jazz music
to urban African Americans' vices such as gambling. Studios as a result depicted
blacks as poor urbanites seeking a quick way to receive money but did not explore the
root causes of urban poverty such as discrimination in labor or in education
(Greenberg 177).
For many critics of cartoons, the appeal of the jazz music often surpassed that
of the cartoon. Reviewers of early sound cartoons often assessed a cartoon's
synchronization to sound. They also occasionally judged the quality of the
soundtracks. Critics, however, rarely acknowledged the titles of the songs and their
black composers. Reviewing Ace ofSpades, a critic for Variety discussed the
blackness of the sound more than the cartoon's synchronization to it:
Perfect synchronization with pantomime and action, plus nice set-up of
special songs of the Negro spiritual type, effectively sung, set this cartoon
apart from the run, and, together with general workmanship in other respects,
gives it better than average rating. Spottable on any bill anywhere.
Animal character is Bombo, cat, who's a card sharp, and most of the action
centers around a poker game. The special songs are written to the tune of
well-known spirituals (16).
For Blue Rhythm—& Disney cartoon in which Mickey Mouse performed Handy's "St.
Louis Blues" on a clarinet—a critic for Variety praised the music but not Handy:
No story to this, but it needs none to get it over. Opens with Mickey at the
piano pounding out a number with Minnie rather spoiling it with the falsetto
singing that is considered necessary for cartoon characters. A short dance and
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then a break to a stage jazz band for the usual trick stuff, but well done and in
excellent synchrony. Cartoon work overlaid on a capital musical program
(14).
The Limitlessness of Black Caricature
Non-traditional black characterizations in cartoons resulted from the studios'
and critics' preoccupation with the quality of a film's synchronization to sound.
Animation studios cast black characters in a diverse range of roles. They were both
protagonists and antagonists. They appeared both among themselves and with white
characters, and black and white characters often related to each other in ways that
deviated from America's social code of segregation. As protagonists they were either
heroes who rescued others from danger or goofs who fumbled their way through
solving problems. Animated black antagonists, however, appeared as both harmless
and dangerous to white characters. The amount of specific black characterizations
given to black characters determined which type of protagonists or antagonists they
were.
Black protagonists who did not have many ethnic signifiers tended to function
as heroes. Harman-Ising's Bosko, as a vague character, played a variety of heroic
roles, including a soldier in Bosko the Doughboy. By having occupations that
African-Americans did not usually have in films, Bosko transcended his ethnic design
and the traditional servile roles that resulted from Hollywood's segregation. He,
however, also resembled Mickey Mouse and other animal characters who played
similar roles because of their indefinite characterizations.
Van Beuren's Dixie Days reduced Stowe's abolitionist novel Uncle Tom 's
Cabin to a standard early sound cartoon. The studio selected only six of the book's
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characters for the film: Topsy, Little Eva, Simon Legree, Eliza, Henry, and Uncle
Tom. With these characters Van Beuren incorporated the elements of a typical
cartoon—musical entertainment and conflict—into the story. Topsy, Uncle Tom,
Eliza, and Henry became typically cheerful cartoon characters not unlike Mickey
Mouse or Bosko. They were devoid of problems concerning slavery, because the
conflict of the film did not focus on the peculiar institution itself but rather on the
cruel and violent Legree' s auctioning of the slaves. Each of the characters except
Legree danced and sang during the film. The film perpetuated the stereotype of
happy slaves by having them sing and skip en route to and on an auction block.
Moreover, the slaves' dances on the auction block dehumanized them by presenting
their sale as a talent show for bidders instead of an emotionally painful separation
from family members. When Legree took Tom and Topsy away from their
plantation, only the white character Eva cried.
Van Beuren's Dixie Days had a unique hero in its character Uncle Tom
because of his unusual combination of strength and servility. The film, like the stage
shows that preceded it, compromised Stowe's antislavery sentiment for the sake of
selling entertainment by dropping religious references and promoting black
stereotypes (Lott 216). The cartoon deviated even more significantly from the book
by having Uncle Tom kill slaveowner Legree, whose dogs pursued Eliza. In the
novel Tom had refused to help Eliza escape out of loyalty to their master, but he
saved her in the film out of loyalty to their master before Legree. Tom was a hero in
the film, as in the novel, but for very different reasons. In Stowe's
story, Tom had
died a martyr, preaching Christianity as Legree beat him; but
the cartoon dropped
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Tom's Christianity and made him a murderer. The cartoon also made Uncle Tom a
loyal slave character by having him return Eliza and her child to their plantation after
killing Legree. The film implied, therefore, that blacks enjoyed slavery but disliked
the possibility of purchase by bidders (Stowe 50, 72, 444-446).
The studio was very selective in its choices of characters from the novel to use
in the film. The slaves' carefree dispositions in the cartoon reflected the optimism
that African Americans expressed toward the world's acceptance of them during the
Harlem Renaissance. Their pleasantness also stemmed from the positive and/or noble
values that they represented. In the novel Topsy symbolized the Christian convert
after Little Eva witnessed to her, Eliza conveyed freedom by escaping her owners,
and Uncle Tom became a martyr for slavery and Christianity by dying at Legree's
hands. In contrast, the studio refused to simplify other characters' situations to comic
hijinks. The novel's character George was a militant and unpatriotic runaway slave
—
a complete opposite of the happy-go-lucky characters that Van Beuren included. By
desexualizing Uncle Tom and reducing him to Topsy and Eva's playmate, the studio
cast him as a maternal figure and thus made unnecessary the character of Tom's wife,
Aunt Chloe (Fiedler 26-27, 48).
Despite Van Beuren's distortions of Stowe's novel, Dixie Days was one of the
first successful sound films to stereotype the African-American Southerner. The
characters' depictions as animals and their lack of characterization did not make the
film's story less familiar to audiences. A critic for Variety recognized each principal
character from Stowe's novel, stating, "There's Liza, Topsy, Little Eva and Simon
Legree and Uncle Tom, all done by cartoon figures" (19). Exhibitors enjoyed the
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cartoon as well. Exhibitors ' Herald-World reported on the film's release in April
1930, "Loew's circuit has signed 'Dixie Days,' latest Pathe Aesop Sound Fable, for
180 days in New York and Brooklyn, breaking the record of 158 days of 'Good Old
School Days'" (45). Several studios followed Van Beuren's lead in focusing on the
preservation of the slave community when parodying the novel over the next two
decades.
The more clearly defined black protagonists were goofs. In Harman-Ising's
film Hittin ' the Trailfor Hallelujahland, a caricature of Uncle Tom—Bosko with a
white beard and ragged clothes—wandered into a graveyard, and the film's plot
concerned his running from spooks until saved by an animal friend. His fear of
supernatural apparitions was a common trait for minstrel caricatures and was
consistent with African-Americans' first appearances in movies (Brown 137). This
cartoon utilized slapstick humor, which reduced the protagonist's victories in a
consistent effort to show successful rescues as the result of pure luck (Kracauer 62).
Black protagonists in the traditional roles of slaves, thus, were often
slapstick
characters.
Black antagonists, usually depicted as African cannibals,
were more often
dangerous than harmless. African characters demonstrated more
power in their
settings than slave characters did on plantations. Cartoons
of this period did not
depict Africa as a colonized continent or Africans as a
people ruled by whites, unlike
the slaves subject to white masters. African characters ruled
their own communities;
cartoons like Bosko Shipwrecked and Jungle Jam presented
black African kings with
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crowns on their heads. African characters, especially cannibals, appeared taller in
size and more muscular than their white protagonists. Unlike slaves, cannibals
carried weapons such as spears.
The black antagonists with the fewest ethnic signifiers often were harmless
toward whites. In the aforementioned Jungle Jam, the African king was depicted as a
jet-black dog with a cigar in his mouth and a fat belly—hardly a mighty king. When
the protagonist animals gave him a raspberry, he and his African subjects ran away in
fright.
Disney's 1930 "Silly Symphony" Cannibal Capers compromised black
characterization in order to synchronize black characters to music. Despite the film's
title, Africans did not try to cook any people in the cartoon; they merely danced to
music. Because characterization was unnecessary in musical cartoons, Disney never
bothered to establish the Africans' cannibalism. Assorted human skulls that the
natives used as musical instruments implied their cannibalism. Still, one reviewer for
Variety considered the cannibalistic imagery too gruesome; when complaining of the
recurring theme of death in one night's program of films at a theater, the critic cited
the cartoon: "Death, always an uncomfortable comedian, is rather too predominant in
the current Roxy program. A Disney cartoon, 'Cannibal Capers', plays tunes on
skulls" ("Film House" 41).
The cannibal became a marketable image via Cannibal Capers. The film was
so successful Columbia Pictures, Disney's distributor, used the African image to
make more money. Of all the characters in the fifteen "Silly Symphonies" cartoons
released between 1929 and 1930, the distributor used one of Cannibal Capers 's
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cannibals to represent the series in a print advertisement for Columbia's films of the
1931-32 season. Disney's only other cartoon series was "Mickey Mouse." The
cannibal stereotype thus contributed to the early success of both Columbia Pictures
and Walt Disney Pictures by serving as a mascot alongside Disney's phenomenally
popular mouse (Columbia 21).
The lack of definition in black characters allowed novel depictions of
interracial relationships. Animation studios, as a result, followed the lead of
Hollywood features in deviating from traditional black-white relationships in fiction.
As mentioned earlier, Betty Boop 's Bamboo Isle showed a white man-black woman
courtship. Black cannibals often chased fearful white explorers out of Africa. Even
black slaves occasionally broke from traditional characterization; in Dixie Days the
slave Topsy disrespectfully gave a raspberry to slave auctioneers and pulled up her
dress in front of them.
Every critic did not approve of the vague characterizations ofblack characters.
In 1931 a Variety reviewer discussed the Terrytoons studio's cartoon Blues. He was
one of the first critics to note that a cartoon's black characters did not sound black.
Blues, the critic wrote, "has one pointed angle in that all the characters are black face,
although offscreen singing voices sound otherwise. A disjointed story of a colored
hobo and his mule who tempts a mammy with his music and they wed. On the return
from the ceremony he pipes her basketful of kids and lams out" (15). The writer
wanted the characters to speak in the manner ofblackface minstrels—incorrect
grammar and malapropisms. He associated the speech with African Americans
and
consequently considered it an essential part of African-American
characterization.
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He did not share Seldes's view that drawings should not speak or that cartoons should
be surreal. Rather, he favored not only vocal characters but characters with
appropriate voices. Moreover, he associated the African-American ethnicity with
minstrelsy by referring to the cartoon's characters as both "colored" and "black face."
The plot for Blues called for radical images of African-Americans. The
cartoon began with positive images of black interpersonal relations but ended with
negative stereotypes of broken black families. It was one of the extremely rare
cartoons that presented courtship between a black man and a black woman, especially
a courtship leading to marriage. Even fewer cartoons besides Blues also showed two-
parent black families. However, Blues showed the actual breakup of an African-
American family; although most cartoons with black families lacked black fathers,
only Terrytoons dared to show the father leaving his new wife and children.
Blues foreshadowed black representation in the cartoons of the rest of the
early 1930s (1932-1934). In this period studios enhanced Blues' black
characterizations in unique ways. Fleischer's black male characters lusted after white
women—especially Betty Boop—instead ofmammies. Van Beuren, meanwhile,
developed black characters who devised elaborate schemes in order to escape trouble
or responsibility. Before Hollywood began producing films along the guidelines of a
production code in 1934, animated black representation became more controversial.
* Two chapters in the book Inside the Minstrel Mask, edited by Annemarie Bean, James V. Hatch, and
Brooks McNamara (Hanover: Wesleyan University Press, 1996), noted these roots of "Turkey in the
Straw." Marian Hannah Winter's "Juba and American Minstrelsy" acknowledged the song's
contributions to minstrels' dance performances, and Barbara Lewis' "Daddy Blue" cited Gary Engle's
book This Grotesque Essence, which had related "Turkey in the Straw" to "Zip Coon" (225, 233, 270).
" Two former employees of Harman-Ising have commented on Bosko's resemblance to animal
characters. Jack Zander commented on Bosko's similarity to Mickey Mouse, and Mel Shaw related
Bosko to Felix for Charles Solomon's book Enchanted Drawings (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1989),
100.
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CHAPTER 2
BLACKNESS BY STUDIO: IMAGES FROM 1932 TO 1934
Introduction
The cartoons of the early 1930s featured more sophisticated black
representation than in the late 1920s. When sound film effectively replaced silent
film as Hollywood's main product in the 1930s, producers sought more realistic
images, because sound added a dimension of realism to film. As a result, studios
stopped hiring white actors to play black roles in blackface and started to seek black
actors. As cartoon studios became more comfortable animating to voices as well as
music, black characters more frequently spoke in incorrect grammar and
malapropisms. Although African-American and African characters still shared the
same facial construction as animal characters, studios began to humanize their black
characters—depicting them as people more often than as animals. Moreover, in this
period black characters starred with white characters more often than with animal
representations ofwhites. These developments resulted from studios' successful
films starring human cartoon characters in the early to mid- 1930s. Max Fleischer's
cartoons starring Betty Boop and Popeye received favorable reviews from exhibitors,
and the latter character's popularity surpassed Mickey Mouse's (Rogin 118-119,
Cabarga 82).
The lack of class-based depictions of black-white relations in many cartoons
released between 1932 and 1934 reflected the financial devastation that
both ethnic
groups faced during the Great Depression. As the Depression
worsened, whites
began to compete with blacks for traditionally "black" jobs like porters
and
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domestics. Studios no longer limited black characters to attacking whites in African
"jungles" or serving them on southern plantations. By attending social events
together like boxing matches and concerts, black and white characters in cartoons
related to each other as consumers. The absence of social segregation in these
cartoons also resulted from black characters' absence of characterizations due to the
studios' continued preference ofmusic over dialogue. The cartoons comprised a
portion of the many films from Hollywood that contained these new interethnic
images. Both Harman-Ising's and Ub Iwerks' cartoons occasionally featured black
characters in public places with whites but not in segregated seating arrangements.
The former studio's I Like Mountain Music depicted black and white characters
enjoying a concert together. The latter studio's The Bully and Mary 's Little Lamb
showed the two ethnic groups attending the same boxing match and classroom,
respectively (Greenberg 7, Doherty 276).
The servile images ofblacks in some cartoons of this period symbolized their
difficulty in becoming skilled laborers during the Depression. As whites barred
blacks from skilled labor positions and prohibited them from unions, cartoon studios
placed black characters in low-wage positions but focused on their willingness to
serve whites instead of their prohibitions from higher-wage employment. Some films
with these characterizations dehumanized black characters. In Disney's 1933 cartoon
The Steeple-Chase, Mickey Mouse conspired with two black stablehands to win a
horse race. Later that year Van Beuren produced a similar film, Galloping Fanny,
starring Cubby the Bear as the protagonist who fraternized with African-Americans.
In both films the animal characters posed as jockeys, and the black workers wore
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horse-costumes for two. The cartoons demonstrated black inferiority and sub-
humanity by having black characters work for animals; many scenes showed the
animal protagonists Mickey and Cubby riding on the backs of the black characters—
a
fitting symbol of African Americans' labor problems of the period (Honey 16).
In the early 1930s, each animation studio developed its own style of African-
American and African representation. The black images of this period correlated to
the style of filmmaking each different studio used. Disney's images consisted mostly
of blackface characters. Harman and Ising's black characters lacked characterization
because of the duo's continued prioritization of animating to music. Max Fleischer
constructed films with strong sexual humor around songs by black entertainers.
Amadee Van Beuren hired actual blackface minstrels to bring their acts to animation.
Warner Brothers' Blank Blacks
The cartoons released by Warner Brothers Pictures restricted black
representation to incidental characters lacking ethnically stereotypical characteristics.
Harman-Ising's characters had undefined personalities, because Warner Brothers still
prioritized the exploitation of their songs in the cartoons. The studio continued to
make Bosko a weakly-defined character. The studio's new series—"Merrie
Melodies"—also exploited Warner Brothers music through animation, thus leaving
little opportunity for strong characterizations of black characters in those
films.
When Harman and Ising left Warner Brothers for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in 1933,
their replacement Leon Schlesinger followed his predecessor's
lead in vague black
characterization. He merely inherited the music-dominated "Looney
Tunes" and
"Merrie Melodies" (Curtis 195).
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As other studios began to create black characters with stereotypical black
speech, Harman and Ising rarely had their characters speak ethnic dialogue. Their
black characters spoke in a formalistic manner, because their dialogue was not
synchronous to their roles such as slaves or cannibals. Moreover, the studio
indiscriminately gave the speech pattern to their stars. The studio not only continued
to develop black characters with grammatically correct dialogue but also allowed
non-black characters to utter African-American dialogue. Bosko continued to speak
in a grammatically correct falsetto like that of Mickey Mouse. In the 1932 "Merrie
Melodies" cartoon The Queen Was in the Parlor, however, a white dog named Goopy
Geer imitated the voice of the fictional black character Andrew Brown from the
popular radio comedy show Amos 'n ' Andy (Giannetti 181).
Like Disney's Egyptian Melodies, Harman-Ising's 1932 "Merrie Melodie" /
Love a Parade used skin tone to differentiate its black characters along lines of
respectability. Set in a circus, the film consisted of gags about sideshow "freaks."
The cartoon featured two characters from India—a "rubber man" and a "skinny man."
The former was a jet-black and blackfaced man, but the latter was a caricature of
activist Mahatma Gandhi with a gray skin tone. The image of Gandhi was a definite
break from the standard blackface design-no big lips or rolling eyes
but rather a
more sophisticated depiction with such details as facial wrinkles
and protruding ribs.
A critic for Variety noted, "Line drawing is satisfactory and there are
several hearty
laughs, plus a few good tricks" (14).
Although / Love a Parade visually differentiated
its black characters, they still
collectively functioned as an "other" image-an alternative
to a "normal" character.
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Like the "race exhibits" of the early twentieth century's world's fairs, /Love a
Parade promoted the idea of black inferiority by exploiting blackness. Whereas the
fairs' exhibits provided proof for contemporary anthropologists' ideas about blacks,
the film's exhibits used ethnic difference as a source of humor. The film presented
the characters as abnormal by placing them in cages as exhibits. The cartoon also
depicted them as subhuman. It grouped them with animal sideshow acts such as a
hula-dancing hippopotamus and Siamese twin pigs. The circus' barker was a dog,
and the circus band consisted of animals; these characters, however, were the
"normal" ones running the show, in contrast with the incarcerated black characters
(Baker 64, 72).
Harman-Ising's "Looney Tunes" and "Merrie Melodies" series occasionally
exploited Al Jolson's movie persona in order to help promote songs owned by
Warner Brothers. As both a blackface minstrel and the distributor's most bankable
actor, he was the cartoon studio's most likely choice for celebrity caricature. The
popularity of his blackface roles corresponded with the blackface image's prominence
in cartoons. Jolson made successful movies for the distributor until the mid- 1930s,
when Hallelujah, I'm a Bum in 1933 and Wonder Bar in 1934 failed at the box-office
(Goldman 212, 217).
Jolson's behavior contributed significantly to Harman-Ising's African-
American representations. The studio did not caricature Jolson but rather used his
catchphrases and gestures in order to construct the image of a minstrel. In a
few
cartoons released between 1931 and 1933, characters with jet-black bodies
cried,
"Mammy!" As in Disney's Egyptian Melodies, Harman-Ising's It s Got
Me Again
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also linked traditional character design to blackface minstrelsy through Jolson. The
latter film starred a mouse very similar in design to Mickey Mouse. While singing in
front of a cat, he kneeled and said, "Mammy."
Other films with references to Jolson called for characters to imitate him only
after accidentally blackening their faces as minstrels. These accidents associated the
black image with injury or calamity. As a result black representation became an
"other"—an alternative to a character's healthy image. Backfire from a motorcycle
darkened a doorman's face in You Don 't Know What You 're Doin ', and a baby fell
onto soot in The Shanty Where Santa Claus Lives. In the latter film, a mammy
character identified the blackface baby as her "Sonny Boy," another Jolson song.
Although Schlesinger's black characters shared the weak characterization of
those from Harman-Ising, the new producer's images had more definition. Between
1931 and 1933, Bosko's ethnic vagueness and blank personality had allowed for him
to take on roles that black characters—live-action and animated—typically did not
have. The titles of various "Looney Tunes" films from 1933 alone illustrated his
transcendence of ethnic roles: Bosko the Sheepherder, Bosko the Musketeer, and
Bosko in Dutch, in which he and his girlfriend Honey wore wooden clogs and danced
in Holland. Schlesinger's African-American characters, however, had such ethnically
traditional occupations as slaves, porters, and shoe-shiners. They shared screen space
with white characters as either humble servants or dangerous predators. These and
other black characters appeared with white characters, especially Buddy—
Schlesinger's new Caucasian star of "Looney Tunes." As a result the black
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characters were humanized, instead of on par with surreal animals as Bosko had been.
The films with Buddy relied more on melodrama than music, thus requiring
characters with stronger personalities.
Schlesinger's pairing of black characters with white protagonists had the
theme of white superiority. His studio developed both evil and helpless images of
blacks. Buddy was a heroic character, often rescuing his girlfriend Cookie from
brutish men and wild animals by using physical force. As a white strong hero, Buddy
was radically different from the weak and musical black hero Bosko. Instead of
running from cannibals as Bosko had done in Bosko Shipwrecked, Buddy pummeled
his black antagonist—an African king—with his fists in Buddy ofthe Apes. At the
start ofBuddy 's Circus, the protagonist had already captured and caged Africans to
use as sideshows.
Although Buddy's tenure as the star of "Looney Tunes" was shorter and less
successful than Bosko's, his cartoons pioneered black images that the studio
repeated
and refined over the next two decades. Exhibitor J. J. Medford praised
Buddy s
Circus: "This is a very good cartoon comedy of the circus days. Buddy at
his best
with all of the circus acts make this one reel of good entertainment." One
of the
African sideshows in this "reel of good entertainment" was an
Ubangi caricature
whose large lips functioned as a phonograph. The studio later
depicted Ubangi lips as
table-tennis paddles, and non-African characters put china
plates inside their hps to
look like Ubangis (Medford 65).
Even when Schlesinger developed a black protagonist
for the 1934 "Merne
Melodie" cartoon Gain ' to Heaven on a Mule, the studio
associated stereotypical
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black behavior with immorality. In the film a slave experienced a horrible nightmare
in order to stop drinking gin. It was one of the few films to illustrate a black
character's thoughts, however generalized. The image of the subconscious was a new
kind of surrealism in cartoons. Heretofore, physical transformations such as Dixie
Days' s watermelon-to-slave' s lips had constituted animated surrealism (Kracauer
187).
Goin ' to Heaven on a Mule used black representation to create a new cartoon
genre—the moral cartoon. This genre consisted of characters experiencing physical
torture in nightmares in order to stop anti-social behavior. The protagonist was one
of the first characters to visit Hell in his dreams. The film illustrated black
stereotypes via religious themes. It associated the character's alcoholism with the
original sin of the Holy Bible's Adam and Eve by showing a tree of "Forbidden Fruit"
full of gin. The cartoon also depicted Heaven as "Pair-O-Dice"—a reference not only
to "Negro dialect" but also to the gambling stereotype. Black characters often starred
in cartoons of this genre, because studios frequently showed black characters
committing stereotypical crimes such as raiding chicken roosts and gambling (Brown
106).
Fleischer's Caricatures of African-American Jazz Artists
Max Fleischer shared Harman-Ising's tactic of using music as a foundation for
animation. Fleischer used jazz musicians to construct black representation. He hired
famous African-American singers to perform their songs in various cartoons. Studio
employees visited different clubs in New York and chose acts that they wanted for
cartoons. If a musician agreed to star in and sing for a cartoon, Paramount Pictures
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promised to release the film to the theater where he was scheduled to appear. In a
July 1997 interview, animator Myron Waldman remembered, "The performers
jumped at the chance to appear on screens all over—coverage they could not get
before."
Like Harman-Ising's films, Fleischer's cartoons were little more than
animated jazz. Writers constructed cartoon stories loosely based upon the songs they
had heard the musicians play in the clubs. Animators then filmed the singers'
movements and traced over the scenes in order to duplicate the performers' dances
—
a process known as rotoscoping. The studio's focus on the singer, however,
differentiated its cartoons from the song-focused "Looney Tunes" and "Merrie
Melodies" (Cabarga 63).
Fleischer differed from Harman-Ising by using African Americans' music to
present a brand new style of humor to film audiences. Dave Fleischer, Max's brother
and the director of his films, favored the "New Humor" ofNew York's vaudeville
entertainers. This humor consisted of immigrant humor and jokes based upon
European dialects; it broke from American minstrelsy by having jokes delivered as
quick one-liners instead of minstrels' long "stump" speeches. The Fleischers,
children of Austrian Jewish immigrants, focused less on the dialect humor than on the
humor's theme of the rube in the big city. In their cartoons white characters left the
shelter of their homes to visit the exciting but dangerous environments of the
characters played by black musicians. The 1 932 cartoon Minnie the Moocher cast
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Betty Boop as a runaway leaving her strict, thick-accented Jewish immigrant father
for a foreboding cave haunted by ghosts who sounded like Cab Calloway and his
orchestra (Klein 62).
Fleischer used black entertainers in different ways for different cartoon series.
The studio occasionally featured African-American singers the Mills Brothers as the
stars of "Screen Song" cartoons, in which a live-action singer asked the audience to
follow an animated ball bouncing on the lyrics to a song. Fleischer, however, usually
cast African-American entertainers as evil characters in pursuit of its major star—
a
young, "flapperish" white woman named Betty Boop—in the "Talkartoons" and
"Betty Boop" series. In these films the musicians sang as they lustfully chased her,
thus perpetuating the stereotypes of the black male brute and rapist and the deified,
pure white woman (Pieterse 176).
Fleischer's depictions of black music and the black brute characterization in
the "Talkartoon" and "Betty Boop" series signified human vices. Many live-action
and animated films of the period contained casual references to sexual intercourse and
anti-Prohibition drunkenness. To be sure, Fleischer used animal and white characters
in cartoons containing both kinds of references. However, the majority of the
studio's films featuring black music or black characters had sexual overtones and
images of inebriation. Calloway's hermit character in The Old Man ofthe Mountain
fondled Betty Boop's breasts and waist. In Snow White his ghost character consumed
liquor (Klein 70-71).
The "Betty Boop" cartoons reinforced residential ethnic segregation. Despite
sharing screen space with non-servile black characters, Betty and her black
co-stars
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did not live in the same communities. Betty's home was safe, but the caves and
"jungles" where black characters lived were foreboding. The ghosts and cannibals
played by black entertainers lived only among other ghosts and cannibals, thus
suggesting an ethnically specific environment. Betty always fled these environments
after having sufficient exposure to the black entertainers' jazz and dancing. The
performers and their surreal dwellings represented an "other" that provided an
appealing sense of liberation but contained a threat of miscegenation via Betty's
presence in the African-American parts of towns (Wells 217).
Fleischer's cartoon starring Louis Armstrong, I'll Be Glad When You 're Dead
You Rascal You, used music to strengthen black stereotypical characters. The famous
trumpeter and his orchestra portrayed African cannibals who boiled Betty and her
friends in chamber pots. Fleischer did not make good use of Armstrong's talents
beyond music. The characters that Armstrong and his orchestra portrayed did not
contribute to the film's humor. Betty Boop's white co-stars Koko and Bimbo
performed most of the gags. The cannibals were blank characters. Despite
rotoscoping, the animators' caricatures hardly resembled those ofArmstrong and his
musicians; instead, they had the standard facial design of blackface. Moreover, the
studio did not develop the characters beyond the visual stereotypes. Although Betty
and her friends spoke in the film, the only words from the cannibals came from the
performance of the song. One exhibitor remarked that Armstrong's song
overshadowed the film's content as a result. Exhibitor J. J. Medford credited
Armstrong—a rare occurrence for a black musician whose music played in films at
the time—in his review: "This is a good one-reeler. The music is furnished by Louis
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Armstrong and his band and it will make a good filler on any program. The cartoon
is also good, but the orchestra will prove the best business getter" (56).
Fleischer put Cab Calloway's talents to greater use than Armstrong's.
Animators created gags from the performer's unique dancing style and created visual
puns from his songs' lyrics. Moreover, Calloway played a diverse range of characters
for cartoons. He portrayed a ghost in Minnie the Moodier and Snow White and a
white hermit in The Old Man ofthe Mountain. All of Calloway's characters pursued
Betty Boop. Fleischer, therefore, cast Calloway as a brute but not as a black male
brute; the studio perpetuated the stereotype by casting a black man as a threat to a
white woman. Still, Calloway found Minnie the Moocher very amusing when he saw
his ghost-character imitating his dance steps (Cabarga 63).
The animators of these particular cartoons considered their work a labor of
love. They were able to choose which films to animate. Animator Shamus Culhane
recalled in his autobiography that he did not appreciate Calloway's music and,
therefore, shunned working on them. Co-worker Willard Bowsky, however,
animated some of the films because of his fondness for the music (Culhane 47).
Another animator, Berny Wolf, had heard Calloway perform at the time that he
worked on The Old Man ofthe Mountain and liked his music. He found Calloway
"an enjoyable personality" to animate, according to a February 1998 interview.
The Fleischers chose certain African-American musicians for films because of
their ability to both visually and musically entertain. The studio incorporated black
performance into its films in a similar manner to blackface minstrels' incorporation of
black dance and speech into their acts decades earlier. Just as minstrels had studied
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blacks in taverns, dance halls, festivals, and visits to plantations; Lou Fleischer visited
Harlem's "Cotton Club" to see Calloway's nightclub act (Lott 41, Cabarga 63).
Calloway's dance steps and Armstrong's forehead-wiping with his handkerchiefwere
memorable visual trademarks that appealed to filmmakers. When appearing in films,
the uniqueness of their gestures impressed audiences, who demanded more films with
the entertainers, and turned the musicians into movie stars (Kracauer 100).
The Old Man ofthe Mountain was one ofmany films—live-action and
animated—that Americans, especially Catholics, considered controversial in the early
1930s. In Fleischer's cartoons Betty Boop wore a short dress and a garter belt and
sang songs with sexually suggestive lyrics. Exhibitors began to complain about the
mature content of "Boop" cartoons in the mid-1930s. Exhibitor Henry Reeve worried
especially of the impact of The Old Man ofthe Mountain's sex and jazz on juvenile
audiences: "After being an enthusiast on these Screen Songs it was an awful let-down
to have to show this reel. It seems to me that there is but little excuse to take a
cartoon that is primarily the one thing in the show the kids really like and make it a
vulgar, smutty blare of noise and gags without humor" (53).
The "Betty Boop" cartoons with black guest stars collectively comprised an
animated version of a genre that thrived in the mid-1930s. They were "racial
adventure films"—films often consisting of white women threatened with sexual
violence by African characters. Live-action racial adventure films usually had jungle
settings, but the caves and mountains that Betty explored symbolized jungles. As a
result, the lechers whom black entertainers played were the "savages" pursuing the
white woman Betty (Doherty 254-255).
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The Fleischer black jazz cartoon was a casualty of the studio's revamping of
the "Betty Boop" series. The studio dropped the suggestive songs, lecherous friends
like Bimbo Dog, surrealism, and stories involving Betty fighting off lustful men in
the mid-1930s. By 1935 Betty wore conservative clothes and allowed less
controversial co-stars like Pudgy Pup and Grampy the Inventor to overshadow her in
her own series. The racial adventure genre was one ofmany types of films that
disappeared after the Production Code Administration came into power in July 1934.
This group enforced a series of guidelines on film content in order to appease
Catholic organizations that had begun protesting the violent and sexual images in
films like the racial adventure genre (Doherty, 325). Paramount Pictures, Fleischer's
distributor, warned the studio to tone Betty down (Cabarga 81). The series' changes
rendered the jazzmen and their music obsolete.
Fleischer disposed of black entertainers and their music after decreasing the
"Betty Boop" series' sexual references, thus implying a connection between raciness
and blackness. The studio set many of the post- 1934 "Betty Boop" cartoons in
Betty's home, and this domesticity did not correlate with earlier cartoons' sexual
themes. Betty had encountered the predatory, black-voiced characters only after she
had left the comfort of her home. In contrast, the friendlier characters like Grampy
and Pudgy came to her home. The black ethnicity symbolized "dirtiness," and
because sex also had similar connotations, blackness and sex combined in ideas of
African-American sexuality (Young 53). Moreover, the era of the flapper had passed,
as the Great Depression grew worse during the 1930s. In a March 1999 interview,
when asked why the studio no longer used the entertainers, animator Myron
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Waldman recalled, "The formula was changed. Betty had the little pup Pudgy.
Besides, I think like all cycles, the demand for that type of vocals dropped in the
marketplace." After Betty Boop 's Rise to Fame, which contained footage of The Old
Man ofthe Mountain, jazz musicians never starred in another Fleischer film.
Van Beuren's Animated Minstrel Shows
Whereas Fleischer drew from black music, Amadee Van Beuren drew from
comedic portrayals of blacks. Van Beuren's cartoons with black representations
came from blackface minstrelsy. The plots of some films centered on white
characters darkening their faces and masquerading as blacks. Many of the cartoons
were essentially animated minstrel shows. When the studio produced "Amos 'n'
Andy" cartoons, actual minstrels performed in the films.
Van Beuren's minstrelsy-cartoons were some of American animation's first
films to rely principally on dialogue for humor. By 1932 the studio no longer used
musical notes to substitute for characters' voices, as in Dixie Days. Black and
blackfaced characters now told jokes to each other. The repartee between these
characters was especially important to Van Beuren, because verbal jokes often
outnumbered the visual gags in the studio's cartoons. The cartoon Plane Dumb and
the "Amos 'n' Andy" cartoon series demonstrated the importance of "Negro dialect"
to American animation's shift in synchronization from music to dialogue.
The studio's 1932 cartoon Plane Dumb offered one of the most convoluted
plots centered on ethnic disguise. Two white male characters exploring Africa
blackened their faces in order to look like Africans. They reasoned that the
Africans
would not attack them with burnt cork on their faces. The duo did not dress
in the
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traditional grass skirts or wear bones in their hair but rather retained their civilian
clothes. Moreover, they disguised their voices by speaking in the broken English
manner of African-American characters, instead of some pseudo-African language.
They did not encounter Africans until the very end of the film, at which point they
fled from the spear-carrying natives.
A reviewer for Variety associated the appeal of the Plane Dumb's black
representation with class. He noted that the cartoon had "some vocalizing besides the
usual bone rattling episodes of skeleton figures." The film's vocal humor came from
the blackfaced pair's "Negro dialect" and expressions of fear upon discovering
dangerous animals. Moreover, a quartet ofjet-black skeletons singing a "Negro
spiritual" exemplified the "mildly humorous pen and ink gyrations" in the film. The
reviewer, however, considered the cartoon suitable for only the "medium class houses
and lesser spots." Humor based upon blackface minstrelsy and stereotypical
characterizations alone did not appeal to upper-class audiences. This delegation of
Plane Dumb as unappealing to the elite was a stark contrast to the plethora of
commentators from diverse periodicals—from Time to New Republic—who praised
Mickey Mouse's early cartoons (1928 to 1931) featuring minstrel songs.
The failure ofPlane Dumb to have crossover class appeal was not a new
phenomenon for either American film or blackface minstrelsy. Movie attendance was
originally a working-class activity that did not begin to appeal to higher classes until
the 1910s (Sklar 16, 58). Minstrelsy had similarly begun with working-class
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entertainers, using burnt cork to vent their frustrations toward the upper class.
Immigrants later performed in blackface to assimilate as Americans, a trend that The
Jazz Singer dramatized in 1927 (Lott 96, 156).
Van Beuren hoped that authentic blackface minstrelsy in animated cartoons
would reverse the studio's declining fortunes. After having dropped the "Aesop's
Fables" and "Tom and Jerry" series in 1933, the studio suffered the failure of its
newest series "Cubby Bear," which starred a bear resembling Mickey Mouse, later
that year. Meanwhile, white actors Freeman Gosden and Charles Correll, who voiced
African-American characters Amos Jones and Andrew H. Brown in their long-
running radio program Amos 'n ' Andy, agreed to lend their voices and characters to
Van Beuren for an animated adaptation. Like their radio counterparts, the animated
Amos, Andy and other black characters of the series spoke in stereotypical dialect.
Despite Gosden and Correll's input, the "Amos 'n' Andy" cartoons were
fundamentally different from the radio episodes. The studio desexualized the
African-American male protagonists. The radio show had included female love-
interests for Amos and Andy, but the cartoons did not. Although many cartoons
starred male-female couples like Mickey and Minnie Mouse or Buddy and Cookie,
cartoons featuring heterosexual black couples were extremely rare. The absence of
Amos' and Andy's girlfriends from the cartoons consequently contributed to the
studio's stereotypical depiction ofAmos and Andy as black men. Unlike the
continuing half-hour daily adventures of the original show, the animated stories were
self-contained, six-minute short films. Each cartoon consisted of the Kingfish
convincing Andy to participate in money-making schemes despite Amos's protests.
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The "Amos 'n' Andy" cartoons offered some original aspects of black
characterization. The characters lived in an urban environment, whereas most black
cartoon characters lived on plantations or in "jungles." As a result, they were the first
animated "Zip Coon" (ignorant black northerner) characters. "Amos 'n' Andy" was
the first cartoon series since the silent era to have African-American protagonists.
Moreover, it was one of the first series to exclusively feature black characters; white
and animal characters did not have even cameo roles. The series differed from most
of its contemporaries, because it featured neither a song nor made Amos and Andy
sing and dance; Gosden and Correll's characters were unusually non-musical blacks
(Ely 29).
The series also provided original visual black images. The animated Amos
Jones and Andy Brown were two of the first African-American characters whose
designs broke from the "Felix the Cat" mold. Instead ofjet-black skin, both had light
gray tones. They had broad noses with delineated nostrils, and their lips were smaller
than other black cartoon characters, although still prominent. In one trade
advertisement, the studio promised that Amos and Andy would look "just as their
millions of radio fans imagine them" (13). To accomplish this goal, animators tried
to make the characters look realistically human. Animator Bill Littlejohn recalled in
a January 1999 interview, "There was nothing exaggerated or caricatured about the
drawings of the faces. They were pretty much drawn to scale." He added, "It was
quite interesting, drawing human animation without rotoscoping."
Van Beuren's use of dialogue in the "Amos 'n' Andy" cartoons was both the
series' main attraction and tragic flaw. When advertising the series, the studio
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concentrated more on the voices' familiarity than on the quality of the animation. A
trade advertisement heralded the arrival ofAmos and Andy "with their own voices in
animated cartoons" and provided an example of the type of "Negro" speech to expect:
"Undisconnected wid de Fresh Air Taxicab Co. of America, Incorpulated,"
Andrew H. Brown, President, Andrew H. Brown, Director, Andrew H.
Brown, Author, Andrew H. Brown, Cameraman and Amos Jones, Property
Man, announce the first super-supreme-colossal-de luxe production of "The
Great Animater Pitcher Co. of America, Incorpulated" Entitled "The Rasslin'
Match" (13).
Exhibitors generally lauded the cartoon characters' vocal similarities to their radio
counterparts. J.J. Medford noted, "Amos and Andy do the talking and just like the
radio." A. N. Miles similarly noted, "The voices are natural and drawing is good."
The verbal humor of radio's Amos 'n ' Andy, however, did not adapt successfully to
animation. The cartoons relied on dialogue at the expense of action; characters often
stopped moving while they talked. Medford, after calling The Rasslin ' Match "One
of the best cartoons I have ever seen," complained, "There is only one mistake, the
cartoon is entirely too crude." The series was too much like a radio program and not
enough like a cartoon (Medford 137, Miles 84).
Van Beuren's "Amos 'n' Andy" series was not a success. RKO Radio
Pictures released only two cartoons
—
The Rasslin ' Match and The Lion Tamer. In
January 1999, Bill Littlejohn recalled the financial sacrifice the studio made in order
to give the characters a realistic look. "They [the cartoons] were too expensive. It
took a lot of drawing to make these characters—the buttons and other details." "The
stories weren't too good either. They were the weak part [of the cartoons]." Many
early sound live-action films, released in the late 1920s, were essentially filmed plays
saturated with dialogue; these movies failed to score with audiences because of their
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lack of visual excitement (Kracauer 104). Van Beuren's "Amos 'n' Andy" cartoons,
therefore, represented a step backward in filmmaking in 1934, because it was
essentially a filmed radio series.
Burt Gillett's arrival to Van Beuren as the studio's new cartoon director in
1934 signaled the end of the studio's reliance upon minstrelsy. The former director
of Disney's cartoons brought in dramatic changes to Van Beuren's cartoons. He
improved the quality of characters' designs. More importantly, he created series with
white juvenile stars ("Toddle Tales") and fairy-tale plots ("Rainbow Parade"). This
content left little room for random blackface routines or minstrelsy-based humor.
Van Beuren offered these new cartoons to audiences until the studio's demise in 1936
(Maltin 205-206).
Disney's Lack of Blacks
From 1932 to 1934, Disney's black images were the least evolved of all
studios because of his focus on the blackface image. Like Schlesinger's "Looney
Tunes," Disney's "Mickey Mouse" series shifted toward melodramatic stories with
the star rescuing damsels from heavyset male characters. All of the characters in the
series, however, were animals instead of people. The "Silly Symphony" cartoons
were now adaptations of fairy tales and fables starring insects and animals.
Traditional black characterizations like shuffling slaves or cannibalistic Africans did
not fit in either series. Most of the studio's cartoons with black representation in
these years featured animal characters with blackened faces. Blackface gags—in
which a light-skinned character accidentally wore blackface makeup because of an
explosion or a fall into a mud puddle—became commonplace. While Disney still
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associated blackness with animals as in the late 1920s, the other studios' black
representations consisted ofhuman black images. Even Harman and Ising, who tried
to keep up with Disney's success, surpassed their idol with Bosko and other human
black characters.
Most of Disney's blackface cartoons contained blackface gags that were not
central to the films' plots. The gags had varying degrees of originality. In both The
Grocery Boy (1932) and Santa 's Workshop (1933), characters wore blackface after
soot fell on their faces. In Funny Little Bunnies (1934), chocolate syrup splashed
onto the face of a white rabbit making Easter eggs. The chocolate covered all of the
bunny's face, except for the mouth area—a common appearance for blackface
minstrels. In 1899, Frank Dumont had advised amateur minstrels, "Comedians leave
a wider white margin all around the lips. This will give it the appearance of a large
mouth" (Dumont 14).
Of all Disney's blackface cartoons, only Mickey 's Mellerdrammer (1933)
attempted to give the appearance some significance to the cartoon. For this film the
studio extended a blackface gag into an entire cartoon. After a cigar explosion
blackened Mickey Mouse's face, he and his friends decided to perform a stage
adaptation of Harriet Beecher Stowe's novel Uncle Tom 's Cabin. This film marked
Disney's only reference to slavery in an animated film. The cartoon did not cause
any particular stir among critics, and the studio never attempted to animate another
minstrel show after this film. It was an atypical "Mickey Mouse" film—neither an
animated musical nor a melodramatic adventure. Exhibitor A. J. Gibbons warned, "A
few more like this and Mickey Mouse might as well crawl into his hole" (46).
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The studio demonstrated progress in characterization development by
transforming cannibals from expressionless dancers to fierce adversaries. By 1932
Disney's natives had become much more evil than in Cannibal Capers. In Trader
Mickey cannibals tried to boil the mouse, who rescued himself by playing a musical
instrument and causing the natives to dance away from the pot in which he boiled.
The more defined characterizations reflected Disney's increasing mastery of
personality animation. The studio's 1933 "Silly Symphony" cartoon Three Little Pigs
broke new ground by presenting characters who moved in different manners, as
opposed to moving in unison to a musical beat. Within two years Disney's
competitors tried to develop strong personalities for characters. Black
characterizations evolved as well but as stereotypical black humans instead of
individualized personalities (Maltin 40).
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CHAPTER 3
BLACK PERSONALITIES: IMAGES FROM 1935 TO 1938
Introduction
Animation's personality era began in the mid-1930s. Disney's cartoons began
to feature individualized characters who radically differed from the eternally cheerful
stars of cartoons. The studio's animators received formal art training from night
classes at the Chouinard Art School in Los Angeles in the early 1930s, and the
studio's story department constructed lengthy descriptions of characters' personalities
for animators working on their appearances (Maltin 43, 46). Mickey Mouse's co-
stars of the period, dim-witted friend Goofy and quick-tempered acquaintance Donald
Duck, provided comic sparks that the bland mouse lacked. Goofy was accident-prone
and had a Southern drawl, and Donald Duck uttered an unintelligible squawk when
extremely agitated. Mickey Mouse, meanwhile, still displayed very little personality
beyond happy and unhappy facial expressions. As a result, Goofy and Donald
surpassed Mickey in popularity and became stars of their own individual series by
1937. Their rise to fame came from their appeal to audiences as movie stars, who
—
live-action or animated—acquired stardom via their looks, walk, or speech, making
impressed audiences want to see the stars repeatedly (Kracauer 100).
The introduction of different story formulas in films of this period required
individualized characterizations. Studios relied less frequently on music to sell
cartoons. They followed Disney's lead in adapting fairy tales to animation and using
cute juvenile protagonists for original stories. Many of the stories involving young
characters focused on the subconscious. Children in cartoons often dreamed of
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objects coming to life or had nightmares after disobeying their parents' rules. These
plots emerged because of the Production Code of 1934 and the popularity of
contemporary child stars like Shirley Temple and the cast ofMGM's live-action "Our
Gang" film series. Borrowing from the format of "Our Gang," Schlesinger's 1935
"Merrie Melody," / Haven 't Got a Hat, starred Porky Pig and other animals as
children performing in a recital in their elementary school with disastrous results.
The studios' accessibility to the Technicolor film process contributed to
character individualization. Disney had exclusive rights to Technicolor for three
years and developed creative uses of color for "Silly Symphony" cartoons (Maltin 39-
40). When Disney lost exclusivity in the mid- 1930s, other studios created new series
that showcased Technicolor. Fleischer's "Color Classics," Charles Mintz's "Color
Rhapsodies," Ub Iwerks' "Comicolors," and Van Beuren's "Rainbow Parade"
debuted in the 1934-35 season. Animators changed their methods of character design
in order to have characters feature various colors, thus forever shunning the jet-black,
blackface-inspired look for characters.
The personality era's genesis marked the end of both surrealism and
nondescript dancing protagonists. Studios either revamped or dropped their
imitations of Mickey Mouse to adapt to new juvenile themes. Harman and Ising
transformed Bosko into a little, rural black boy. Walter Lantz's jet-black character
Oswald Rabbit became a juvenile white rabbit with a child-like voice. These
characters' new designs reflected a growing realism in animation that had evolved
from the new styles of character design after Technicolor's emergence. Not every
critic approved of realism, which threatened to replace cartoon surrealism. Critic
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Claude Bragdon wrote in 1934 that the Technicolor process and intermediate shades
of gray in colorless cartoons increased production costs and labor but not quality.
Finding little about the Technicolor cartoon to recommend, he summarized, "Indeed,
realism is the thing which the animated cartoon should run away from: the nearer it
approaches purely naturalistic effects the more it ceases to be itself (Bragdon 42).
From 1935 to 1938, black animated representation consisted merely of more
clearly defined generalizations. Different types of black characters tended to have the
same appearance in films from various studios. They still shared the same blackface-
inspired design, although the skin color of Technicolor black characters was now
brown instead ofjet-black. Studios also neglected to individualize the voices for
black characters. They all spoke in the same "Negro" speech and, except for cartoons
starring black celebrity caricatures and African natives, tended to speak with a
Southern drawl. Their dialogue became less formalistic and more "realistic" in
relation to their stereotypical characterizations (Giannetti 181).
Animated black characterizations grew increasingly passive, reflecting the
dominance of servile imagery. Black characters appeared more often as slaves,
domestic servants, and assistants to white "jungle"-explorers than as businessmen like
the taxicab-owners Amos and Andy. Hollywood feature films often contained these
images. When sound brought realism to live-action films, black actors replaced
blackfaced white actors in these stereotyped roles. Hollywood movies thereafter
developed servant characters in order to employ African-American actors, although
the movies in which they appeared did not feature them in leading roles. African-
Americans had usually played servants, but more servant roles came to blacks during
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this period (Cripps, Slow 268, Bogle 36). These images reflected African Americans'
continued exclusion from skilled labor positions, almost exclusively held by white
workers. This ethnic division of employment survived because of whites' belief that
blacks lived to serve them. Studios tended to develop jokes from the characters'
servility and passivity. A common gag in cartoons like Ub Iwerks' Dick
Whittington 's Cat and Leon Schlesinger's A Lad in Bagdad consisted of a white
person or a group of white people trampling over a black servant as in a stampede.
As servants black characters often had little to do with the plots of their cartoons.
Servants were rarely protagonists or antagonists, and reviewers generally ignored
them when writing about the cartoons (Honey 29).
The juvenilization of black images also contributed to the increase in
animated black passivity. As studios moved away from violent "damsel in distress"
adventures toward children's fantasies and fairy tales, they began to cast children as
protagonists. One of the most frequently produced black male images of the period,
however, was the passive and helpless boy—the "Sambo" stereotype. Sambo had
slapstick connotations in his inability to triumph over anyone, except by accident.
This characterization emerged as job competition between black and white men
intensified during the Great Depression. Sambo was an image of comfort for white
men who competed with black men for jobs to which the former had previously
relegated the latter, such as janitor or porter; Sambo was a child and, therefore, too
young and weak to work in those positions (Greenberg 74).
The lack of variety in black cartoon characters' settings was another response
to ethnic tensions during the Depression. With few exceptions, these characters lived
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in either cotton plantations in the South, in African "jungles," or in Harlem. To be
sure, each region had significant black populations. Blacks in Harlem comprised
America's largest black neighborhood; meanwhile, fifty-six percent of blacks lived
rurally, and ninety-seven percent ofblack agricultural wage-earners lived in the
South. However, these locations became stereotypical, because studios rarely placed
black characters anywhere else. Animators placed black characters in locations with
a mostly black populace in order to symbolize whites' desires to remove blacks from
job competition (Brandt 24, Wolters 7).
The new black characterizations also led to the segregation of black and white
characters. Both ethnic groups had fundamentally different types of depictions that
no longer called for shared screen space as equals. White characters did not star in
cartoons set in mostly black environments like cotton fields or "jungles," unless the
films established their higher social or economic class than that of black characters.
This development reflected a similar ethnicity-based hierarchical condition that
simultaneously existed in the United States, especially the "Jim Crow" system in the
South. Whenever black and white characters appeared together, blacks served whites
as humble butlers and maids or as "jungle" native assistants. Cartoons occasionally
presented black and white characters watching singers and dancers together. Even
these films, however, did not divorce black characters from ethnic stereotypes
(Pieterse 130).
Cartoons with black leading characters also had connotations of segregation.
Black protagonists usually appeared in musicals and had only other black characters
as costars. White characters never appeared as antagonists or secondary characters to
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blacks in cartoons of the mid- 1930s. As a result black characters never conflicted
with white characters, as in Dixie Days; nor did black characters overshadow white
characters, as in the "Betty Boop" series. Moreover, by centering the films around
music, the studios did not provide strong plots for black characters, unlike the
coherent stories for Disney's Three Little Pigs and similar cartoons starring animals
and juvenile whites.
Cartoon studios began contributing to whites' oppression of blacks in the
United States by developing these servile and geographically limited characters. The
animators presented images ofpoor black laborers by poking fun at their illiteracy via
"Negro dialect" and depicting them as happy to serve whites. These images did not
inform audiences of the factors causing black poverty or of the degree of the poorer
class's suffering from segregation. As a result, the studios' perpetuation of this
ignorance enabled the oppression of African Americans to continue. By refusing to
enlighten spectators, animators did not give oppressed viewers or sympathizers to the
oppressed any opportunities to try to end segregation. The black animated image
came from the oppressor's point of view—studios with mostly white and no black
employees—and catered to audiences of the oppressing class (Freire 43-44, 55, 88).
Disney's Pioneering of Black Characterization
Disney developed the black characterizations that the other studios eventually
used for black characters. The "Silly Symphonies" series, in particular, served as a
launching pad for the animated black mammy, the faithful servant, and caricatures of
African-American celebrities. The series never used a black figure as a protagonist
but rather as a supporting character; the "Symphonies" typically starred either cute
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animals or white children. The black characters' personalities were hardly unique to
American cinema, but Disney presented them in ways that cartoon studios had not.
When developing a black female servant character for "Silly Symphonies"
cartoons, Disney stuck to traditional stereotypes. The studio duplicated images of the
mammy in earlier American literature and advertisements as a hefty, desexualized,
childless, and motherly woman. Loyal mammies had appeared in antebellum
American literature as a defense against slavery. Disney perpetuated the stereotype
of the servant's extraordinarily innate happiness by having the mammy sing a
cheerful song while working (Pieterse 155, Litwack 18).
Disney redefined the mammy characterization in animation with the cartoon
Three Orphan Kittens. The studio cast the mammy of this film as an antagonist
seeking to remove stray kittens who had sneaked into the middle-class home in which
she worked. Heretofore, in cartoons the mammy had only appeared as an incidental
character in films set on cotton plantations. Still, despite Disney's villainous
mammy-image, the studio developed her personality by blending servitude with
spirituality. In the film she sang a curious song, the lyrics ofwhich included the
stanza, "Gwine to heaven when I die/ Dis sure am a scrumptious pie." This type of
animated mammy coincided with the emergence of sarcastic, witty, and brusque
female servant characters appearing in live-action features and played by actresses
like Hattie McDaniel (Cripps, Slow 354).
Three Orphan Kittens was one of the first cartoons to place authority over a
black character upon an unlikely white character—one who was neither an adult nor a
man. When a little white girl saw the maid try to throw the kittens out of the house,
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the child wanted to keep them. The mammy relented but not before exclaiming in
frustration, "Land sakes!" The exchange between the two characters was both typical
and unique. In keeping with standard characterizations of fictional domestic servants,
the mammy as a black person submitted to a white person's will. However, the
mammy as an adult had to submit to a white child, presumably because the mammy
worked for the child's parents. Still, the girl's power over the maid reinforced the
traditional stereotype of African Americans as child-like or developmentally arrested;
as a black person, the maid's adult status was irrelevant to a white person
—
juvenile
or not.
The mammy of Three Orphan Kittens was the model for other studios'
mammies in future cartoons. After Disney's cartoon won the Academy Award for
Best Cartoon Short Subject in 1935, heavyset black female characters performed
diverse functions. In Schlesinger's 1937 "Merrie Melodie" cartoon, September in the
Rain, a caricature of Aunt Jemima listened as a caricature of Al Jolson serenaded her
in blackface—a rare taboo interracial romantic scene legitimized via burnt cork. At
MGM Harman and Ising used a mammy character as the mother of a black boy in a
few cartoons. This maid exemplified Harman-Ising's continued borrowing from
Disney; their character had the exact same costume—apron, red-striped stockings,
and bedroom slippers—as Disney's. Both characters appeared only from the neck
down in order for the films' viewers to focus on the smaller protagonists (the boy and
the kittens). Disney also capitalized on the film's success by producing a sequel,
More Kittens (1936), starring the same mammy figure.
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Disney relied on skin color and facial construction instead of costume when
developing male black servant characters. Having ceased production of black-and-
white cartoons in 1935, the studio used Technicolor as a means to differentiate
characters by ethnicity. Africans and African-Americans in Disney's cartoons now
had dark brown skin, and the palms of their hands had a tan color. In addition to the
skin color, the studio continued to design black characters with liver-lips and bulging
eyes to separate them from other characters. In Mickey 's Man Friday (1935) and
Toby Tortoise Returns (1936), black stereotypes symbolized servitude as well as
ethnicity (Maltin 361).
The Disney studio had frequently produced loose, animated adaptations of
literary works. Three Little Pigs, for example, had added a Jewish stereotype and a
jaunty song, "Who's Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf," and The Wise Little Hen had
featured a sailor-suited duck who evolved into Donald Duck. Disney's black
depiction of the character, Friday, from the novel, Robinson Crusoe, continued in this
tradition. Written in 1719, Daniel Defoe's Robinson Crusoe presented a European
who spent most of his adult years marooned on an island. When meeting a native of
the island, Crusoe described him in his journal:
His hair was long and black, not curled like wool ... The colour of his skin
was not quite black, but very tawny, and yet not of an ugly yellow
nauseous
tawny as the Brazilians and Virginians, and other natives of America are; but
of a bright kind of a dun olive colour, that had in it something very
agreeable,
though not very easy to describe. His face was round and plump;
his nose
small, not flat like the negroes; a very good mouth, thin lips, and
his fine teeth
well set, and white as ivory (Defoe 203-204).
Despite this vivid description of the native Friday, Disney
designed him very much
"like the negroes," giving him thick lips and dark skin. Friday's
new blackface
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design was practical; animators animated speech more easily with thick-lipped
characters than thin-lipped ones, and as a black-and-white cartoon, Mickey 's Man
Friday could not show an olive-colored character. However, the Africanized Friday
no longer served fellow human Robinson Crusoe but rather a mouse named Mickey.
By making Friday servile to a small animal, Disney created a new and durable
image of African inferiority and sub-humanity. The studio was not the first to change
the native into an African character. Two years earlier the Terrytoons studio's
Robinson Crusoe portrayed him more like a black southerner than an African, giving
him a banjo to pluck. Also, as early as 1922, black actor Noble Johnson had played
the character in a live-action movie adaptation. Still, neither of these preceding films
had changed Friday into an animal's servant. Disney's film implied that blacks were
inferior to animals as well as to whites, and this servility to a non-human character
removed the humanity from Defoe's original conception of the character (Sampson
120, Archer 184).
Some aspects of Disney's character Friday were part of traditional African
imagery. As in Defoe's novel, Disney's cartoon depicted Friday as
a blank slate for
Robinson Crusoe and Mickey Mouse to fill with knowledge of Western
customs,
especially the notion of blacks' servility to whites. Both the
novel and the film
presented Friday as a sidekick to Crusoe. African native
characters often served as
assistants to white explorer characters in literature and films
produced after European
colonization of Afnca began in the late nineteenth century;
after colonization began,
images of servile and refined natives replaced the warlike
cannibal characters of the
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pre-colonization era (Pieterse 108, 1 1 1). Similarly, after the Hays Code took effect in
1934, images of black African characters threatening white women in films
disappeared (Doherty 276).
Toby Tortoise Returns, a "Silly Symphony" cartoon from 1936, used color
and design to create an ethnic hierarchy among animal characters. In the film Toby
Tortoise and Max Hare fought in a boxing match. Between rounds a black rabbit
polished Max's feet. To further distinguish the black rabbit from Max along ethnic
and class lines, the servant also had large pink lips similar to those of black cartoon
characters. I. Klein, who animated this particular scene, referred to the black rabbit as
a "shoe-shine boy" (Klein 74).
Animated African Caricatures
African characters in non-Disney cartoons appeared either as exhibits in
parodies of travelogues or as assistants to white explorers. In the mid-1 930s, they
rarely practiced cannibalism or functioned as antagonists in films. Moreover, in stark
contrast to previous depictions of Africa as a dangerous continent populated by
cannibals, the shorts of the mid-1930s depicted the continent as a paradise inhabitable
for white characters (Pieterse 117). The white characters occasionally ruled over
native black Africans after arriving, thus implying whites' superiority to blacks.
Schlesinger's "Merrie Melody" cartoon The Isle ofPingo-Pongo was a
milestone in animation for two reasons. It was the first animated parody of the
travelogue genre; second, the film also depicted natives in a manner similar to its
depiction of the animals—as attractions for prospective tourists. Such images were
not original. Many colonialist media presented Africa through its landscape,
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constructing an image of the continent's animals and people as one exotic entity not
found in Europe. As a result Africa became a continent developed by nature instead
of humans (Young 68, Pieterse 1 13).
The few cartoons that cast African characters as antagonists comically
depicted them. MGM's 1937 "Happy Harmony" cartoon Little 01 ' Bosko and the
Cannibals developed visual gags from stereotypical African adornments and
exaggerated facial designs. The film's dialogue continuity sheet presented two such
jokes from the same action—the beating of a drum. In one scene featuring two
cannibals, "one of them uses the big lips of the other for cymbals." Another scene
starred a cannibal who "plays bass drum with bone stuck thru his nose." Later a
cannibal cook alerted his tribe ofmeal time by "ringing dinner gong stuck thru
another cannibal's nose" (9, 10).
Jungle Jitters, another "Merrie Melody," also had unique gags and settings for
African characters in the mid- 1930s. The film was one of the first cartoons to depict
African characters via Western acculturation humor, which poked fun at African
responses to Western inventions. The natives were colonized cannibals, ruled by a
white female character. Although they carried spears and attempted to cook a
traveling salesman, the cook wore a chefs hat, suggesting a degree of cultural
refinement. The film showed the natives' technological incompetence when one such
character sucked his entire hut into a vacuum cleaner (Pieterse 97-98, 119). They
also spoke in languages other than African. One character spoke in stereotypical
Negro dialect, but another had a Japanese accent; the animators slanted the latter
native's eyes to visually reinforce the gag. Isadore "Friz" Freleng directed the
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cartoon and, according to a 1996 interview with future co-worker David DePatie,
believed, "Poking fun at certain ethnic groups had always spelled success." 1"
Exhibitor A. J. Inks proved Freleng's idea correct by praising this film: "No better to
be had than this one. Enjoyed by large and small" (55).
The Black Celebrity as Black Representation
As Disney and other studios improved the designs of their characters, they
caricatured black celebrities for black stereotypes in their films. The mid-1930s
marked the peak of diverse black characterization. Instead ofmaking Al Jolson the
definitive black caricature, studios drew images of actors Stepin Fetchit and Bill
"Bojangles" Robinson as well as jazz artists Cab Calloway and Fats Waller, among
others. They either performed in cartoons' musical numbers or played servile roles.
These numerous caricatures became celebrities during the 1930s. Cartoon studios did
not caricature the actors in their roles but as themselves (Bogle 37).
Disney's "Silly Symphony" cartoon Who Killed Cock Robin? (1935) was a
milestone in both black caricature and celebrity caricature. It was one of the first
cartoons to feature a caricature of black actor Stepin Fetchit. Heretofore, studios had
caricatured blackface minstrels like Al Jolson or had cast famous black musicians as
unrecognizable cartoon characters, as in Fleischer's cartoons. Disney's depiction of
Fetchit as a slow-witted and sleepy-eyed blackbird started a series of Fetchit-
caricatures that lasted into the mid- 1940s—long after the actor himself had stopped
appearing regularly in movies. The film received critical acclaim, earning an
Academy Award nomination but losing to the fellow "Silly Symphony" cartoon,
Three Orphan Kittens.
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After studios began to caricature other performers, the Stepin Fetchit
caricature evolved into a generally servile, unintelligent, and slow-moving
representation. Shuffling characterized his movement, and malapropisms dominated
his speech. In the script for MGM's Swing Wedding, a Fetchit caricature avoided his
wedding by saying, "I don't care for that old matri-matri-alimony, anyhow," but later
stopped his fiancee's wedding to another man by shouting, "Yowsah! I objects most
strenuositously" (4, 7). In the script for Schlesinger's Clean Pastures, Fetchit
appeared as the angel Gabriel, who tried to keep black sinners from nightclubs by
meekly scolding, "You, you, you all can't go in there. Er, er, Ah'm supposed to keep
you out of those kinda places" (1).
Jazz musicians evolved from legitimate cartoon actors to stereotypical objects
of ridicule in the animated films of the mid-1930s. Unlike Fleischer's casting of
black entertainers in roles modeled after their individual personalities, other studios
caricatured the musicians solely on an ethnic basis. When a group ofjazz artists
appeared in cartoons like Schlesinger's "Merrie Melody" cartoon Clean Pastures,
they all spoke broken English and had big lips and wide eyes. Animators only
differentiated them with visual and vocal traits like kinky hair (for images of Cab
Calloway) or a raspy voice (for Fats Waller). Moreover, the studios did not even use
the entertainers' actual voices or their music. Instead, actors imitated the musicians'
voices, and the studios' white music directors composed their own jazz that attempted
to duplicate the black jazz style. Black musicians became, in effect, average comic
black stereotypes.
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Unlike Fleischer, the other studios had trouble understanding the music style.
Transcribers of cartoons' soundtracks especially struggled to comprehend the scat-
singing of Cab Calloway's caricatures. Harman-Ising occasionally tried. The script
for The Old Millpond had a Calloway caricature singing, "Skit de bot de beet de hi de
ho" (3). In Swing Wedding's script, one of his lines was, "Oww—skippy, itty-
uppy/I'm a swing dong daddy/And a hi de ho de hay" (5). Most scripted references
to Calloway's scatting, however, avoided transcribing the words and called for the
character to "vocalize." The script for Schlesinger's Clean Pastures crudely
associated Calloway's scatting with African-Americans by twice calling for a
Calloway character's "coon shouting" (2).
Disney's caricatures ofjazz musicians were the tamest of all the studios in the
mid- 1930s. Jazz caricatures in Disney cartoons appeared only in brief scenes and
were not integral to the plots. In the final two minutes of the "Silly Symphony" film
Woodland Cafe (1937), a big-lipped, brown bug who sounded like Cab Calloway
conducted a jazz orchestra full of other similar-looking bugs. Another
"Symphony"
—
Mother Goose Goes Hollywood (1938)—briefly featured a big-lipped
caricature of Fats Waller playing a piano. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and Leon
Schlesinger, meanwhile, used stereotypical black traits like uninhibited dancing and
gambling addictions to shape their caricatures. Many ofMGM's cartoons released
between 1936 and 1938 depicted jazz musicians as villainous frogs pursuing a little
black boy (Bosko) for his cookies and playing their instruments wildly, occasionally
destroying them in the process. Studio employee Mel Shaw recalled that the
depiction of blacks as frogs was typical of contemporary cartoons because of frogs'
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large mouths. Schlesinger's Clean Pastures cast black entertainers Louis Armstrong,
Cab Calloway, and the Mills Brothers as angels saving Harlem's crap-shooting,
lustful blacks from Hades by playing jazz near seedy urban nightclubs (Shaw 145).
The differences between Disney's jazz cartoons and those of other studios
reflected the contrasting images of black musicians in Hollywood's live-action
features and live-action shorts. Both shorts and features cast jazz artists who had
visual appeal as well as musical talent. Musicians like Armstrong incorporated visual
humor in their performances—a tactic that jazz critics did not respect but film
audiences appreciated (Gabbard 6). Features, however, often presented the
entertainers in short scenes that segregated them from the remaining (white) cast
(Cripps, Slow 254). Disney's Woodland Cafe similarly placed the big-lipped, brown
bugs in the last two minutes of the cartoon, after scenes with bugs of different colors.
By casting the musicians as protagonists or antagonists in their films, MGM and
Schlesinger borrowed from the live-action shorts that frequently placed jazz artists in
similar roles throughout the 1930s and 1940s (Cripps, Slow 227).
Harman-Ising's "Happy Harmonies" cartoons with the black jazz frogs drew
significantly from the team's "Looney Tunes" cartoons starring Bosko. These films
mostly featured cheerfully singing and dancing characters but had little use for
spoken dialogue. The frogs, therefore, shared Bosko's lack of complexity. The
dialogue continuity sheet for their 1936 debut, The Old Millpond, proved that the
musicians' distinctive qualities mattered little to the studio; it merely referred to a
caricature of Louis Armstrong as "Fat Frog" (7). The frogs were also as malleable as
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Bosko—in protagonist roles in some films but antagonist in others. They danced by
themselves in their first two films but chased a harmless little boy for food in their
final three films.
The frogs' 1936 debut in The Old Millpond was the prototype for their
subsequent films. Each of the caricatured entertainers appeared in a brief scene either
by himself or herself or with no more than two other performers. Each character
contributed either a song or a joke to the cartoon. All of the characters either sang or
spoke in rhymes. The frogs danced frenetically to the film's final song. Harman-
Ising not only constructed later films starring the frogs along those guidelines but also
reused the same caricatured entertainers such as Cab Calloway and Fats Waller. Such
repetition was inevitable because of the studio's tendency to use story formulas and
because of the film's Academy Award nomination for Best Cartoon Short Subject.
The swing content in The Old Millpond came from William Hanna, a
Harman-Ising employee who had written songs for the team's "Looney Tunes" and
"Merrie Melodies" for Warner Brothers. He composed songs that brought scat-
singing and other aspects of black jazz to the post-Hays Code era; cartoon studios had
not promoted that kind of music since the final Fleischer jazz cartoon's release in
1934. He wrote much of the African-American characters' rhyming dialogue as
songs "Preacher Song" and "Jungle Rhythm." In the former song, a minister
encouraged his congregation, "Come dressed up in style/Strut right down the aisle/No
use poutin'/Strut in shoutin'/Smile on, Brother, smile." The latter song featured some
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scats for the caricature of Ethel Waters, "So I just give 'em/Jungle Rhythm/Right in
style and how/With a bum-ti-de, bum-ti-de, bum/Has changed to Mmm, nah, now"
(Hanna 22, The Old Millpond 2, 4, 8).
The second film with the frogs
—
Swing Wedding—was an atypical Harman-
Ising cartoon because of its heavy Fleischer influence. The cartoon harbored sexual
overtones like Fleischer's jazz cartoons. It was one of very few cartoons to tell the
story of a black love triangle. In the film Cab Calloway attempted to woo Ethel
Waters from Stepin Fetchit. As in Calloway's appearances in "Betty Boop," his
Swing Wedding caricature was lecherous but toward black, rather than white, female
characters. Borrowing further from Fleischer, Harman-Ising named Waters' frog-
caricature "Minnie the Moocher."
Even without sexuality, the final three films starring the frogs drew heavily
from Fleischer's cartoons. The frogs pursued Bosko, now redesigned as an African-
American boy. Thus, the jazzmen retained the "evil brute" characterization that
Fleischer had given them when endangering Betty Boop. Harman-Ising also
borrowed Minnie the Moocher's plot of having a helpless character leave the shelter
ofhome toward the foreboding environment of the musicians.
Harman-Ising's and other studios' jazz cartoons differed from Fleischer's
because ofthe asexual depictions ofthe musicians. In the cartoons of the mid-1930s,
save for Swing Wedding, the jazzmen did not chase women, especially white women
like Betty Boop. They either harrassed black boys like Bosko or played music in
nightclubs. By this time, studios had started to disassociate jazz from black sexuality.
White musicians like Paul Whiteman and Benny Goodman successfully brought
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mellow or "sweet" jazz music to white audiences, thus overshadowing Cab
Calloway's and Louis Armstrong's racy or "hot" jazz. Whites also considered jazz
their music by the 1930s; Whiteman's 1930 film The King ofJazz failed to
acknowledge African-American contributions to the music. The new asexuality of
these performers' caricatures also reflected the Hays Code's desexualizing and
juvenilizing effects on cartoons in general after 1934. Moreover, the songs that the
caricatures performed lacked sexual content. Lyrics like "I want cookies/Grandma's
cookies" from "Happy Harmonies" cartoons were much tamer than Fleischer's
"You've got to kick the gong" (Peretti 59, Gabbard 14).
The black jazz cartoons of the mid-1930s had overtly segregated casts, unlike
Max Fleischer's jazz cartoons. Jazz music no longer transcended the African-
American ethnicity but only applied to black characters. Hollywood no longer
viewed jazz as a means to show an immigrant's Americanization or his separation
from customs of the Old World, as in the movie The Jazz Singer. Instead of running
away from her immigrant father to meet Cab Calloway's ghost-character, as in
Minnie the Moocher, Max Fleischer's Betty Boop transformed into a homemaker
content to leave African-American apparitions in their caves.
Schlesinger's "Looney Tune" Porky at the Crocadero not only provided a
segregated image ofjazz but also reduced the music to a blackface gag. In the
cartoon Porky Pig wore blackface in order to appear as "Cab Howlaway" in a
nightclub patronized by animals representing whites. For a scene in which Porky
sang "Chinatown," animators exaggerated the size of his lips during moments of
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"scat-singing." Aside from attempting to duplicate Calloway's frenetic gestures, the
studio did not capture the musician's stage presence nearly as vividly as Fleischer had
in the early 1930s.
As with jazz music, cartoon studios divorced minstrel music from white and
animal characters. It no longer served as centerpieces for cartoons that did not star
black characters. Songs like "Old Folks at Home" and "Dixie" now only contributed
to black characterizations such as the slaves of Schlesinger's Uncle Tom 's Bungalow.
The music's references to slavery did not apply to non-black characters, whom
studios depicted with a higher social and economic class than that of black characters.
Mickey Mouse, who had cavorted to "Dixie" and "Jubilo" in the late 1920s, now
gravitated toward classical music as his settings changed from rural, poor
environments to lavish locations. In Disney's The Band Concert, Mickey tried to
conduct "The William Tell Overture." The studio reduced Steamboat Willie's
musical centerpiece—the minstrel song "Turkey in the Straw"—to a running joke in
The Band Concert; Donald Duck constantly interrupted Mickey's performance by
playing the song on his instrument. Despite minstrelsy's waning influence on
Disney's cartoons, the inclusion of "Turkey in the Straw" in this film resulted in
black musical representation's importance in shaping the cartoon—the studio's first
"Mickey Mouse" film in Technicolor (Maltin 361).
In the wake ofnew black celebrity caricature, studios caricatured blackface
minstrels infrequently. In most of his cartoons of the late 1930s, Al Jolson did not
appear as a mouse, spider, or any other animal, but rather as himself. Only
Schlesinger's studio bothered to caricature Jolson by the mid- 1930s. Jolson's films
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of the 1930s failed to recapture the actor's enormous popularity from The Jazz Singer
and The Singing Fool. Warners was subsequently reluctant to produce "another
money-losing film with Jolson." The fading star appeared in only three cartoons:
Clean Pastures, September in the Rain, and Porky in Wackyland (Goldman 224-226).
Clean Pastures demonstrated the decline in the popularity of Jolson's singing
style by juxtaposing his image with those of contemporary African-American
musicians. The film was the only cartoon to place a blackface caricature of Jolson
among caricatures of African-American celebrities. By 1937 he had already starred
in movies that replaced his passe shouts of"Mammy" and booming voice with swing
music and jitterbugging. Schlesinger's cartoon, meanwhile, depicted him as an
African-American walking to a Harlem nightclub to join crap-shooting, jitterbugging
African-American characters. No longer the definitive African-American celebrity
caricature, the animated Jolson became a trend-follower in black cartoon images
(Goldman 222).
Black Representation in the Moral Cartoon
Black representation contributed significantly to animation's transition from
musicals to dramatic stories in the mid-1 930s. The first "Merrie Melody" without a
central song was Uncle Tom 's Bungalow, a parody of Harriet Beecher Stowe's Uncle
Tom 's Cabin. Black characters also starred in the studios' cartoons that featured
moral lessons. Juvenile animal and white characters appeared more than black
characters as the protagonists learning about correct social behavior. They learned
these lessons often by violent means; they received physical punishments from well-
intentioned instructors until correcting bad behavior like smoking or truancy. Black
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characters occasionally taught the moral lessons, even to white characters; in
Schlesinger's 1938 "Looney Tune" Wholly Smoke, a caricature of Cab Calloway
warned a juvenile Porky Pig not to smoke cigarettes. However, black characters
learned lessons more often than taught them (Klein 131).
Moral cartoons starring black characters were spiritual yet stereotypical. In
these films blacks had to learn about the importance of religious faith. Schlesinger's
black morality cartoons—Goin
'
to Heaven on a Mule, Sunday Go to Meetin ' Time,
and Clean Pastures—had roots in the popular play and film The Green Pastures.
Each cartoon borrowed from the play's depictions of a black-populated heaven and
hell. The cartoons' black characters had stereotypical vices like alcoholism, stealing
chickens, and gambling. The protagonists of Goin ' to Heaven on a Mule and Sunday
Go to Meetin
'
Time were rural black characters wearing traditionally ragged clothes
(Sampson 148).
The black moral cartoons were stereotypical not only because of the black
characterizations but also because of the ages of the characters. The stars of the white
moral cartoons were children. However, the blacks who learned lessons were usually
adults. This tendency demonstrated the stereotype of African-Americans as child-
like. The studios, moreover, often gave the black male adult characters childish
behavior. In Sunday Go to Meetin ' Time, the protagonist's wife had to drag him by
the ear to bring him to church, but he still escaped in order to steal chickens.
Clean Pastures was a unique "morality film" because of its use ofjazz music
rather than nightmares as the means to convert heathen characters. In the film black
angels lured sinful blacks from the nightclub to heaven with the brassy song "Swing
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for Sale." By depicting jazz in this manner, the music had rare positive connotations.
Heretofore, especially in "Betty Boop" cartoons, the music had represented the
unsafe. Clean Pastures, moreover, still associated jazz with destructive behavior,
because the black characters to whom the angels ministered were gambling and
jitterbugging to the music in Harlem nightclubs.
Both Sunday Go to Meetin ' Time and Clean Pastures contained images of
black heterosexual couples—a rarity since the hobo and the mammy becoming wed in
the 1931 "Terrytoon" film Blues. These pairs, however, were blank characters, and
the cartoons did not give their relationships any complexity. The correction of church
truancy was the subject of these films—not black romance. The couples merely
served as means to give structure to the films; Schlesinger used them to perform the
main songs and establish plots. Moreover, the cartoons depicted the couples in
dysfunctional ways. They either argued with each other en route to church, as in
Sunday Go to Meetin " Time, or frolicked in seedy clubs to jazz, as in Clean Pastures.
Schlesinger's association of black love with bad behavior reinforced the stereotypes
of blackness and sex as dirty (Young 53).
Sunday Go to Meetin ' Time featured two black couples, and their different
depictions symbolized the musical and dramatic construction of cartoons in the mid-
19308. Cartoons still had central songs, but they helped to tell the stories instead of
substituting for stories; the song "Who's Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf described the
pigs' confidence in Disney's Three Little Pigs. In Sunday Go to Meetin
' Time, one
black couple sang and danced to the title song, which discussed the importance of
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attending church. The song, thus, served to establish the film's setting. Concerning
the other pair, the woman brought her man to church against his will, thus
establishing the film's plot.
Clean Pastures used its many black couples to present both the plot's conflict
and resolution. In doing so, Schlesinger simultaneously reinforced minstrelsy-era
stereotypes and poked fun at urban black poverty in Harlem. The cartoons' first
scenes consisted of a few black couples shooting craps and dancing in a montage set
to white composer Ben Bernie's song "Sweet Georgia Brown"—a jazz tune of the
1920s often used in films' scenes containing black characters. These actions
established the immoral behavior that the angels sought to correct. However, by
presenting blacks as happy crapshooters, the film ignored circumstances influencing
their gambling such as their poverty, which often resulted from their prohibition by
whites from skilled labor positions (Greenberg 6).
The Production Code Administration (PCA) considered Clean Pastures a very
problematic film. When reviewing the film for approval for release in May 1937, the
organization objected to the films' association of spiritual temptation with both
cartoon humor and jazz music. According to minutes from a 1937 meeting of the
Motion Picture Producers and Directors Association's Board of Directors, the PCA
did not want Harold Arlen and E. Y. Harburg's song "Save Me, Sister"—whose lyrics
included, "Save me from temptation"—as background music for the film's title
sequence. The PCA also objected to the word "Lord" from Peter de Rose and Sam
Lewis' song "Half ofMe" in a sequence featuring a black caricature of St. Peter; the
administration wanted to "avoid the impression that the figure approaching the desk is
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a cartoon of God." On May 5, 1937, Joseph Breen of the PCA wrote to Leon
Schlesinger of the organization's rejection of the film, calling it "travesty or
burlesque on religion, or religious beliefs, honestly maintained."
Warner Brothers and the PCA fought over the approval of Clean Pastures for
six months. The cartoon was one of the Technicolor "Merrie Melodies" that
Schlesinger's studio produced for Warner Brothers. Therefore, Harry Warner wrote
to Will Hays of the PCA that the studio faced a financial loss with the film's
withdrawal. "We have quite a huge investment in Technicolor prints," Warner noted,
"and we do not want to hold them up any longer." The studio did not try to argue
about the specific religious issues with the PCA. Warner, however, did not endear
himself to the PCA by belittling the group's stance. Warner called the entire
controversy "ridiculous," saying, "I don't think that one person of a million would
take the view on this subject that the organization has taken." To prove his point, he
appealed to the PCA for the film's approval by arranging for the members of the
group's Board of Directors to individually view the cartoon and document their
approval of the film.
By early November 1937, Warner Brothers and the PCA had resolved their
differences. The studio agreed to the organization's suggestions to delete the song
"Save Me, Sister" and the singing of the word "Lord" from "Half ofMe" from the
film. Breen then informed Schlesinger by letter that the PCA had approved the
cartoon. The film received positive feedback from exhibitors when released. Hays'
and Breen 's sensitivity toward African-Americans, however, compelled them to
disagree with the compromise. They did not like Clean Pastures'?, theme of people
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preferring Harlem to heaven. They also disapproved of the film's use of the song
"Oh Dem Golden Slippers." They had written in October 1937 that the song was
"one of the best known Negro spirituals universally associated in the public mind
with religious beliefs of the Negroes." They only objected to the use of African-
American Christian worship music for humorous purposes, however.
The PCA prioritized images of Christian worship over ethnic stereotypes and
burlesques of Christian theology. None of the PCA's documents contained any
objections to the depiction of Harlem's African-Americans as crap-shooters. The
group even allowed a black-caricatured Devil to enter heaven and enjoy its swing
music at the end of the cartoon; in the film's transcription, St. Peter assured him,
"Sho' dey's always room fo' one mo'" (3). Although the PCA had objected to the
association of God with black caricature, the organization did not protest Satan's
African-American features in the cartoon. Also left intact and unnoticed was a scene
toward the end inwhich the jazz angels led many dancing black couples straight to
heaven by playing their music. This image parodied the Biblical concept of the
rapture or the catching up of Christians by Jesus Christ upon His return to Earth (1
Thessalonians 4:17).
Even after the controversy surrounding Clean Pastures^ religious images,
studios continued to produce cartoons poking fun at religion. The other films,
however, had the approval of the PCA, because they did not use actual hymns or
attempt to caricature angels like St. Peter. The group, therefore, scrutinized films
under a double standard. Although holy characters were off limits, holy rituals like
sermons and weddings were safe targets. Similar to "Half of Me," Harry Barris's
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song "Mississippi Mud" had the word "Lordy" in its lyrics. When a preacher sang
the song during a sermon in MGM's Swing Wedding, the PCA allowed the word to
remain, thus allowing a "man of the cloth" to ironically—and sinfully—take the
Lord's name in vain while theoretically speaking on His behalf. Although the
organization disapproved of angels depicted as jazz artists in the former film, it did
not censor the preacher's scat-singing while officiating a wedding in the latter. The
preacher sang, "Is de nay nay nay/Is de no no no/Is dere any doople daddle anna/Is
dere any man here who can honestly say/Dat dis here couple can't be wed today" (2,
7).
Sambo and His Connotations of Black Inferiority
The introduction of black juvenile characters to cartoons in the mid-1930s
reflected the growing reliance by animation studios on child characters. After the
Hays Code of 1934, various series added young characters to their films. By 1936,
the juvenile Porky Pig replaced Buddy as the star of "Looney Tunes," and Fleischer's
"Popeye" cartoons had the sporadic appearances of an infant named Swee'pea. Like
their adult counterparts, however, young black characters did not have strong
characterizations. They usually appeared as happy and curious boys and girls whose
curiosity caused them to wander from home and become lost.
Animated depictions of the "Sambo" characterization—the passive, ignorant,
and helpless black boy—showed that the studios' images of blacks no longer differed
from each other as drastically as between 1932 and 1934. From 1935 to 1938, Ub
Iwerks and Harman-Ising produced cartoons starring similar black boy characters.
Iwerks' Sambo and Harman-Ising 's Bosko were black boys who lived in poor
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environments. Neither character could save himself from evil antagonists. The
Sambo characterization personified the childishness and dependence that whites
associated with blacks. It was, therefore, the stereotype that related the closest to
animation's current juvenilization trend. (Pieterse 153).
The studios' images of Sambo were far from original. They resembled much
earlier presentations ofthe characterization in different media. The Sambo stereotype
had existed in American culture before the development ofAmerican literature.
Helen Bannerman's 1899 short story Little Black Sambo, however, provided the
characterization's definitive image. The title character was a carefree African boy
who lost his new clothes to bullying tigers. Cartoons from Ub Iwerks and Harman-
Ising in the mid- 1930s similarly featured happy black boys running away from larger
and fiercer adversaries (Pieterse 25, Bannerman 34-48).
The animators' Sambo characterizations owed more to revisions of
Bannerman's book than to the original. The story's copyright was sold in 1899,
resulting in diverse and often strange variations to the original book by different
authors. By the 1930s the story was in its peak in popularity; eleven versions of the
Little Black Sambo children's book were published between 1930 and 1935. The
I
varied settings for the post-copyright "Sambo stories" resulted from the absence of a
definite setting in Bannerman's book. Her jungle setting was problematic, because
the tigers who bullied Sambo did not originate in Africa but India. In the 1908
revision from the Reilly and Britton publishing company, Sambo lived in a shack on a
Southern plantation; and the Cupples and Leon publishing company's 1917 edition
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depicted Sambo as a primitive jungle native. Harman-Ising and Iwerks followed the
revisions' lead and depicted their Sambos as Southern African-Americans (Hay 142,
Yuill 10).
The title character ofproducer Ub Iwerks' 1935 cartoon Little Black Sambo
resembled Walt Disney's popular character Mickey Mouse more than Bannerman's
character. Iwerks, a former animator at Disney's studio, had animated Mickey
Mouse's earliest cartoons. He created a light-brown pet dog for Little Black Sambo
who resembled Mickey Mouse's light-brown dog, Pluto. His animators also depicted
Sambo wearing short pants and round shoes similar to those of Walt Disney's famous
mouse. In addition, just as Mickey had less on-screen time than co-stars Pluto and
Donald Duck in his own films, Sambo's dog had a role as significant as Sambo's.
Iwerks' Sambo was both more gullible and braver than that ofBannerman. In
Iwerks' cartoon the dog painted his orange body with black stripes in order to
convince Sambo that he was the tiger. When Sambo saw his disguised pet, the boy
ran in fright up a coconut tree. Iwerks' Sambo, however, demonstrated some
cleverness. He outsmarted the real tiger by pouring molasses in its path to trap the
animal. The ingenuity of the "tiger trap" presented a stark contrast to Sambo's
extreme gullibility in confusing his dog for a tiger. The original story did not present
Sambo as a victim of anyone's trickery; however, he was far from heroic—crying
when threatened by the tigers.
Sambo's vague characterizations in the literary adaptations of Bannerman's
story remained so in Iwerks' film. The cartoon's setting was as confusing as that of
Bannerman's story. Whereas Bannerman had placed an Indian tiger in an African
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jungle, Iwerks provided a jungle setting for characters that appeared to have
from the American South. Sambo's mother was a mammy stereotype whose
grammatically flawed speech demonstrated her lack of education, "Now run along 'n'
play, honeychile, but watch out fo' dat bad ol' tiger. Dat of tiger sho' do like dark
meat." Moreover, unlike the two-parent household that Bannerman provided, Iwerks'
Sambo was fatherless. The "Negro dialect" and the matrifocal black home were part
of stereotypical cinematic convention; few movies before the 1960s, live-action or
animated, presented married black couples raising their children, because they placed
black characters in servile, secondary roles that often had little relevance to the plots.
If black servants did not have much time on screen and only spent that time catering
to white employers, black spouses and children were even less relevant to the films.
Exhibitor C. L. Niles considered Little Black Sambo "a dandy colored cartoon. Give
it preferred playing time" (Cripps, Slow 268, Niles 49).
Ethnicity played a key role in Hugh Harman and Rudolf Ising's attempt to
expand the comic possibilities of their successful character Bosko. Like Bannerman's
Sambo, Bosko's lack of a definite identity had become problematic by the mid-1 930s.
In Warner Brothers' "Looney Tunes" cartoons produced between 1930 and 1933,
Bosko may have had too nondescript of a character design, for both Ising and studio
employee Mel Shaw later admitted to never having known what kind of a creature he
was. Although Bosko's lack of definition allowed him to play diverse roles like a
musketeer or sheepherder, he had no personality. When the studio revived Bosko for
its "Happy Harmonies" cartoons at MGM in the late 1930s, the artists believed that
they could do more with him as a rural, juvenile male African-American. The studio,
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therefore, considered blackness a central part of the "new" Bosko's appeal to
audiences. The change was somewhat abortive, because the studio did not develop
stories based upon the new southern surroundings. Moreover, he did not appear as
anything but a helpless black boy—hardly the personality of an engaging protagonist.
The new characterization, however, did give Bosko some consistency as a character
(Shaw 100, 108).
Harman and Ising used aspects of African-Americans' socioeconomic
marginalization as well as ethnic stereotypes to transform Bosko from a nondescript
being to a foolish Sambo. The studio placed Bosko in a poor rural environment in
order to make him funnier. Shaw recalled that animators tried to extract humor from
Bosko by having him perform farming chores. Like Iwerks' Sambo, Bosko only
lived with his mammy-like mother. Whereas the old Bosko had a high-pitched voice
like Mickey Mouse, the new Bosko spoke the stereotypical "Negro dialogue." Bosko
and Honey, like the jazz frogs, also spoke in rhymes. In the dialogue continuity for
The Old House, Honey announced, "If some day I meet a ghost/I'll bet he gets scared
the most" (3).
Bosko's helplessness and passivity in his final "Happy Harmonies" cartoons
in 1937 and 1938 were ethnic stereotypes of characterization. As an African-
American boy, he lost the heroism and confidence that he had demonstrated as a
character without a strong ethnic identity. With blackness came cowardice to replace
Bosko's earlier bravery. When pirates and cannibals chased him in Bosko and the
Pirates and Bosko and the Cannibals, Bosko could only run away from them. Even
Bosko's friend Honey, once his damsel in distress, now surpassed him in bravery.
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When singing of Bosko's fear of ghosts in the script for The Old House, she
reprimanded, "Bosko I'm ashamed of you/ You're a scaredy cat" (2). These films
marked a radical departure from earlier "Looney Tunes" films like Bosko the
Doughboy (193 1), in which he played a World War I-era soldier, and Beau Bosko
(1933), in which he was a Legionnaire battling a powerful desert villain. The new
Bosko, however, was an imitation of Disney's cartoons with juvenile protagonists,
just as the old Bosko had imitated Mickey Mouse. Harman-Ising was still trying to
copy Disney's style.
Many of the "Happy Harmonies" plots centered on Bosko's foolishness via
his inability to run simple errands, and this inability came from his deficiency in
understanding. His daydreams increased his difficulty in making a simple delivery of
cookies to his grandmother's house. He believed that the swamp through which he
walked to reach the house was a pirate ship, a jungle, and Baghdad. He also
imagined that the swamp's frogs were pirates, cannibals, and sheiks, respectively.
Unlike Iwerks's Sambo, Harman and Ising did not balance the foolishness with
cleverness. Instead of defeating his adversaries, he ran away from them until he
stopped daydreaming.
Despite the changes Harman and Ising made to Bosko, his "Happy
Harmonies" cartoons received mixed reviews. Although the studio tried to expand
Bosko's characterization through blackness, the films did not explore new themes.
Bosko's last three cartoons, released in 1937 and 1938, told the same story of the
main character imagining frogs were his foes. This repetition plagued the "Happy
Harmonies" series in general because of the studio's over-reliance on small, cute
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characters with indistinguishable personalities (Maltin 282). L. A. Irwin praised the
story-formula when reviewing Bosko and the Cannibals: "An excellent color cartoon
continuing the 'Straight to Grandma's Here I Go' idea that was so effective when
Bosko met the Pirates." A. J. Inks, however, considered the familiar story of the
same film rather boring: "These Bosko cartoons are all the same. Noise and more
noise with a caricature of Fats Waller and Cab Calloway, and are getting tiresome. In
fact, the song 'Off to Grandma's I Must Go' is getting to be a theme song with them"
(Irwin 71, Inks 67).
The content of Bosko's last three cartoons proved that his characterization
remained weak despite becoming a black boy. When appearing in "Looney Tunes,"
Bosko was too blank a character to carry a film because Warner Brothers prioritized
music exploitation over characterization. Seven years later, Bosko's last three films
continued to allow music to overshadow character and plot, because he and his
amphibious antagonists sang about Grandma's cookies throughout the length of each
film. Moreover, as caricatures of famous flamboyant entertainers Louis Armstrong,
Fats Waller, Cab Calloway, and others, the frogs had much more dynamic
personalities than the rural boy Bosko. The studio no longer trusted its longtime star
to carry a film by himself. An advertisement for Bosko and the Cannibals in the
Atlanta Constitution even promoted the film as "Bosko and the Cannibals with Cab
Calloway, Louis Armstrong and Others" (7b).
Harman-Ising made irrelevant Bosko's rural characterization in the cartoons
co-starring the frogs. In these films the studio gave up trying to develop humor from
Bosko's southern surroundings. He never performed farm chores; his chore of
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delivering cookies had little to do with farming. Moreover, the majority of each film
consisted of settings beyond Bosko's farm. The studio, therefore, could not develop
rural gags in the "jungle" or Baghdad or aboard a pirate ship. The diverse settings in
Bosko's last three films revealed the character's lack of direction.
Bosko's rural settings, poverty and blackness did not enhance his
characterization but instead limited it. Whereas the "Looney Tunes" Bosko actually
visited different countries, the "Happy Harmonies" Bosko could only dream of
visiting them. As a poor black boy living in his mother's wooden shack in the South,
he did not have the means to travel to the "jungle" or Baghdad. Therefore, he had to
settle for imagining frogs as cannibals in Li 7 01 ' Bosko and the Cannibals, in
contrast to his encounters with human cannibals seven years earlier in Bosko
Shipwrecked. Bosko's realistic design prevented him from any possible ethnic
designation other than African-American. He would not have made a convincing
Dutchman in a remake of the "Looney Tune" Bosko in Dutch—even if he had worn
wooden shoes again.
"
To be sure, African-American children were not the only juvenile characters
to display foolish behavior in cartoons of the 1930s. Disney had successfully
popularized the use of youthful protagonists in his cartoons; the aforementioned
Three Orphan Kittens pitted newborn kittens against a black maid. The film's
Academy Award win guaranteed derivative films from other studios trying to win;
Schlesinger director Friz Freleng mentioned that he and his co-workers shared a
common goal of besting Disney. Some of Leon Schlesinger's "Merrie Melodies"
cartoons like Those Beautiful Dames (1934) starred white children who dreamed of
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toys coming to life. Ub Iwerks's "Willie Whopper" series (1933-1934) starred a
white boy who told elaborate lies. Studios, however, presented various white male
images besides the little white boy; Max Fleischer's "Popeye the Sailor" starred a
strong white serviceman, and Schlesinger's character Buddy was a heroic white
everyman in the tradition of the old Bosko. In contrast, the foolish Sambo was the
dominant animated black male image; the alternative images of the incompetent
servant, the content slave, the fierce native, and the jazz musician were no more
flattering (Maltin 346).
The Southern Black Characters
Most servile African-American characters of the mid-1930s did not have the
middle-class surroundings of Disney's Three Orphan Kittens but instead remained on
the plantation. Their cartoons reflected the durable popularity of the setting of the
"Old South" in motion pictures. During the Great Depression, images of huge
southern mansions symbolized America's past time of prosperity and the country's
potential to regain that prosperity. The "Old South" films adapted to the popularity of
escapist themes in the 1930s by focusing more on the planters' wealth and less on the
happy blacks (Campbell 74-75).
The cartoon studios' images of the South were extremely selective. In order
to present the image of southern wealth, studios populated their films' southern
settings with only rich masters and poor slaves. By doing so, animators neglected to
illustrate the region's complex ethnic and class issues of the antebellum period. The
prosperous South on film did not have poor white yeoman farmers, who often
competed with slaves for labor and resented slaveowners for possessing slaves and
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controlling local politics via their money. Images of the masters' wealth and the
slaves' cheerfulness as bonded laborers comforted Depression-era white viewers who
strove for financial comfort and hated to compete with blacks for jobs. To
romanticize the master-slave relationship, films never explored the problems that
masters had in trying to treat slaves as both people and property. Cartoons also
ignored slaves' coping mechanisms for problems such as the sale of a family member
or malnutrition (Ford 67-70, Genovese 4-7).
Cartoons' images of Southern blacks underwent few physical and
environmental alterations in the mid- 1930s. Cotton-pickers, especially slaves, were
the southern black characters. They remained servile toward white masters and
employers. When appearing as slaves, they continued to star in animated parodies of
Harriet Beecher Stowe's novel Uncle Tom 's Cabin. Improvements in sound-
synchronization since Dixie Days' s production allowed rural black characters to
speak consistently in the stereotypical "Negro" dialect.
Cartoon studios associated slaves' contentment under bondage with plantation
stability in the southern-set cartoons of the mid-1 930s. The plots usually involved
problems relating to property ownership. In cartoons slave characters worried about
their status as property only in relation to the possibility of another planter buying
them. They tried to keep plantations together, either by keeping evil slaveowners
from buying them or by keeping evil slaveowners from buying plantations from kind
owners. The animated slaves' strong desires to have consistent ownership
demonstrated their dependence upon white masters; studios depicted masters as
benevolent and paternalistic in order to justify the slaves' yearning to remain
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enslaved. Moreover, the cartoons only addressed slaves' sadness from their sale in
relation to their relationships with whites. Because slave characters in cartoons had
no families, the films' dramatic moments came from slaves' painful separation from
kind owners instead of from relatives. Without the theme of paternalism, studios
could not have romanticized slavery—rich whites exploiting unskilled and bonded
blacks' work—as an ideal labor system, as opposed to interracial competition under
free labor during the Depression (Genovese 4-6).
The cartoons addressed themes that had relevance to the Great Depression.
The ideas of the preservation of property and wealth related to audiences who had lost
money and/or property during the 1930s. The happy slave and strong master-slave
relationships provided escapism from the reality of African-Americans leaving the
South and competing with Northern poor whites for work. Many of Harlem's African
Americans in the 1930s were recent arrivals from the South, hoping to escape their
denial of education and prohibition from skilled labor in that region but finding the
same problems in the North. The cartoons, meanwhile, glorified the notion of the
African-American's "place"—in the South and under white authority (Greenberg 6,
Campbell 74-75).
Harman-Ising's 1935 "Happy Harmony" cartoon The Old Plantation provided
some of the happiest images of slaves in animated film. The film's slave characters
were only saddened when facing the prospect of having a new owner instead of their
beloved "Colonel Julip." Otherwise, they sang and danced as they worked. Studio
gagman William Hanna and music director Scott Bradley co-wrote the song, "Pickin'
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Cotton," which characters "Aunt Jemima" and "three pickaninnies" sang while
performing that chore. According to the film's dialogue cutting continuity, the lyrics
were,
Pickin' cotton, Mammy's going to show you how
Pickin' cotton, pickaninnies do it now
Pickin' cotton all day long
Pickin' to the rhythm of the cotton pickin' song (2, 7).
The Old Plantation's references to minstrel songs also contributed to the slave
characters' servility and loyalty in the film. In the film's continuity, the character
"Black Joe" sang a line from his musical namesake, Stephen Foster's "Old Black
Joe," whose lyrics included the words "My head is bending low." Aunt Jemima,
meanwhile, evoked a song title when declaring the film's plot: "Black Beauty betta
win that race or we sho goin' to lose the old Kentucky Home." In addition to these
tunes, the film's music score included bits of Foster's "Camptown Races" and Henry
Work's "Jubilo" (2-3, 7).
Schlesinger's 1937 "Merrie Melody" cartoon Uncle Tom 's Bungalow had the
most unique images of master-slave relations despite the use of traditional characters.
In this parody two girls—the white, unnamed slaveowner's daughter Little Eva and
the black slave Topsy—mortgaged Uncle Tom from Simon Legree. The film's
melodrama came from Legree chasing the girls because of a missed payment. Uncle
Tom rescued them by paying their debt with money won from a crap game. This
cartoon was the first to parody slavery by distorting master-slave relations. Slaves
typically did not share ownership of property with masters, for slaves themselves
were property. No cartoon had previously shown a slave and a free person jointly
owning property, as Topsy and Eva had in Uncle Tom 's Bungalow (Genovese 4).
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The film was able to stretch Uncle Tom's characterization because of the
character's lack of development. Most of the cartoon centered on Simon Legree's
contract with Topsy and Eva. The studio used Tom merely to deliver punchlines to
jokes. The association of Uncle Tom with gambling poked fun at the character's
extremely Christian characterization in the novel, as did his declaration, "'Man' soul
belongs to Warner Brothers," instead of to God. Tom also provided anachronistic
jokes. He imitated Andrew Brown ofAmos V Andy in the script by replying, "Oh,
sho', sho', oh, sho', sho', sho', sho', sho'," when asked a question. When the
announcer asked about Tom's feeble knees, he declared in slang, "Brudah, 'ma'
knees ain't shakin. Ah's truckin'!" (1-2).
Although Topsy and Uncle Tom displayed some unusual financial agency as
slaves in Uncle Tom 's Bungalow, the film did not present radical images of the
institution of slavery itself. To establish the film's antebellum setting, the dialogue
transcript called for a performance ofDan Emmett's minstrel song "Dixie" by
"Darkies: singing—off [screen]." In adapting Stowe's novel to animation,
Schlesinger used the most helpless slave characters: juvenile Topsy, elderly Uncle
Tom, and "mammy-figure" Eliza. The studio failed to incorporate the headstrong and
confrontational slave George into the story, because he had openly challenged slavery
in the novel. Eliza ran away from bloodhounds in the film, as in the novel, but to
escape from Legree instead of slavery itself. The film also noted that Uncle Tom
merely paid what Topsy and Eva owed. The money preserved the contractual
arrangement of slave ownership; Tom did not use it to buy his freedom (1).
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Black Representation and Surrealism's Decline
The only surrealism that remained in the realistically designed cartoons of the
mid- 1930s had connotations of night and secrecy. In many animated shorts of this
period, inanimate objects came to life when night fell or after a proprietor closed a
shop. This type of imagery differed from the "coming-to-life" gags of the early '30s.
Studios had earlier allowed for objects like stoves and trees to sprout body parts and
move; they did not need a reason or an allotted time like nightfall to do so, and they
came to life with other characters watching them. As of the mid- '30s, however, the
only objects that came to life were either representations ofhumans or paintings of
human characters, and their adventures took place when people were not looking at
them. Toys looking like people began moving at night in various "Silly Symphony,"
"Happy Harmony" and "Merrie Melody" cartoons. These same series also featured
human figures springing from book covers and billboards. Upon receiving life, these
characters usually danced and sang.
Black representation contributed to this new surrealism. Black characters
appeared in various roles for surrealistic cartoons. They usually had supporting and
cameo roles as black toys, posters, and book covers frequently came to life during the
mid- 1930s. Wind-up musical toys featuring black jazz musician figurines played
songs. However, they also had starring roles as people who hallucinated about distant
environments ranging from heaven to Africa. Leon Schlesinger's "come-to-life"
cartoons often blended surrealism with ethnic humor at the expense of African-
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Americans. In the Jolson-Jemima serenade in September in the Rain, both characters
had begun as pictures on boxes of food. In Have You Got Any Castles, a character cut
two pieces of Uncle Tom's gray hair to plug his ears.
These cartoons comprised the few films in which black and white characters
were not completely segregated. Blacks and whites occasionally shared screen space
in order to applaud each other's songs and dances. Black objects, however, sang and
danced with themselves, and whites performed with whites. Disney's "Silly
Symphony" cartoon Broken Toys, moreover, established the traditional ethnic
protocol among the living toys; a replica of Stepin Fetchit called a figure of W. C.
Fields "Sir," while Fields dubbed him "my little Ethiopian."
The aforementioned Sunday Go to Meetin ' Time and the "Happy Harmonies"
cartoons pairing Bosko with jazz frogs provided rare glimpses into the subconscious
of black characters. These cartoons consisted mostly of black characters' dreams.
Even in the subconscious, however, the dreams were not integrated. In Sunday Go to
Meetin ' Time, the chicken-stealer had a nightmare about Hades, in which only devils
with African-American facial features lived. Similarly, Bosko never dreamed of
white celebrities as frogs when delivering cookies to his grandmother's house.
Nevertheless, in the mid- 1930s, studios began to construct cartoons from black
characters' perspectives.
Conclusion
From 1935 to 1938, cartoon studios portrayed blacks as passive characters.
The black servile and juvenile characters of the mid- 1930s represented African
Americans as content to serve whites in low-wage labor and incapable of handling
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skilled labor. The PCA's elimination of sexual content from films as of 1934 resulted
in the desexuahzation of black characters derived from actual black jazz musicians;
their caricatures evolved from lusty antagonists in Fleischer's "Betty Boop" cartoons
to comic stooges in Harman-Ismg's "Happy Harmony" cartoons. The more
sophisticated designs for black characters and the increased use of "Negro dialect"
speech contributed to the new animated image of blacks as slow and weak. To be
sure, white and animal juvenile characters became very popular during this period
and inspired studios to develop black juvenile characters, but studios also created
strong white protagonists to rescue weak white characters, whereas no such black
protagonists existed. As the characterization of passivity grew unpopular with
audiences seeking brash and violent characters during World War II (1939-1945),
studios struggled to reconcile brashness and violence with passive black characters.
"' DePatie produced Warner Brothers' cartoons from 1960 to 1963 and co-founded DePatie-Freleng
Enterprises, an animation studio, with Freleng.
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CHAPTER 4
BLACKNESS TO BEAT THE AXIS: IMAGES FROM 1939 TO 1945
Introduction
Uninhibited characterizations dominated the American animated cartoons of
World War II (1939 to 1945). The studios created aggressive, brash characters, and
their popularity with audiences grew as the appeal of the passive, gentler
characterizations of Disney's Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck declined. The
extroverted cartoon protagonists represented America's entry into the war; like the
nation, the characters faced their antagonists and violently fought them. Leon
Schlesinger's Bugs Bunny, one of the most popular animated characters of the era,
had the definitive wartime cartoon characterization: his Brooklyn-Bronx accent from
vocal artist Mel Blanc and his cockiness while staring at hunters' rifles. Exhibitors
also associated the boldness of the new characters with the war. Showman E. F.
Stahl, when reviewing the debut ofproducer Walter Lantz's frenetically chuckling
bird, Woody Woodpecker, declared, "The guy that laughs in this reel ought to scare
the Japs away" (56).
Animation studios rallied Americans through cartoons. Films often presented
aspects of World War II in humorous ways. Some cartoons focused on homefront
issues: gas-rationing in Lantz's 1943 "Cartune" Ration Bored, for example, or
military conscription in Schlesinger's 1 945 "Looney Tune" Draftee Daffy. Other
films caricatured Nazi Germans and Japanese in crude manners. Occasionally
cartoons served more as propaganda than entertainment. Harman-Ising's Peace on
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Earth was a pacifist tale of the extinction of people through warfare, and Disney's
Education for Death showed that the Nazism that Germans had learned as children
sent them to early graves as war casualties.
Cartoon studios began to construct their films as metaphors of war. Films
frequently starred only two characters—a small protagonist pitted against a large
antagonist. Each scene represented a battle within each cartoon's war. During World
War II, characters used more dangerous props like bombs and grenades to attack each
other, unlike Buddy's mere fisticuffs in the mid-1930s "Looney Tunes." As a result,
a scene often ended with a character suffering from an explosion, only to return
unharmed for the next scene. This escalation of conflict between protagonist and
antagonist towards a climax defined the "classical paradigm" of filmmaking
(Giannetti 305).
Black characters appeared in the new cartoons but under strict terms, as in the
mid- 1930s. When black characters assumed the role of protagonist, they only fought
black or animal antagonists. In keeping with the new violent cartoon imagery, rural
black characters now carried shotguns but only to hunt animals—for example, a cat in
Schlesinger's 1944 "Looney Tune" Angel Puss. Black antagonists always lost to
white protagonists. "Jungle" natives cowered as Superman rescued their prisoner
Lois Lane, whom they had tried to burn at the stake in Jungle Drums (1943). Unlike
Hitler's frequent confrontations with Daffy Duck and Bugs Bunny in Schlesinger's
cartoons, black characters did not have the opportunity to directly confront caricatures
of Axis leaders like Hitler or Mussolini. The war effort for black soldier characters
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consisted primarily of playing jazz music to boost troop morale, reflecting the
segregation and service roles that African Americans faced in the nation's armed
forces during the war.
Black wartime characters were hardly different from earlier black characters,
but studios adapted the traditional ethnic stereotypes to stories related to the war.
Black characters donned new costumes like servicemen's uniforms and zoot suits but
had the same blackface features and broken English speech; they were the "Zip
Coons"—an urban black buffoon characterization popularized by nineteenth-century
minstrels—of the 1940s. Studios portrayed African-American servicemen as
musically inclined, as in Lantz's Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy ofCompany B (1941),
and inept in their duties, like the air-raid warden from Harlem who failed to keep his
district completely dark in Columbia Pictures's Old Blackout Joe (1942). Libidinous,
gambling, zoot-suited musicians populated Harlem in Schlesinger's Coal Black and
de Sebben Dwarfs (1943) and Tin Pan Alley Cats (1943). Walter Lantz's animated
musical shorts of the 1940s often set traditional character stereotypes—lazy cotton-
pickers in Scrub Me Mama with a Boogie Beat (1941) and "jungle" natives in Jungle
Jive (1944)—to jazz soundtracks.
These black images demonstrated animators' ignorance of African
Americans' social hardships and the studios' exploitation of black talent without
providing larger social contexts. By reducing black wartime service to jazz songs, the
studios neglected to discuss black soldiers' hopes that by liberating Europe from
Adolf Hitler's "master race" plan, African Americans would liberate themselves from
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Jim Crow laws (White 143, 147). Animators avoided the "Double V" idea—victory
against racism at home and abroad, popularized by black newspapers such as the
Pittsburgh Courier-
-by using African Americans' stereotypical innate musicianship
to justify their absence from prominent military positions. Cartoons starring urban
blacks ignored the zoot suit's significance as a symbol of black defiance of
segregation at home as Americans fought Nazi racism abroad (Blake 254-255). Film
historian Norman Klein refers to the studios' association of blacks with jazz in
simplistic manners as racism with a musical basis (188).
The dominance of the animated foolish Sambo and servile mammy
characterizations, meanwhile, demonstrated white audiences' embrace of characters
far removed from both the war and animated urban environments. Despite the
creation ofnew black character types, the traditional African-American characters
appeared more frequently than the new ones. The African-American male image that
studios most often produced during the war was that of the gullible, passive little boy
or "Sambo" characterization, while the dominant African-American female image
was the servile, desexualized, kerchief-topped "Mammy." The attitudes behind the
continuation of the old characterizations reflected the segregation and labor
discrimination that African Americans continued to face, and the images still poked
fun at the effects of Sambo's and Mammy's socialization instead of exploring their
causes.
The dominance of these images, however, was the studios' escapist response
to the increasing militancy and activism of African Americans like A. Philip
Randolph, who in 1941 called for African Americans to march on Washington, D.C.
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if President Franklin Roosevelt did not desegregate the military and eliminate
employment discrimination in defense industries. Three studios developed images of
African and African-American boys between 1939 and 1945. Sambos starred not
only in miscellaneous series like Leon Schlesinger's "Merrie Melodies" but also in
their own series during that period. Unlike the happy-go-lucky images of Iwerks'
character and MGM's Bosko, the wartime Sambos ranged in personality from gullible
dupe to clever trickster. Studios cast mammies as supporting characters to major
cartoon stars like MGM's Tom and Jerry and Famous Studios' Little Lulu. The new
characters, however, still featured the same alleged social deprivations that had
contributed to the older characters' personalities.
Contemporary African-American jazz music significantly influenced cartoon
production during the war. Song titles and catch-phrases originally coined by black
performers became the vernacular for black and non-black cartoon characters. Cab
Calloway's songs continued to influence animation, and new musicians like "Slim
(Gaillard) and Slam (Stewart)" and Jimmy Lunceford had a significant impact as
well. Leon Schlesinger's cartoons had the most "jive" references of all the studios.
Moreover, his studio incorporated "jive" music into some characterizations.
Meanwhile, Walter Lantz began to use swing music as a selling point for cartoons,
and swing music started appearing in MGM's music scores. As bold characters like
Bugs Bunny and Woody Woodpecker emerged, swing music and vernacular perfectly
accompanied their stories. It filled a void that Lantz animator Alex Lovy later
admitted had existed when the "cute" cartoons of the mid-to-late 1930s no longer had
novelty (125).
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Black images sustained certain cartoon genres during the war. Unlike the
early sound era, in which studios incorporated black representation in the first
musical scores, studios no longer used black images for their most innovative films.
Passive black cartoon protagonists were absent from the studios' mostly violent
cartoons. As white and animal characters dominated the popular one-on-one conflict
films, black characters starred in almost all of the period's fading musicals and moral
cartoons. The casting of black characters in animated musicals corresponded to the
popularity of live-action black musicals, especially the feature-films Cabin in the Sky
and Stormy Weather.
Black representation significantly helped to define the wartime era of cartoon
production. "Sambo" characters contributed to the cartoon's functional transition
from a moral lesson to a metaphor of war, because studios began to cast black boys as
protagonists against large animals like lions or as antagonists against small animals
like Bugs Bunny. Black characters occasionally exhibited violent and brash behavior
that rivaled contemporary non-black characters, but servile and humble black
characters proved more popular with white audiences. The studios' associations of
African-American music and vernacular with non-black characters marked the first
time since the early 1930s that the songs and speech transcended ethnicity. As
boldness replaced cuteness in characters, hot swing music complemented the
brashness of the new characters.
From Blackface Minstrel to Black Comedian
The animation industry's shift from Al Jolson and Stepin Fetchit to Eddie
"Rochester" Anderson as the definitive celebrity black representation demonstrated
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the concurrent tendency toward bolder cartoon characters. Playing white comedian
Jack Benny's raspy-voiced valet in radio broadcasts and movies, Anderson was not a
dim-witted stooge like Fetchit but rather a shrewd manipulator. His characterization
resembled that of the black trickster.
The industry's use ofAnderson as a generic signifier of blackness resulted
more from the latter' s vocal distinctiveness than his qualities as a performer. The
studios, especially MGM and Schlesinger, did not construct his caricatures as smart
people. Rather, the caricature provided the means for the studios to modernize
blackface minstrelsy. Animal characters, when assuming a blackface form, imitated
him—even when their blackface countenances hardly resembled Anderson's face.
Anderson's caricatures spoke in the stereotypical black dialect as well. In terms of
characterization, studios focused solely on Anderson's servility toward Jack Benny.
Cartoons depicted Anderson as a faithful servant to different characters.
Hugh Harman associated Anderson's servility with black sub-humanity in the
1 940 MGM cartoon The Lonesome Stranger. Harman caricatured Anderson as a
horse owned by a white, milquetoast cowboy. Therefore, the comedian's caricature
was both an animal and the property of a white man. Just as Anderson catered to Jack
Benny and called him "Boss," the horse catered to his rider in the film's script: "Take
it easy, boss. Take it easy. I'seacomin'." A story synopsis from the studio in April
1940 even named the horse after the comedian: "We pan over and show hoof beats
coming from Rochester, who sits on rock patting knees in gallopin' rhythm"
{Lonesome, Script 10).
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The Lonesome Stranger's horse character demonstrated that "Negro dialect"
was still an important part of black representation in cartoons. Anderson's vocal
characteristics defined the horse's characterization in The Lonesome Stranger. In the
studio's script and November 1940 synopsis, the horse had "a Rochester-like voice"
and "talks like Rochester." Lacking both the brown color and facial features of
Anderson, the horse did not visually resemble him. Rather, it was the gravelly voice
that established his representation. The horse, however, featured large lips to
establish that the character represented an African-American. The script provided
stereotypically misspelled words to develop the horse's blackness: "If you is lookin'
fo' de Lonesome Strangeh, he's ovah dere." The writing of the dialect was more
deliberately full of incorrect grammar than the lines for black characters in any of the
"Happy Harmonies" scripts of the mid- 1930s. The wartime scripts exaggerated the
dialect in order to compensate for the character's lack of substance (2).
In the 1941 MGM cartoon The Goose Goes South, Anderson's caricature
illustrated generational differences among black stereotypes. The film juxtaposed the
cotton fields of the Old South with the contemporary movie star's characterization.
The cartoon established the traditional black imagery by announcing the "familiar
sight" of "happy carefree cotton pickers." To connect the old image to the new, one
of the "two negro women in the foreground, picking cotton" complained about her
children: "They all wants to grow up to be 'Rochesters.'" The next scene then
featured "several little pickaninnies" playing with toy telephones, shouting, "Hello,
Mr. Benny" (5).
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By depicting Anderson solely according to ethnic stereotypes, most of the
cartoons starring caricatures of the comedian failed to capture his charm. Caricatures
of Anderson tended to function as protagonists and comic relief. Both Screen Gems
and Warner Brothers depicted him as a comic adaptation ofRobinson Crusoe's
character Friday. In the former studio's It Happened to Crusoe, Anderson as a
cannibal was the lead character; the film's rather weak plot concerned Friday's
struggle to remain a vegetarian in a family of cannibals. The latter studio's Robinson
Crusoe, Jr. portrayed him as a happy, musical servant to Porky Pig-as-Crusoe. The
same studio's Malibu Beach Party and Meet John Doughboy were the only cartoons
to design Anderson as himself.
Despite Anderson's prominence, Schlesinger continued to use Jolson as a
symbol of African-American identity. Whereas Rochester was the studio's celebrity
representation of the servile trickster, Jolson symbolized both American patriotism
and Hollywood's past. During the war, however, the studio's images of Jolson
became increasingly derisive. In 1941 Bugs Bunny imitated the crooner in an
animated advertisement for war bonds. Three years later, a Jolson-like rooster
behaved as a hammy stooge.
Porky 's Preview was the last cartoon to portray Jolson's schtick as popular
entertainment. It was also the first film to caricature him in a surreal manner. The
film's plot concerned Porky Pig's exhibition of his homemade animated cartoon,
consisting entirely of stick figures, at a neighborhood theater. Jolson was the only
celebrity caricatured in Porky' s crude film but was recognizable via his blackface
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design and his singing of "September in the Rain." By only using Jolson as a
caricatured celebrity, Porky made him the main attraction in his film.
In 1944 The Swooner Crooner presented the studio's least favorable caricature
of Jolson. Depicted as a rooster, he competed with other fowl for a job as a singer to
Porky Pig's hens. A brown-feathered bird sporting a wide white beak and his
trademark gloves, the Jolson rooster sang "September in the Rain" to an unimpressed
Porky. The pig instead hired rooster-caricatures ofBing Crosby and Frank Sinatra
—
popular singers during the war, unlike the passe Jolson. Schlesinger now portrayed
Jolson's flamboyance and singing style as a joke.
Sambo's Gradual Aggression
During the war juvenile black male characters changed from powerless to
violent—a reflection of the changes in both cartoon production and the African
American war effort during that time. The "Sambo" films produced by the studios
between 1939 and 1941 considerably weakened the characterization established by
the mid-1930s "Sambo." Black boys in Walter Lantz's and Leon Schlesinger's
cartoons especially had identical personalities. Too weak to defend themselves from
predators and required smaller animals to rescue them from larger animals, they
thereby symbolized both the federal government's reluctance to have black soldiers
fight the Axis and America's willingness to have only white soldiers defend the
country. Even in Harman-Ising's excessively cute "Happy Harmonies" cartoons,
Bosko had shown more cleverness than the first wartime "Sambos" by successfully
eluding antagonistic jazz frogs without requiring anyone's assistance. From 1942 to
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1945, however, studios armed "Sambos" with various weapons in order to pursue
their enemies. This change signified America's growing militarism after Japan
attacked Pearl Harbor in December 1941 (Brandt 111).
The violence of the "Sambos" also symbolized both African Americans'
growing military responsibilities overseas and white Americans' apprehension
towards the black war effort. By 1944 African Americans were in all of America's
military branches; before the war's end, half of the one million blacks in the armed
forces served overseas. Studios, however, preferred not to show caricatures ofblack
soldiers fighting against the whites of Germany as well as the "yellow peril,"
represented by Japan's armed forces. To present symbols of the black war effort
without using white antagonists, whose defeats did not correspond with the studios'
images of black inferiority, animators restricted black characters' violence to animal
characters such as a cat in Schlesinger's 1944 "Looney Tune" Angel Puss (Brandt
220).
The first wartime series starring a Sambo character—Walter Lantz's 1939
"Li'l Eightball" cartoons—tied social marginalization to foolishness in derivative
manners. Li'l Eightball was an African-American boy whose characterization drew
from both the "stump speakers" of minstrelsy and Disney's Mickey Mouse. In the
tradition of stump speeches performed by blackface minstrels, he occasionally recited
lengthy monologues in "Negro dialect" featuring polysyllabic words. When
confronted by ghosts who tried to scare him in A-Haunting We Will Go, he remarked,
"In this enlightened age, we childrens do not recognize ectoplasmic figments of the
imagination." He later declared, "This exhibition of supernatural claptrap don't affect
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me in the least." By running away from the ghosts at the end of the cartoon, he
demonstrated black helplessness and passivity. The contrary, cowardly image kept
Eightball's characterization from becoming too radical. Lantz used Eightball's initial
lack of fear as a source of ironic humor for audiences expecting a frightened boy but
made him fearful in order to bring the cartoon to a credible resolution; Eightball was
too passive and small for the studio to make him defeat ghosts (Brown 106).
Hardly an original character, Li'l Eightball was very conventional both as a
cartoon character and a black stereotype. Borrowing from Mickey Mouse, LiT
Eightball had a pet dog who, like Mickey' s-Pluto, did not talk but barked in Silly
Superstition. LiT Eightball's dog rescued him from an escaped lion in that film, thus
demonstrating black dependence but to an animal instead of a white man. Like
Iwerks' Sambo and MGM's Bosko, the boy was also rural and fatherless.
Eightball's characterization resembled that of the mid- 1930s Bosko. Like
Bosko, Eightball's foolishness came from his belief in superstitions and imaginary
creatures. Unlike Bosko, however, Eightball began each cartoon by denying the
existence of the curses and ghosts that he would acknowledge before the film's end.
Thus, each film presented the evolution of the character from an atypically self-
assured and brave black boy to a paranoid and cowardly black boy. In the
aforementioned Silly Superstition, the boy tried to convince his dog that superstitions
did not exist, but he himselfbecame a believer after his bad luck with the lion.
Recognizing that Eightball was a foolish Sambo character, the periodical Selected
Motion Pictures'* reviews of two of the series's cartoons mistakenly called Eightball
"Sambo."
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The "Eightball" cartoons parodied the "moral cartoon" trend of the mid-
19308. In the films Li'l Eightball did not learn valuable life lessons but learned rather
to conform to ethnic stereotypes. However, like his juvenile white counterparts, Li'l
Eightball experienced torture from predators before learning, unlike the whites, to be
superstitious and afraid of ghosts. Eightball's facing of the ghosts symbolized
African Americans' growing activism against segregation; by cowering in the end,
Eightball represented the intimidation that such militant African Americans
experienced from violent, segregationist organizations like the Ku Klux Klan. The
character starred in three cartoons, all ofwhich Universal Pictures released in 1939.
The moral ambiguity of each cartoon and the lack of originality in characterization
contributed to exhibitors' mixed reviews and the short life of the "Eightball" series.
A. J. Inks called Silly Superstition "just a fair cartoon" and reported that A-Haunting
We Will Go received "no laughs" (50, 64).
Schlesinger's studio created the most Sambo characters during World War II.
His character Inki was the most durable of the Sambos—starring in cartoons from
1939 to 1950. However, Schlesinger also produced miscellaneous shorts that
featured different juvenile black male characters. The only similarity among
Schlesinger's Sambos was that all of them were boys. Some of them played the role
of protagonist, while others played the foil; the blackbird ofFlop Goes the Weasel
(1943) was protagonist to a hungry weasel, but the hunter named Sambo in All This
and Rabbit Stew (1941) was Bugs Bunny's foil.
An occasional star of Schlesinger's "Merrie Melodies" cartoons, Inki was an
underdeveloped and unoriginal character. He shared the same social constructions of
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black foolishness as his Sambo predecessors. Although he lived in the "jungle"
instead of the American South, he still lacked the same technological advancements
as the African-American Sambos. Inki's home never appeared in the films, nor did
he have any parents. He was a stooge, always outsmarted by a mynah bird that he
pursued. Like Li'l Eightball, Inki was powerless against larger animals and ran away
from them, and the mynah bird's rescues of Inki showed the little native's
dependence. A mute character, he did not even have the freedom of speech.
The "Inki" cartoons had an immediate appeal that lasted for years. The
character appeared in four more shorts over the next decade. According to series
director Chuck Jones, positive feedback from exhibitors enabled the series to survive
beyond its 1939 debut, Little Lion Hunter. He recalled that Schlesinger had not liked
Inki's first cartoon but persuaded Jones to put the character in more cartoons because
of the theater-owners' compliments. As the series progressed, however, Jones never
developed Inki as a character beyond the symbols that identified him as a jungle
native. Reviewing the 1941 cartoon Inki and the Lion, critic Manny Farber called the
film a classic but merely referred to Inki as a "spear thrower" and a child "who loves
to throw spears" (Jones, Hollywood 441, Farber 394).
After Inki's 1939 debut, studio director Fred "Tex" Avery created two
completely different yet derivative rural Sambo characters for miscellaneous "Merrie
Melodies" cartoons released in 1940 and 1941. Although Avery cast both characters
as hunters, he gave them contrasting personalities. His Sambo-like blackbird in The
Early Worm Gets the Bird (1940) was impetuous and spoke rapidly. Meanwhile, the
boy in All This and Rabbit Stew had half-closed eyes and dragged his feet, behaving
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similarly to African-American movie actor Stepin Fetchit. The former film showed
the bird's mother and brothers, but the latter did not show the boy's family. Both
"Sambos", however, demonstrated incompetence by failing to catch their prey, and
this incompetent black image symbolized whites' justifications for keeping blacks
from skilled labor or overseas war duty.
Schlesinger's 1940 "Merrie Melody" The Early Worm Gets the Bird offered
another variation of the "Li'l Eightball" story formula. The cartoon featured a
fatherless family of blackbirds living on a plantation. The mammy-like mother bird
had three boys, but only one figured prominently in the film by chasing a worm. The
worm rescued the powerless blackbird, however, by outsmarting the fox that had
pursued the bird. All of the birds spoke in "Negro dialect." The cartoon was so
successful that Warner Brothers reissued it twice (in 1943 and 1952). Exhibitor W.
Varick Nevins, III commented upon its first release: "This is another rung in Leon
Schlesinger's climb toward the top in color cartooning. The accent on the blackbird
and the worm pleased my patrons as much as anything, although the whole thing is
full of action, humor, and clever gags" (55).
All This and Rabbit Stew established the black antagonist character's role in
the wartime gag cartoon. The antagonist, a "Sambo" character who hunted Bugs
Bunny with a shotgun, was one of the first black characters to hold firearms. The
character, moreover, used violent, war-related language by threatening to "blitzkrieg"
the bunny. Bugs retaliated, however, by leading the black hunter into dangerous
situations, culminating in his fall from a cliff. Each situation was a battle in the war
between Sambo and Bugs. The failure of the "Sambo" to kill Bugs Bunny, moreover,
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represented the lack of faith that the federal government had in sending African
Americans overseas to kill Axis soldiers (Brandt 111).
All This and Rabbit Stew played ethnic stereotypes for laughs to a greater
degree than The Early Worm Gets the Bird. Unlike the blackbird of the earlier
cartoon, the "Sambo" hunter walked with a slow shuffle. The bunny disposed of the
hunter by enticing him into gambling with dice and winning the clothes that the
hunter had worn. Adding insult to injury, Bugs dressed as the boy and mimicked his
Negro dialect. Exhibitors and audiences positively responded to the cartoon.
Exhibitor W. Varick Nevins claimed, "This short helped get a good crowd to the
show. . . . This one is a dandy." Also, exhibitor Cleo Manry stated, "I played this on
the coldest Saturday of the year and my patrons said the laugh they got out of it was
all that kept them warm. Don't miss it." Reviewers recognized that the hunter was a
foolish black boy. Although he had no given name in the film, both Motion Picture
Herald and Boxoffice referred to him as "Sambo" (Nevins 60, Manry 56).'
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The two rural Sambo characters that Chuck Jones created after Inki's debut
borrowed from previous Schlesinger cartoons. These characters appeared in cartoons
released in 1943 and 1944. The first film, Flop Goes the Weasel, had a similar
premise to the studio's 1942 "Merrie Melody" A Tale ofTwo Kitties; in both films
precocious and talkative baby birds outsmarted the animals who hunted them. Then
in 1944, Jones's Angel Puss revived the Fetchit-boy character from All This and
Rabbit Stew. Unlike Inki, Jones's other Sambo characters had distinct personalities.
The innocence and ignorance of the baby bird ofFlop Goes the Weasel
differentiated him from Bannerman's Sambo. When the bird hatched from his egg,
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he assumed that the weasel who had captured him while in the egg was his mother.
Unlike Bannerman's character, who feared the tigers, the bird, because he never
discovered the weasel's identity, had no fear of his captor. As a result he defeated the
weasel by playing too roughly with him. Eventually the fatherless bird found his
mother—another kerchief-topped mammy figure. The protagonist, therefore, was a
slapstick character; although he physically hurt his adversary, he did not know he was
lost from his mother until her return home from bragging about the birth of her son.
The cartoon Angel Puss was the most violent of the moral cartoon satires
starring the Sambo characterization. A black boy named Sambo, according to the
script, felt guilty about drowning a cat for money. He lamented, "Us is money mad!
Jes' money mad!" The cat, having escaped the drowning, then tortured Sambo by
dressing as a ghost and scaring him. The torture was Sambo's punishment for his
greediness and his act of murder. Despite his guilt, however, Sambo shot the cat with
a gun when the disguise accidentally came off the cat's body. This action poked fun
at the typicafmoral cartoon's ending, in which characters learned from their mistakes
and vowed never to make them again. Moreover, Sambo's fear in the graveyard was
a sign of weakness, contrasting with wartime black militancy.
The humor in Angel Puss depended more heavily on ethnic stereotypes than
All This and Rabbit Stew. As a caricature of Stepin Fetchit, Sambo had a lethargic
manner and sleepy eyes. He also spoke in malapropisms, as had the Fetchit
caricatures of the mid-1930s. When looking at a river before tossing a cat into it, he
declared, "Dat is da most discomfortable lookin' water us ever did see." He also
demonstrated a lack of intellect by redundantly noting, "Dat sho' is wet watah!"
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Most of the cartoon's content consisted of gags based upon the boy's
powerlessness. When the cat who escaped the drowning disguised himself as the
ghost of his supposedly drowned self, the boy reacted to his presence in a series of
wide-eyed expressions of fright. Making a reference to a black comedian's tagline,
"Feet, don't fail me now," Sambo shouted, "Git goin', feet," when approached by the
"ghost."
The ending ofAngel Puss marked one of the most violent acts of an animated
black character from any studio at any time. Sambo's only moment of strength came
after he discovered the cat's disguise; he then proceeded to kill the cat by shooting his
rifle. Unlike the black soldier characters who merely carried guns in Lantz's Boogie
Woogie Bugle Boy ofCompany B, Sambo actually fired his gun and killed a character.
To offset this violence by a black character, Schlesinger made the cat African-
American instead of white. The studio depicted the cat as jet-black and with an
accent similar to Sambo's, saying "Us ain't kiddin'," when he became a real ghost
after his murder. Therefore, the cartoon gave the impression of one black character
killing another.
This cartoon marked the end of Schlesinger's new Sambo characters.
Although exhibitors like Thomas di Lorenzo considered the cartoon "O.K. for any
program," Warner Brothers never reissued it. Angel Puss' boy never appeared in
another film, nor did the studio create any further Sambos (Di Lorenzo 44).
Paramount Pictures' contribution to Sambo imagery—George Pal's
"Puppetoon" star Jasper—was the most successful of all the animated foolish
Sambos. He appeared in at least two cartoons every year from 1942 to 1947. At a
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time when news magazines and newspapers rarely discussed cartoons other than
Disney's animated feature films, Time magazine used the occasion of the release of
Jasper's first film, Jasper and the Watermelon (1942), in order to discuss Pal's career
as a puppet-animator. One entry, Jasper and the Beanstalk, received an Academy
Award nomination for Best Cartoon Short Subject of 1945 ("Cinema" 82-83).
Like the previous animated Sambos, Jasper's cartoons depended heavily on
verbal and visual stereotypes that suggested black inferiority and powerlessness.
Both Jasper and his antagonist Scarecrow spoke "Negro dialect." Also, Jasper
became the helpless, stereotypical "frightened Negro" in Jasper and the Haunted
House, bugging his eyes and quivering his lips when hearing strange noises in an
abandoned house. Expressing his enjoyment of this film, critic Mike Wear of Variety
declared, "How the high calibre of this series is maintained is best typified by this
latest, concerning a colored boy, scarecrow and haunted house tricks" (8).
In addition to characterizations of shared poverty and extreme gullibility, the
African American and African boys in wartime animated cartoons also displayed
varying degrees of violence. The violence of the characters increased as the war
progressed. Li'l Eightball and Inki, created before America's entrance into the war in
1941, were passive and dependent. The Sambos of post- 1941 cartoons Flop Goes the
Weasel and Angel Puss, however, demonstrated aggression. These two Sambos were
the rare leading black characters in one-on-one conflict cartoons. Other black
characters usually had to settle for secondary roles.
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The Mammy's Wartime Service
Hanna and Barbera redefined the "mammy" character for the new conflict
cartoons of wartime. The first "mammy" characters of World War II-era cartoons
were no different from those of the mid- 1930s. The Disney studio continued to rely
on music to define its domestic servant character, and MGM's mammies had little to
do with the plots of the cartoons in which they appeared. Hanna' s and Barbera'
s
"Tom and Jerry" series for MGM, however, updated the characterization by having
her participate in some of the conflicts between Tom Cat and Jerry Mouse. Whether
throwing Tom out of the house for breaking dishes or getting hurt in the crossfire, she
played a more active role in the series than any other mammy character prior to that
era—a reflection of wartime animation's increasing violence. Moreover, the
mammy's continued presence in wartime cartoons symbolized the difficulty that
African American women had in gaining employment beyond service work during
the war. As white women left laundry, cafeteria, and maid positions for defense-
industry employment, black women had more success finding work in the white
women's vacated jobs than in competing with them for defense labor (Jones, Labor
237-239).
Disney's mammy characterization became stagnant because of the studio's
dependence on story formulas during the war. The studio repeated the mammy's
actions from the 1935 cartoon Three Orphan Kittens—fussing at animals, cleaning,
and singing—in her wartime appearances. In Pantry Pirate (1940), one "mammy-
tried to keep Pluto the Dog away from her kitchen. Three years later, in Figaro and
Cleo, she kept Figaro the Cat from eating a goldfish named Cleo. As in Three
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Orphan Kittens, the new cartoons musically blended religion with labor for the
mammy. Pantry Pirate's mammy sang "Hallelujah" while cooking the meat that
Pluto wanted to eat. Figaro and Geo featured the lyrics: "Sweepin', dustin'/Workin'
'til I'm almost bustin'/No rest for de wicked 'til de judgment day." Such repetition
differed from the formulas for cartoons starring animal characters. Donald Duck, for
example, starred in many wartime cartoons as a new army inductee, but this formula
was a break from his repetitive appearances of the late 1930s with troublesome
nephews Huey, Dewey, and Louie. The content of the mammy's wartime films,
however, were the same as her films of the mid-1 930s; she cleaned up after
mischievous animal characters (Maltin 71).
The mammy character of Figaro and Cleo was one of the more talkative
servant characters of animated film. She spoke to the animals while she cleaned
throughout the six minutes ofFigaro and Cleo. This particular character reflected the
evolution of the mammy of live-action features into a confidant. Similar to the
features' mammies, who sarcastically advised their bosses, Disney's mammy tried to
teach the cat and the fish to peaceably live together (Cripps, Slow 354).
In 1939 and 1940, MGM also developed rather uninspired mammy characters
for miscellaneous cartoons. Although the distributor had taken control over Hugh
Harman and Rudolf Ising's studio and added new personnel like William Hanna and
Joseph Barbera, the new employees did not offer fresh images of domestic servants.
The mammy characters were amalgams of black stereotypes. Apparel such as
bandannas and cleaning utensils like brooms in character designs complemented
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scripted traditions like broken English and the generic name "Aunt Jemima." These
films, like earlier cartoons before them, offered no original female black
representation.
The Bookworm's, mammy, named "Aunt Jemima" in the script, contributed to
one of animation's few visual puns based upon both ethnic and gender identification.
The film consisted of a series ofbook covers coming to life, not unlike Schlesinger's
Have You Got Any Castles in the mid- 1930s. In a gag from MGM's film, Aunt
Jemima emerged from the cover of the novel Black Beauty. References to an African
American as "black" in the 1930s media were not as common as "colored" or
"Negro." Nevertheless, the "black" ofBlack Beauty applied to Aunt Jemima's
ethnicity. The "beauty" related to her female gender.
In The Bookworm MGM animalized the black servant, as did the studio's The
Lonesome Stranger, except on a more symbolic than literal basis. Both cartoons
featured scenes of white characters riding atop caricatures of black servants. Whereas
The Lonesome Stranger's servant was a depiction of a horse, however, The
Bookworm's servant was a representation of an African-American woman. In a
parody of The Midnight Ride ofPaul Revere, according to the script, "Aunt Jemima
comes galloping out with Paul Revere riding piggy-back on her" (7). The scene
promoted the ideas of whites' superiority to blacks and men's superiority to women.
To be sure, cartoons often contained representations of such notions; however, they
usually did not co-exist in the same film or apply to one character. The scene also
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displayed one of the few interracially sexual images in American animation, however
muted by the Hays Code; the image of Revere atop Jemima represented a white
man's sexual conquest of a black woman.
MGM demonstrated in its 1940 cartoon Mrs. Ladybug that the mammy
characterization merely comprised a series of props and a stereotypical speech
pattern. In the film's story synopsis, a "villainous spider" conspired to eat ladybugs
by answering a mother ladybug' s advertisement for a maid. The spider "dressed up
like a negro mammy" by putting on a bandanna and a dress. In the script he then
introduced himself to the mother, "Ah's de new maid," and bragged, "Ma'am, you jes
give me one day wid dese heah kids" (3-4). This reduction of the black female
domestic servant to symbols demonstrated her dehumanization by MGM. Moreover,
the synopsis's association of the props to a "negro mammy" showed that the studio
regarded domestic service as exclusively African-American labor. The document,
however, merely expressed a key idea that founded American labor's ethnic
divisions—the idea that African Americans lived to serve whites (Honey 29).
MGM tried to show in Mrs. Ladybug that the black female domestic servant
characterization was funny when ridiculed. The script's final gag consisted of one of
the juvenile ladybugs "with bandanna on, equipped with broom, dust-pan, etc." He
then announced, "I is de new maid," in what the script called a "cute negro dialect."
Studios did not often call the stereotypical black speech "cute," even
when spoken by
juvenile black characters. The dialect's "cuteness" came from its imitation from a
non-black character—a juvenile blackface minstrel (8).
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The African-American female domestic servant character that Hanna and
Barbera created for their "Tom and Jerry" cartoons at MGM inspired a series of
contradictions. Appearing frequently in those cartoons between 1940 and 1943, she
had the usual stereotypical mammy signifiers but also possessed a uniquely slapstick
humor that female characters rarely displayed. She was significant to establishing
plots but never appeared in more than half of a cartoon's scenes. An analysis of
official studio scripts and story synopses for these cartoons will lay bare these
contradictions.
Hanna and Barbera conceived the mammy as a very blank character. The duo
never gave her a name, nor did they assign her a consistent designation. The script
for the cartoon Handle with Care—later released in 1940 as the "Tom and Jerry"
debut, Puss Gets the Boot—referred to her as "the negro maid," and three years later
The Lonesome Mouse's script called her "the colored maid." The studio did not allow
the character's face to appear on screen. The Handle with Care script contained this
directive about her appearance: "Only the bottom half of her shows" {Handle 3,
Lonesome 8). Hanna's and Barbera's animators were conscious of the fact that the
character lacked definition; as animators they had no control over film production but
rather merely followed the directors' orders. In a February 1999 interview, animator
Jack Zander, who worked on these early series entries, considered the colored maid's
blankness a calculated and deliberate development. For him, the character resulted
from the directors' creative laziness, which the visual and verbal ethnic stereotypes
exemplified:
Now the "Mammy" in Tom and Jerry was an outright racist cartoon character.
[She] had the typical negro voice and served as a foil for the two animal
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characters. Showing just her feet and lower body kept us from worrying about
her face and making her another "character" to give personality to. A smart
move by Joe and Bill, a conscious one, too, I believe (Interview).
The mammy's visual appearance was one of her least original qualities. She
had a very similar costume to that of Disney's mammy in Three Orphan Kittens.
Both characters wore long dresses, old or reinforced stockings, aprons, and house
slippers. Also, the Disney and MGM mammies' faces did not appear on screen.
MGM's documents, however, did not show any evidence of deliberate plagiarism of
Disney's cartoon. Moreover, the stereotypes that MGM gave to its colored maid did
not originate from Disney but from American literature and minstrelsy; the "Aunt
Jemima" character, after whom MGM named its mammy character for The
Bookworm, had first appeared on pancake-mix packages in 1890 (Pieterse 155).
The scripts for the "Tom and Jerry" cartoons determined which stereotypes
characterized the mammy. Joseph Barbera, the "Tom and Jerry" co-director (with
William Hanna), wrote almost all of the series' stories. The Handle with Care script
called for a camera's "pan of negro maid running with a heavy shuffle," and the script
for The Midnight Snack similarly declared, "The maid, with a bowl, shuffles into the
scene" {Handle 3, Midnight 1 0). The script for The Lonesome Mouse, meanwhile,
contained this scene of the mammy climbing atop a stool in fear of Jerry Mouse: "The
little mouse shakes the leg of the stool violently . . . Dice drop into the scene and
clatter to a stop with the "seven" up . . . A straight-edged razor drops into the scene
and stops, lying open" (4). The appearance of the razor recalled the minstrelsy-era
stereotype of African Americans brawling with the object as a weapon. These scenes
appeared intact in their respective cartoons (Maltin 298, Brown 106).
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MGM's "colored maid" was more of a physical character than preceding
female cartoon characters. In contrast to Three Orphan Kittens' focus on personality,
the "Tom and Jerry" series' slapstick comedy—much of which involved the maid-
comprised much of the cartoons' humor. Tom and Jerry occasionally attacked the
mammy in a violent manner, but frequently the attacks were accidental, and the maid
often physically retaliated. Tom mistook her for a disguised Jerry in Fraidy Cat's
script:
Scene 67: Hold scene of the maid's fanny. The cat comes in on her fanny
with all four paws and draws up for a big bite.
Scene 68: [. .
.] Off-scene, the maid is heard screaming, "Yipe!" Then she
yells sore, "Thomas, you no good cat, attacking from the rear, heh?" [. . .
]The maid continues saying, "Well—take diss you—and diss—" (10).
The script for The Lonesome Mouse demonstrated that violence against
MGM's maid also had sexual and misogynic overtones. Such imagery did not
originate with "Tom and Jerry." Many ofMax Fleischer's "Betty Boop" films
contained sexually suggestive images, and film historian Leonard Maltin noted that
Ub Iwerks's 1932 cartoon The Office Boy featured an extraordinary amount ofjokes
concerning a young woman's posterior (192). The violence against the mammy was
different, however, because she, unlike Betty, did not have lustful pursuers inflicting
violence upon her. Moreover, the sexual suggestiveness of these wartime films
exemplified the loosening of standards in cartoons of the period; the Production Code
Administration allowed the images to appear in films because of their popularity with
troops overseas (Kanfer 159, Maltin 293). In the following scene from The Lonesome
Mouse's script, Jerry tortured her:
Scene 39: Cut to the maid sitting on the stove. The little mouse runs up the
leg of the stool, jumps up and turns the handle of the gas control. The flame
rises in the scene and the maid yells and flies up into the air. The little mouse
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drops down and runs off scene followed by the cat. Hold the maid off scene
and the flame up in the air flickering. (The flame will be like a hand.) (6).
The maid was one of very few animated female characters to receive a deliberate
burning upon her body. Also, the flame's depiction as a hand implied that the flame
fondled her backside, thus adding a sexual dimension to the violent gag (Lonesome
6).
As the only speaking character in "Tom and Jerry" cartoons between 1940 and
1943, the "colored maid" was important in giving structure to the films' stories.
Many of the films consisted of continuous physical gags such as eye-poking and tail-
stomping. The maid's dialogue functioned to establish films' plots and to give films
definite endings. Revealing the plot of the Handle with Care script, she complained
to Tom—then named Jasper—about his wreckage of the house, "Now would you jes
look—jus look at da mess you'se made," and warned, "Now understan' diss, Jasper.
One mo' breakins and you'se goin' out." In Comrade 's Nix (later released as Dog
Trouble), a series of gags with a bulldog chasing Tom ended when the maid arrived to
remove the dog from the home, saying, "Get out of here you pug-nosed old messin'
good-for-nothin'. You know darned well you aren't allowed in the house here, no
how." Her scenes at the end comprised her only appearance in the film {Handle 3,
Comrade 's 11).
The maid was not as important to the content of the "Tom and Jerry" cartoons
as to the framing of their stories. The series' reliance on physical, violent humor
often restricted the mammy to appearances at either the first few scenes of a cartoon,
the last few scenes, or both; she rarely appeared in the middle scenes. In the scripts
for her films, released by MGM between 1940 and 1943, she never appeared in more
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than twenty-three percent of a cartoon's scenes. Official MGM synopses of cartoon
stories did not mention her after the second "Tom and Jerry" cartoon, The Midnight
Snack.
The mammy became obsolete as a framing device as the "Tom and Jerry"
series evolved. New speaking characters emerged in the mid- 1940s; Tom had a feline
rival in a street cat named Butch and a canine adversary in Spike the Bulldog. Also,
the studio began to set films outside of the home in which the colored maid worked.
After The Lonesome Mouse's release in 1943, she did not appear in the series for four
years, with the exception of a cameo in 1945's The Mouse Comes to Dinner. In
February 1999, Jack Zander claimed, "As you can see she didn't last long in the
series, for the two, Tom and Jerry, became very strong on their own and didn't need
any secondary characters to make their story" (Interview).
Famous Studios' mammy character Mandy for the "Little Lulu" series was
one of the most matronly animated female black maid characters. When Paramount
Pictures formed the studio after firing Max and Dave Fleischer in 1942, Famous
continued to make cartoons starring Popeye and Superman—another famous comic-
strip character. Continuing to rely on other artists' successful creations, Famous first
adapted Marjorie Henderson Buell's "Little Lulu" comic strip to animation in 1943.
The content of the series's films broke no new ground, giving Mandy the traditional
stereotypes of exaggerated facial features and incorrect grammar. The studio also
desexualized her by giving her no husband or children. However, unlike most
animated mammies, who had to keep animals out of homes, she became a surrogate
mother to Little Lulu, whose mother did not appear in the cartoons.
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Depictions of Black Wartime Service
From the early 1930s to the beginning ofAmerican involvement in the war,
social commentary in animated cartoons had evolved from concern about the Great
Depression and intervention in global war to patriotic support for America's foreign
and economic policies. In 1933 Walter Lantz's Confidence declared President
Franklin Delano Roosevelt as the cure for the nation's economic ills. Six years later
MGM produced Peace on Earth, an anti-war commentary released as World War II
began. Then during America's involvement in the war (1941-1945), studios affirmed
the nation's participation by expressing various propagandistic themes. One theme
was the need for Americans to support their country's war effort. Schlesinger's Any
Bonds Today (1942) featured its new star Bugs Bunny appealing in song to his
audience to buy war bonds, and Disney's The New Spirit (1942) promoted the slogan,
"Taxes to beat the Axis." Another expressed was pride in America. MGM's cartoon
Yankee Doodle Mouse (1943) ended with Jerry Mouse saluting a firecracker-
explosion in the image of the American flag. The third theme was the stupidity of
Axis leaders or the futility of their cause. Schlesinger's Russian Rhapsody (1944)
presented Adolf Hitler as a pilot abortively trying to bomb Moscow by himself, while
Disney's Educationfor Death_(\943) centered on the evil nature and fatal
consequences of the Nazis' brainwashing of their children (Maltin 164, 286).
Black representation influenced animated wartime propaganda in the earliest
days of American involvement. The aforementioned Any Bonds Today was an
animated advertisement for war bonds starring Bugs Bunny. According to a report
from the Hollywood Reporter, Schlesinger finished the cartoon for the U.S. Treasury
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Department in mid-December 1941 after three weeks of work; a cartoon ofAny
Bonds Today's length usually took two months to complete. The film contained
patriotic symbolism. In the cartoon Bugs dressed as Uncle Sam, and he, Porky Pig
and Elmer Fudd wore American army uniforms while singing the title song. The
cartoon placed blackface minstrelsy within the context of these national symbols.
Bugs put on blackface makeup when imitating Al Jolson and sang, "Sammy," which
referred to both Jolson's popular catchphrase, "Mammy," and Uncle Sam. The
image's patriotic qualities stemmed from its American roots. Bugs' blackface
appearance correlated with the current trend in live-action movies for white
characters to wear blackface for musicals; this genre of film celebrated blackface
minstrelsy as the only form of popular entertainment to have originated in America
(Rogin 167).
Black stereotypical images had become so ingrained in American animation
by World War-II that gags like Bugs Bunny's imitation of Jolson in Any Bonds Today
seemed only natural to white animators. The blackfaced character, although no
longer a dominant image in animated cartoons, was still a familiar image with
audiences, and studios tended to use it in brief scenes to add humorous touches to
musical cartoons. Studios thus relied on the image although it was not central to a
cartoon. In a February 1998 interview, Martha Sigall, who painted celluloid sheets
for the film, opined, "I don't think that Any Bonds Today needed the black face
segment. But I also don't feel that it hindered it, either." She recalled that Bugs'
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imitation comprised only ten of the ninety seconds of the film's length. Indeed,
Bugs's blackface performance did not add to or subtract from the film's central
message, "Buy war bonds."
Animated caricatures of African-American servicemen had roots in blackface
minstrelsy. Columbia Pictures' Old Blackout Joe, a cartoon in which an African-
American man failed to darken all of the lights of his neighborhood, took its title from
the minstrel song, "Old Black Joe." For Leon Schlesinger's Coal Black and de
Sebben Dwarfs, the studio modernized the urban "Zip Coon" characterization via
wardrobe. Although the dwarfs—black servicemen—were seven big-lipped soldiers,
and Prince Chawmin wore a zoot suit, these characters remained comical figures.
Such depictions of African-American soldiers resulted in exhibitors' difficulty in
taking seriously the black war effort. Both films first came to theaters in 1942, when
black servicemen had mostly menial tasks to perform in the war and often did not see
overseas duty (Brandt 1 1 1). The servicemen's small size in the latter film especially
symbolized their lack of military opportunity and gave them more of a juvenile than
adult male image. Arthur K. Dame described Old Blackout Joe as "quite a funny
cartoon. All about a little darky air-raid warden who can't get one light in particular
to black out" (Dame 45).
Warner Brothers advertised associations of ethnic stereotypes with African-
American soldiers in order to make money from its films. The studio's official
"Release Sheet" publicizing Coal Black an de Sebben Dwarfs made the military
characters' ethnicity a selling point. The studio called the film "a dusky satire on
'Snow White'" and noted, "All of the characters are portrayed as darkies, and the
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seven dwarfs are all in the army." These depictions reinforced ideas that the armed
forces had about African-American servicemen during the war. White soldiers
referred to blacks as apes, and military orders called them child-like. Exhibitors
decided whether to book cartoons for their theaters based on promotional materials
from studios such as release sheets. Their decisions to show Schlesinger's film
demonstrated both their acceptance of Warner Brothers' stereotypical, gross
misrepresentation of black war service and their approval of the epithets the studio
used when describing the caricatures of black servicemen (Dower 175).
The National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP)
launched a protest against Coal Black an de Sebben Dwarfs in April 1943. Of all the
"dusky" characters in the film, the comical depictions of black soldiers upset the
organization the most. Julia Baxter of the NAACP 's Public Relations department
wrote a memorandum to Odette Harper of the same department, dubbing the film "a
decided caricature of Negro life and an insult to the race." She complained, "The
production ismade even more disgraceful by the fact that the 'Sebben Dwarfs'
represent seven miniature Negro soldiers." Harper then informed NAACP leader
Walter White of these objections (Baxter letter, Harper letter).
The NAACP protested Coal Black and de Sebben Dwarfs for both civil rights
and patriotic reasons. The organization condemned the caricatures of black soldiers
as yet another manifestation of institutionalized racism toward black troops.
Juxtaposing the depictions with the film's patriotic symbolism, Harper observed by
letter to White, "The soldiers are subjected to indignities which are damaging to
national unity. Ironically, the American flag floats over the camp in which the
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soldiers are quartered." Preying upon African Americans' discontent with
segregation and skepticism toward America's self-promotion as democracy's
defender, the Japanese did not hesitate to produce propaganda for black soldiers
stationed in the Pacific, citing examples of America's discrimination against blacks.
To NAACP officers like Baxter, Coal Black an de Sebben Dwarfs only added
ammunition for the enemy (Samuel 131, White 147-148).
Expressing displeasure with "Jim Crow" via wartime service and anti-war
statements, African Americans' protests of stereotypical films demonstrated their
growing impatience with racism during World War II. Some African Americans
fought in or supported the war with the hope that by liberating Europe from Hitler's
"master race" plan, African Americans would no longer live under Jim Crow laws at
home. Others considered the war as the "white man's war" and refused to participate
in it. Many African-American youths, frustrated with segregation, opposed the draft
and wore zoot suits as a method of self-expression. Some whites violently resisted
African Americans' actions toward socio-economic equality. White supremacists
harassed and occasionally killed black soldiers in the South; the Ku Klux Klan and
the Christian Americans were prominent racist vigilante groups who used violence to
discourage black veterans from trying to achieve the democracy that they had fought
to protect overseas (White 143). Also, anti-Negro riots erupted in Detroit,
Philadelphia, and other American cities. Over the past few decades, relations
between urban blacks and whites had deteriorated because of urban migration and
crowded neighborhoods (Brandt 132, Peretti 91).
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African Americans considered cartoons with stereotypes as problematic
toward civil rights progress. Both white and black people complained about the
existence ofmovies with black stereotypes, and some of the protestors campaigned to
have individual films banned. The NAACP's protesting of stereotypical cartoons was
part of an anti-stereotype campaign relating to images and characterizations in films
and on stage and radio. Walter White of the NAACP began a coalition with
Hollywood producers Walter Wanger and Darryl Zanuck that aimed at removing
black stereotypes from Hollywood movies in 1942. Various organizations included
cartoons in their lists of undesirable films (Archer 213, Cripps, Slow 53).
The black newspaper Pittsburgh Courier also publicly protested cartoons that
contradicted American ideals such as equality and freedom. Courier reporter Herman
Hill complained about Angel Puss in the year of its release. However, instead of
naming specific negative attributes concerning the film, he merely protested the
cartoon's billing with the live-action "March of Time" short film Americans All,
which discouraged racism and promoted equal socio-economic opportunities among
ethnic groups. In addition, although Hill reported that the Screen Cartoonists' Guild
and the Office of War Information had previously dealt with the issue of animated
minority caricature, he did not mention the specific problematic cartoons or measures
taken regarding the protests against the images (13).
Animation's Era of Jive
During World War II, the cartoon studios greatly expanded jazz music's
characterization capabilities. The black characters who starred in wartime jazz
cartoons appeared flashier than their 1930s predecessors. Men dressed in zoot suits,
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and women wore shorter skirts and higher-heeled shoes. The characters appeared in
Harlem more often than in southern cotton fields. As Harlemites they danced the
"Jitterbug" and had the vice of gambling in nightclubs, unlike the "southern" vice of
stealing chickens. The music and these images glamorized urban black life. In order
for cartoon studios to depict Harlem as a community of black frivolity, they avoided
images that reflected the causes of black poverty and the resources that Harlem's
black community provided for its poor. As a result, animated black Harlemites
gambled for fun instead of quick money due to the lack of available jobs, and they
preferred playing the numbers racket to receiving food and clothes from black
religious, fraternal, social and political groups (Greenberg 42).
Their characterizations, however, remained traditionally stereotypical and
derivative. They were modernized "Zip Coons" or urban black stereotypes from
nineteenth-century minstrel shows. They spoke in "Negro dialect," peppered with
slang. They shuffled when they did not dance the "Jitterbug."
In order for audiences to embrace black jazz in cartoons, the studios had to
associate the music with "safe" themes. Members of the current African-American
subculture
—
people who popularized the zoot suit and jive vocabulary—opposed
white patriotism and equated war service with servitude toward whites. Cartoon
studios, however, depoliticized the images. Lantz, for example, turned jazz into a
patriotic music style during World War II. Jazz musician characters used their
musical talents for the war effort as well as for their own personal enjoyment. In
Schlesinger's cartoons, zoot-suiters became comical buffoons from Harlem—
a
modernization of the "Zip Coon" characterization from nineteenth-century blackface
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minstrelsy. Moreover, the studios did not produce images of interracial romance for
their jazz films, unlike Max Fleischer's controversial teaming of Betty Boop with Cab
Calloway in the early 1930s. Black male musician characters still chased women, as
in the "Betty Boop" jazz films of a decade earlier. However, they only chased black
women, whose skirts often matched or even surpassed Betty Boop's dress in
shortness (Samuel 131-132).
Animation studios relied on sex appeal to help sell many of their black jazz
films. During World War II, the PCA allowed for sexual humor to return to cartoons
for the first time since the Production Code's start in 1934. Such content helped
boost the morale of overseas soldiers. Schlesinger's Coal Black an de Sebben
Dwarfs, his Goldilocks and the Jivin ' Bears, and Lantz's Scrub Me Mama with a
Boogie Beat featured light-skinned, black female protagonists. The studios, however,
took pains to differentiate these characters from the usual black characters. The
dialogue sheet from Lantz's cartoon noted that the young, slender, tan woman leading
every "Lazy Negro" in Lazytown to song was "Nellie (from Harlem)." For Lantz,
lightness and urbanity symbolized attractiveness and energy, contrasting with the
lethargy of the big-lipped, rural, dark-skinned Lazytowners. Schlesinger's films
similarly associated lighter skin with attractiveness. While fleeing from a dark-brown
"mammy" figure in Goldilocks and the Jivin' Bears, the Big, Bad Wolf pursued a
yellow-brown Goldilocks. The PCA even allowed the film to present the Lord's
name spoken in vain and two characters of opposite gender sharing a bed in the same
scene. To Goldilocks' remark that the wolf hiding in the bed with her was not a bear,
the wolf replied, "You bet I ain't, honey, but lawsey, who cares?" (2).
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Animation's wartime jazz age had an unsuccessful start at MGM in 1940 with
the cartoon Swing Social, which performed poorly in theaters. Its script demonstrated
that the writing of dialogue by whites for blacks was problematic. According to one
of the film's directors, Joseph Barbera, co-director William Hanna wrote the script in
a stereotypical dialect that black actors whom the studio had hired to voice the
characters could hardly pronounce (76). Indeed, Hanna created some complicated
words for scat-singing in the script. In the twenty-eighth scene, black character Creel
Dodger's song about "Good ol' plain fried chicken" included the unique lyrics, "Skad
wadn skoo uh whedd wadn bidd hruppu
—
pm dee beedle bo." Eight scenes later, a
trio sang, "Nick nocks, Tom deco—kromo stava tava tae tae" (3, 4).
MGM's 1944 cartoon The Zoot Cat awkwardly reduced black subculture to
slang and flashy clothes. The short subject marked Hanna and Barbera's return to
"jive" since Swing Social's release four years earlier. According to Barbera, after
Swing Social's failure at the box office, he and Hanna gladly resigned themselves to
directing "Tom and Jerry" cartoons when the series' debut Puss Gets the Boot
became a hit film (76). By 1944, however, the team found a way to give the series a
"jive" twist. In The Zoot Cat Tom Cat wore a zoot suit to impress a female cat.
Instead of depicting Tom Cat as African-American, the cartoon completely divorced
African Americans from the clothing that they had popularized. Tom's zoot suit did
not represent blackness but modernity—a contrast to how "corny" the female cat had
found Tom before his wearing of the suit, according to the script. The film's setting
was a suburban home instead of Harlem. The Hays Code's prohibition of interracial
romance meant that Hanna and Barbera could not depict the female cat wooed by the
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"zoot" Tom as an African-American. Therefore, the script described the kitten as
"the young college type that is plenty hep." In the script the rhyming speech reserved
for black characters became "jive talk" for the kitten, who called the pre-zoot Tom "a
square at the fair" and "a goon from Saskatoon" (1). To Hanna's and Barbera's
credit, however, she did not perform scat-singing—a first for an MGM cartoon
devoted to
"jive" or "swing." The film proved that by 1944, the African-American subculture
had extended beyond African Americans and had become familiar enough for studios
to successfully parody.
Although The Zoot Cat did not associate the zoot suit with black characters,
the film relied on contemporary black music to contribute to Tom's modernity. Much
of the film's dialogue came from titles to Cab Calloway's songs. While wooing a
female cat, for example, Tom romantically announced, "When I am with you, I am
what you call a hep cat. I am hep to the jive." In another scene, Tom, when asked to
dance, replied, "Well all reet, well all root, well all right," in what the script called a
"jivy voice" (5). Both lines referred to Calloway's "Are You All Reet" and "Are You
Hep to the Jive" (Milkowski 37).
Walter Lantz's four-year "Silly Symphonies" series (1941-1945), on the other
hand, used jazz music to reinforce black stereotypes. All of Lantz's black wartime
characters performed songs in their films or starred in films whose plots concerned
music. His films showcased jazz music during the war as regularly as Harman-Ising
had in the mid-1 930s. Unlike Harman-Ising 's association ofjazz with famous black
entertainers, Lantz's films, however, implied that jazz was innate to African
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Americans in general. His films were regressive because black characters returned to
their function of the early sound days—figures synchronized to and illustrating jazz
music.
Shortly before the war began, Lantz used different musical styles to help
define black characters. The musical characterizations differed by generation as well
as by style. In Scrub Me Mama with a Boogie Beat, nineteenth-century minstrel
music characterized rural African Americans, and modern boogie-woogie music
characterized the urban black character. Stephen Foster's "Old Folks at Home"
slowly and quietly played in the background as rural black characters dozed lazily
around Lazytown's cotton bales. Upon the arrival of a black woman (from Harlem,
according to the film's dialogue sheet) to Lazytown, the music became louder, faster
and brassier.
Lantz defined black wartime service as musical talent. The characters did not
fire guns or drop bombs but instead played instruments. The image of a black soldier
as a musician instead of a fighter was consistent with the armed forces' prohibition of
black servicemen from most skilled positions (Dower 175). The characterization of
musicianship deflected the discrimination that African American soldiers faced
within the armed forces. Instead of exploring the army's segregation of troops,
cartoons gave black characters musical talent in order to justify their absence from
overseas duty. The title character of the 1941 "Swing Symphony" cartoon Boogie
Woogie Bugle Boy ofCompany B was a serviceman whose war service consisted of
playing jazz. One year later Yankee Doodle Swing Shift, according to a Variety critic,
was "Another in series in which pop music backgrounds string of events fitting into
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musical buildup. Here it's a colored jive band made up of hep cats depicted as black
cats. Five members go into a war factory when their band instruments are taken away
for war supplies. . . . Different, and on the patriotic side" (Yankee 21).
Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy ofCompany B played the African-American
serviceman's induction process for laughs by constructing images according to ethnic
stereotypes. Continuing Harman-Ising's tendency to have black characters talk in
rhymes, Lantz's protagonist
—
jazz trumpeter Hot Breath Harry—received a lyrical
draft notice in the film's dialogue sheet: "Little boy blue, come blow yo' horn, or
we'll come an' git you as sho as yo'all is born." The "Negro dialect" came from all
ranks of the army, not just Private Harry; his sergeant announced to him in the film's
storyboard, "Brothah youse in de ahmy." In addition to speech stereotypes, the
storyboard also called for stereotypical actions: "Soldiers shuffle across floor of tent."
The 1944 "Swing Symphony" cartoon Jungle Jive continued American
animation's traditionof developing Pacific island characters with African stereotypes.
This particular film used jazz to "Africanize" Hawaiians. In the cartoon the brown,
thick-lipped islanders played musical instruments that washed ashore. The Pacific
Islanders adopted the black stereotype of innate musicianship, because none of the
film's content suggested that the natives had received any musical training.
Moreover, the black music style of "boogie-woogie" in the film's central song
accentuated the Hawaiians' blackness. Still, the blackness of the music often made
white listeners uncomfortable (Gabbard 27). Although the featured song in the
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cartoon was a piano solo by white jazz musician Bob Zurke, exhibitor Leonard Leise
complained that the jazz was too frenetic and not mellow, "Too much Negro
interpretation of 'jive.' Can't say much for it" (42).
Whereas Lantz used cartoons with black characters to exploit jazz,
Schlesinger developed black representation through jazz music. By the 1 940s the
"Merrie Melodies" and "Looney Tunes" series no longer existed to publicize Warner
Brothers music; both cartoon series now featured stories with strong gags. The studio
used popular jazz tunes as "descriptive illustration" for both rural and urban
black characters. Their cartoons grew increasingly popular with audiences after
making these associations. The black subculture thus contributed greatly to the
wartime success of Schlesinger's studio.
In 1939 Schlesinger replaced MGM as the most jazz-influenced studio. The
title of black duo Slim and Slam's year-old hit song—"Flat Foot Floogie"—appeared
in two different Schlesinger cartoons. Moreover, the studio did not associate the song
with black stereotypes. In the "Looney Tune" cartoon Porky 's Tire Trouble, the pig
had a pet dog named Flat Foot Flookey. The "Merrie Melodie" cartoon Thugs with
Dirty Mugs, meanwhile, featured a character named Flat Foot Flannigan with a Floy
Floy. These cartoons were the first ofmany from the studio that acknowledged jazz
for its own sake—a rarity for the animated cartoon—rather than for ethnic humor.
Some of Schlesinger's employees appreciated jazz; Bob Clampett, director ofPorky 's
Tire Trouble, enjoyed the music and incorporated it into his films (Milkowski 56,
Klein 193).
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The lines that black characters spoke in Schlesinger's jive-influenced cartoons
were the least original aspect of their characterizations. When developing black
characters' speech patterns, the studio borrowed from the MGM "frog cartoons" of
the mid-1930s. Schlesinger usually constructed black characters' speech by
combining stereotypical dialect, "jive" slang or scat-singing, and rhymes. The script
for Coal Black an de Sebben Dwarfs provided this passage from the "Prince"
character in "jive talk" according to the script: "Azatee-aza-pazacezy, baza mosazy,
taza-mezy. Okay, boss. Set the body down easy" (2). The studio even modernized a
Stepin Fetchit caricature in Goldilocks and the Jivin ' Bears. As a messenger the
black character read a telegram from Little Red Riding Hood with rhythm as well as
malapropisms, "Er, sorry, grandmater, can't be there till later. Workin' at Lockheed
as a rivitator" (1). Exhibitors also awkwardly blended references to minstrelsy with
references to modern black music. Thomas di Lorenzo considered the appeal of this
combination crucial to Coal Black an de Sebben Dwarfs's success: "This is a fair
color cartoon which has lots ofblack face jive and if your crowd can stand this, then
it ought to go over" (53).
Schlesinger occasionally associated black stereotypical characterization with
black jazz during the war. Black musician Jimmy Lunceford's 1941 song "Blues in
the Night" served as background music to ethnically stereotypical characters
(Milkowski 73). In the script for Coal Black an de Sebben Dwarfs, So White sang,
"Mah hair's coal black/But mah name's So White./Ah washes all day/An' Ah got da
blues in da night" (Coal Black 1). The song especially influenced black-feathered
Daffy Duck's development. Schlesinger associated the music with Daffy's
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stereotypically African-American behavior. The tune played as he gambled in Porky
Pig 's Feat and as he imitated Eddie "Rochester" Anderson in The Ducktators.
Lunceford and other African-American musicians helped to characterize Bugs
Bunny in his early films. Created in 1940, Bugs was a trickster character whose
cocksure attitude helped him to become the most popular star of short films—live-
action and animated—before the war's end. He sang "Blues in the Night" while
outsmarting a buzzard in Bugs Bunny Gets the Boid. Black musicians influenced
Bugs' personality the most in the 1945 "Looney Tune" cartoon Hare Tonic. His
dancing and talking had African-American origins in one particular scene where he
danced the "Jitterbug" with Elmer Fudd. While dancing he exclaimed, "Yes, yes,
well, all reet"—a phrase combining two black performers' famous lines: Calloway's
"all reet" and Fats Waller's "Yass, yass, yass," which he uttered in his act (Milkowski
34-35, 37).
By 1945, however, studios had almost completely ceased using jazz music to
shape cartoons starring Bugs Bunny and other characters. The urban riots that took
place in the early 1940s demystified black Harlem; the animated image of the black
community as "jitterbugging," carefree gamblers became obsolete as black and white
urbanites fought each other and damaged cities. No black zoot-suiters appeared in
Hollywood cartoons after 1943, the year in which nearby Los Angeles experienced
the "Zoot Suit Riot." The fashion lost its humor after white soldiers and sailors
attacked Mexican, African-American, and white youths wearing the suits
(Peretti 92).
Jazz music and "jive" slang were not the only aspects of African-American
culture to influence Bugs Bunny's characterization. The trickster tales
from black
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slaves contributed to Bugs' personality as well. Such tales usually consisted of a
small character defeating a larger adversary via cunning instead of strength. Bugs'
films often cast tall hunter Elmer Fudd as Bugs' opponent. Occasionally, the bunny's
enemies were smaller yet louder and brasher than he, such as Western outlaw
Yosemite Sam. Only once, in the film All This and Rabbit Stew, did Bugs confront
an African-American enemy. However, the slowness and childishness of the Stepin
Fetchit-type characterization made African-American characters too easy to defeat
and worked against the trickster tales' concept of a small underdog against a powerful
opponent (Adamson 50).
Bugs Bunny's success at theaters enabled the trickster character from African-
American slaves to dominate wartime animation and boost Warner Brothers' profits.
Bugs became Hollywood's most popular character both during and after the war. His
debut, A Wild Hare, received an Academy Award nomination. More trickster
characters followed from other studios. Terrytoons created brash magpies Heckle and
Jeckle, and Lantz made Woody Woodpecker cockier and less frenetic. In 1944
exhibitors' demands for more cartoons starring the bunny forced Warner Brothers to
distribute "Merrie Melodies" and "Looney Tunes" cartoons together and release
Bugs' films under a new heading "Bugs Bunny Specials." That year the "Bugs
Bunny Specials" became the top "Money-Making Short Subject Series" and stayed
on top until 1960 (Adamson 12, 63).
The Lazy Black South
During the early years of World War II, cartoon studios transformed the
demeanor of southern black worker characters such as slaves. Starting with
the silent
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cartoon era, the studios depicted southern black characters picking cotton in fields as
happy and cheerful. As the war began, however, studios depicted blacks as lazy more
often than happy. The stereotype of laziness in different media influenced African
Americans' employment opportunities; white employers gave black employees hard
labor and little pay, because they believed that blacks were too lazy to perform the
less strenuous jobs for whites (Litwack 19-20). Black lethargy in cartoons had a
parallel relationship with African American demands for social, political, and
economic equality. The laziness in Southern black characters began to appear as
African Americans like A. Philip Randolph started to uncompromisingly demand
their employment in defense industries and the integration of the armed forces.
Instead of portraying blacks as dissatisfied with their restriction to low-wage, rural
labor such as sharecropping or tenant farming, the studios' images of incompetent
southern black workers justified their continued presence in cotton fields (Wynn 44).
In the aforementioned The Goose Goes South, MGM associated black laziness
with lack of intelligence. The studio constructed a southern black "tobacco worker"
character in a very detailed and redundant manner. Directors Hanna and Barbera
went to great lengths to establish the character's laziness. His characterization,
however, was derivative as well as stereotypical: "A lazy Stepin Fetchit type worker
listens in a stupid lazy manner." Suggesting mental retardation, the script also
described the character's speech as "very slow" (6).
In the 1941 "Cartune" Scrub Me Mama with a Boogie Beat, Walter Lantz far
surpassed MGM in establishing black laziness. One story synopsis described black
characters who did not want to perform chores. It featured "niggers—too tired to
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pick cotton," "shine boy—too tired to shine bare foot," and "nigger tosses corn in
water bucket—over well—pig jumps in bucket—rides down—bringing up the other
basket of water." However, some characters were unmotivated to perform traditional
stereotypes: "nigger kids—too tired to eat watermelon" and "nigger—too tired to pick
banjo." Other characters did not want to expend energy on minute tasks: "nigger
smoking pipe—has mule kick him in back—blows smoke ring" and "chickens peck
grain off nigger's head to scratch it" (Scrub synopsis).
The laziness ofblack characters in Scrub Me Mama with a Boogie Beat was
gender-specific. Only the black male characters—named "lazy negro," "coon asleep
in fishing boat," and "bucks" as well as "nigger" in the story synopsis pertaining to
the film—sat and lay in the fields. The lone adult female character, named
"Mammy," was working—"washing clothes." The image of the laundering mammy
symbolized the domestic work that the majority of black women performed during
the 1940s. By 1944 sixty percent of all private domestic employees were black
women (Jones, Labor 237).
Southern black characters continued to appear throughout the war's duration
but on a more limited and more abstract basis. As the war progressed, studios tended
to focus on African-American characters and their homes. The studios did not
concentrate on African-American work or lack thereof. Films stylized black life in
the South, placing traditional characters like Uncle Tom and buildings like the black
worker's wooden shack in unique locations without removing stereotypes. The films
proved that studios regarded black characters as mere symbols of the South instead of
legitimate cartoon stars.
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MGM's 1940 cartoon Swing Social was one of the first cartoons to stylize the
black South. The film's co-directors, Hanna and Barbera, placed rural black
characters underwater and depicted them as fish. Like Schlesinger's Sunday Go to
Meetin
'
Time and Clean Pastures, Swing Social poked fun at black truancy from
church. The cartoon also shared Clean Pastures' blending of black worship with
swing music. However, MGM, instead of concentrating on the truant, focused on
those attending church and having fun. Moreover, the studio took great pains to
establish the fish's African-American ethnicity. Hanna and Barbera gave the fish a
frenetic expression of worship and made the fish exclusively African American to
stereotypically associate their dancing and shouting with that ethnic group instead of
a specific Christian sect or denomination. The film's script had a human character
named "Brudder Brown"—the truant from church on land—explain that he was
specifically fishing for "de black bass," in order to establish the fish's African-
American identity. The "preacher" character echoed the distinction by answering that
because of their worship service, "De bass—I mean de black bass don't bite on
Sunday" (1).
Swing Social associated religion with southern black stereotypes and jazz
music. Its black bass characters had generic names like "Uncle Tom" and
"pickaninnies," thus revealing the studio's lack of originality. The "pickaninnies"
spoke the standard broken English, "Wu, wha, whach ou doin grampa?" The fish-
preacher, like the frog-preacher in "Happy Harmonies" cartoons, started "struttin and
singing" as he preached (Swing Social 3-4).
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MGM's story synopsis for Swing Social resembled nineteenth-century
blackface minstrels' advertisements. They promoted their caricatures of African-
American life as authentic depictions. The studio promised to have a "negro
spiritual" at the end of the film. Instead, the film had a song in the style of swing and
with lyrics in broken English. Like the frog-preacher in the "Happy Harmonies," the
fish-preacher sang his sermon, "Now when dat debbil start temptin you, wid dat evil
Voo dee doo doo, Ya better stan dere brudder and don't run off—Make da debbil run
from you" (4-5).
Swing Social was one of the animation industry's last moral cartoons. The
genre died soon after World War II began. The studios' preference to pit one
character against another in battle resulted in fewer cartoons starring characters who
struggled within themselves. This particular film did not even try to correct
"Brudder" Brown's problem of church truancy. Instead, the film ended with the
deacon telling Brown that the black bass' "meeting" would prohibit his success in
fishing.
Famous Studios' 1 944 "Noveltoon" cartoon Suddenly It 's Spring provided
one of animation's most surreal depictions of Southern race relations. The cartoon
depicted the ethnicity-based Southern social hierarchy as different levels of heaven.
In the film Raggedy Ann and Andy found a Rochester-sounding rural black man
strumming a banjo. The man lived in a wooden shack on heaven's lowest levels. The
cartoon received positive reviews; exhibitor A. H. Goldson remarked, "Had patrons
call up and ask what time this subject went on. Comments good" (42).
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That same year Terrytoons' Eliza on Ice simplified and perverted Harriet
Beecher Stowe's Uncle Tom S Cabin to an even greater degree than had Van
Beuren's Dixie Days fourteen years earlier. The film depicted Simon Legree's
pursuit of Eliza as a track race. Moreover, a new character—Mighty Mouse-
appeared in order to save Eliza from Legree. As a result the film presented blacks
subhuman by making them dependent on a rodent for survival. But like Van
Beuren's cartoon, Eliza on the Ice was a success. Exhibitor Thomas di Lorenzo
called it "a good laugh-getter in this theatre" (49).
The Terrytoons' film lacked the interracial mise en scene ofVan Beuren's
cartoon. Black and white characters did not share screen space as friends in Eliza on
Ice, unlike Topsy and Eva's camaraderie in Dixie Days. The Terrytoons studio
instead portrayed Eva as a heavenly angel, calling for Mighty Mouse to save Eliza
from Legree—an irony given the fact that Eva never met either person in Stowe's
novel. Black and white characters only appeared together in scenes of Eliza chased
by Legree.
Africans as Wartime Enemies
Studios depicted the wartime African native almost exclusively as a servant to
a white explorer. Like Disney's Egyptian Melodies fourteen years earlier, the
studio's African Diary used color to differentiate servants from leaders. In the
cartoon Goofy the Dog led canine African servants on a safari. The Africans had the
exact same design as Goofy, from eye and muzzle shape to buck teeth. Goofy also
shared their black skin color. The studio, however, differentiated the natives from
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Goofy by giving them a darker muzzle coloring. Also, the natives wore rings on their
necks and bones in their hair—the usual stereotypical wardrobe for natives—while
Goofy did not.
Famous Studios brought the African characterization to its most violent and
unsympathetic levels during the war. All three of the studio's cartoons with African
characters depicted them as potential killers. The dramatic tone and absence of
comedy in Famous' "Superman" series reinforced the evil of the Africans in two of
the series' cartoons. The comedic tone of "Popeye" series resulted in the Africans'
clownish depiction. The evil African characters were a far cry from Fleischer's
"Talkartoons" with Betty Boop and black characters dancing together. In The
Mummy Strikes and Jungle Drums, Superman and Africans were mortal enemies who
shared screen space only to fight each other. Superman's defeat of the Africans thus
presented an image of white superiority.
These two "Superman" cartoons, however, shared with the "Betty Boop"
series the aspects of the "racial adventure" genre of the 1930s. Both series depicted
Africa as an evil continent, instead of a paradise. Their black characters significantly
surpassed white protagonists in height. Moreover, they repeated the "Betty Boop"
cartoons' theme of white women threatened by black men. In The Mummy Strikes, a
large African corpse came to life and abducted Lois Lane. In Jungle Drums jungle
natives burned Lois Lane at the stake. Perhaps the mummy in the former cartoon was
too evil for exhibitor Thomas di Lorenzo, who complained, "This lacks cartoon
appeal—a little too serious to win the audience" (40).
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Connotations of servility and colonialism differentiated the African cannibals
of Famous Studios' "Popeye" cartoon Pop-Pie A La Mode from those of the 1930s.
In the film Popeye punched dozens of black cannibals after having landed on their
island. The natives, who had tried to boil him in a chamber pot, bowed to him and
declared him the island's ruler by the film's end. In the '30s, the white visitors
usually fled from their man-eating adversaries, but some protagonists like Mickey
Mouse had stayed in the jungle and befriended the natives. Popeye's battle against
the natives demonstrated the growing militarism in cartoons during the war. His
physical superiority over the cannibals represented America's confidence in war
victory as well as black inferiority. The natives' worship of Popeye also revealed
black inferiority and servility.
The return of the cannibalistic brute to cartoons in the mid- 1940s coincided
with an even stronger push by African Americans toward social and political equality
than during the war. The natives' cannibalism justified the savages' taming, as a
proof of white European supremacy (Young 82). In the same year ofPop-Pie A La
Mode's release, Walter White wrote in A Rising Wind that black soldiers would
continue to fight at home after returning from the war but with a readiness and
determination to work hard for their freedom (White 145). Although Popeye scored a
victory against the cannibals, they had earlier posed a physical threat to his survival.
One of the few comedic images of cannibals foreshadowed the dominant
image of blacks after World War II. MGM's 1945 cartoon Teefor Two starred Tom
and Jerry attacking each other at a golf game. According to one scene in the script,
"Jerry ducks and the club misses him and winds around Tom's neck fast like cannibal
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neck rings" (2). The film's use of props to construct a stereotypical image was not
new. However, it was one ofmany stereotypical images that audiences accepted and
enjoyed in cartoons as the war ended. Props and blackface eventually replaced
characterization as the foundation of black images in cartoons.
Conclusion
Cartoon studios continued to parody whites' oppression of African Americans
during World War II. The "Sambo" and "Mammy" characterizations continued to
obscure African Americans' problems relating to labor discrimination. These
animated images, however, symbolized different jobs from which whites excluded
blacks. The war brought defense work, which helped to end the Great Depression,
but blacks did not fill many of the new positions and only grudgingly achieved
employment. New cartoon characters represented other variations of labor
discrimination; animated black buglers and air-raid wardens demonstrated the
absence of African Americans from overseas military service.
As more organizations like the NAACP and the Pittsburgh Courier began to
protest racism after the war, the cartoon images that racism had symbolized came into
question. These activists publicized the social and political problems that the studios
had tried to mask behind stereotypes, rendering the caricatures ineffective as well as
insulting. When the war ended, the groups increasingly attacked stereotyped black
characterizations as part of the racism hindering African Americans. Such protests
threatened to remove a significant aspect of cartoon production.
iv
For citations of the Motion Picture Herald and Boxoffice reviews, read Henry M. Sampson, That 's
Enough, Folks, 150.
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CHAPTER 5
TRIED AND TRUE BLACKNESS: IMAGES FROM 1946 TO 1954
Introduction
The role of the animated black image as a comforter to white audiences
gradually ended between 1946 and 1954. As white veterans of World War II returned
to the United States and used their money from the G. I. Bill to move their wives and
children to suburbs, images of their affluence in various media made unnecessary the
traditional setting of prosperity in films—the antebellum slave plantation. The media
presented images of the new suburbanites at work in white-collar jobs, which white
people almost exclusively possessed, to show the sources of their prosperity. As
middle-class and some lower-class whites increasingly gained access to this labor,
film studios no longer needed to use images of lazy, ignorant black characters to
represent tense interracial labor conditions. The only black cartoon characters to
survive into the 1950s accommodated their servility to postwar affluence. Mammy
characters appeared in cartoons until 1952, because the hiring of black women by
whites for domestic labor was still a status symbol. After World War II, however,
whites hired blacks to operate household tools that advertisers promoted to
suburbanites.
As suburban white characters displaced black characters as symbols of
comfort, black representation became a source of discomfort to film studios and
distributors after World War II. The National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People (NAACP), the Pittsburgh Courier, and other organizations and
enterprises continued to protest black stereotypes in cartoons. As the NAACP
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convinced distributors to withdraw some films, cartoon studios began to avoid using
stereotypical characterizations that the group found offensive. The studios did not
want to lose money on their films via possible withdrawal.
Black representation became primarily an "other" image after the war.
Studios increasingly turned to blackface minstrelsy while relying on suburban
settings. The blackfaced character served as an anachronistic gag; the humor from a
character suddenly donning the appearance came from a film's juxtaposition of the
nineteenth-century makeup with the contemporary surroundings of the characters.
Films with brief scenes of characters in blackface were safe for studios to produce,
because those cartoons escaped the attention of the NAACP, which concerned itself
more with black characterizations than with black caricature. Also, the lingering of
the blackface gag into the 1950s demonstrated the static employment of animators in
the cartoon industry. Very few newcomers came to animation studios, and the
longtime animators repeated the same ethnic gags and chase scenes of the films of the
1930s and '40s ad nauseum (Maltin 344).
Independent studios launched a noble but abortive effort to present non-
stereotypical black animated images to audiences in 1946. Films from both George
Pal and the United Productions of America (UPA) contained images of black
characters without exaggerated facial characteristics or Negro dialect. Their films
also acknowledged African Americans as people and professed hope in equal rights
for black and white people. The only positive feedback that Pal and UPA received,
however, came from movie critics more than movie audiences or other cartoon
studios. The experiment in sensitive animation coincided with the beginning of a
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decline in movie attendance from 1946 to the mid-1950s. Audiences' preference of
traditional ethnic stereotypes made the new black images financial risks that studios
were not willing to take.
The Non-Stereotvpical and Political Black Image
When the NAACP was forming its Hollywood Bureau in 1945, one of the
planners shared some valuable insight on how to eliminate stereotypical cartoons
from theaters' screens. Edmund Cooke, representing movie producer Walter Wangei
proposed that the organization involve itself in studios' development of films and
discuss problematic films with the studios themselves. He suggested that the "point
of contact should be in the beginning of the film with the writers and producers
during the story conference stage." He considered campaigning for films'
withdrawals a futile tactic, because "the point of contact is too late." Cooke believed
"that the idea of dealing through the Motion Pictures Producers Association would
not work [. .
.] the MPPA has no jurisdiction whatsoever in the matter of animated
cartoons [. .
. ] a very important factor since the animated cartoons are the greatest
offenders." Demonstrating that studio contact was the best tactic, he noted that Walt
Disney had revised Song ofthe South's script only because the NAACP agreed to
work with the studio instead of "condemning the cartoon" (Minutes 4).
The NAACP's animosity toward filmed stereotypes had not diminished in the
years since the release of Coal Black and de Sebben Dwarfs. Rather, it increased,
reflecting the organization's more militant rhetoric, which began during World War
II. In February 1946 the group placed the problem of black stereotypes in movies on
par with the worst examples of racism toward African-Americans. In its statement on
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the establishment of the Hollywood Bureau, the NAACP declared, "Others alleged
that any efforts to improve the status of the Negro in the films is 'interference.' The
NAACP has not hesitated to 'interfere' with lynching, disfranchisement, unequal
educational opportunities and job discrimination. All of these evils are aided in part
by Hollywood stereotypes" ("Transcript" 2-3). By this time the organization's leader,
Walter White, had warned the Allied powers of World War II that they had to decide
whether "to revolutionize their racial concepts and practices, to abolish imperialism
and grant full equality to all of its people, or else prepare for World War III" (White
154).
After the war ended, the NAACP tried to become a powerful force in
America's movie industry. The war had given the NAACP leverage, because the
group publicized the contradiction between America's ideals of freedom and its
practice of segregation. By early 1946 the organization had begun to put Cooke's
ideas to work by allying itself with the creative end of the movie industry. The group
wrote to Sterling Brown in February, stating that the Hollywood Bureau had
"additional support among producers, directors, writers and others" (Tyson 29).
Around the same time, the NAACP began to involve itself in cartoon
production. Alexander Klein sent a script for a cartoon with a novel premise to the
organization. Based on the pamphlet Races ofMankind, the cartoon United We Stand
was "a unified, integrated film correcting fallacious notions leading to race and other
prejudice," according to Klein. His concept of the cartoon, however, was strangely
both morbid and gimmicky. It combined awkwardly the worst images of racism with
the appeal of America's most popular live-action and animated celebrities. For visual
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examples of racism, the script's introduction called for "incidents and episodes of
race and other minority prejudice which set the stage for the problem." The climax of
the opening was a montage of various people with the superimposed epithets, '"Just a
lazy nigger'; 'A smart Jew'; 'A real Aryan of the beat type'; 'A fine Protestant';
'That Dumb Bohunk'; 'Nothing but a dopey Polack'; 'Can't trust a Chinaman';
'Watch out for those Russians' etc., etc." Toward the end ofthe film, the script
juxtaposed this montage with "symbolic diagrams ofmen hanging from Nazi gallows,
indicating the clear connection between seemingly simple acts of prejudice and the
monstrous crimes ofNazi racists." Klein, however, also wanted to use "cartoonists
and their famous comic strip characters, such as Joe Palooka, Superman, Terry and
the Pirates, etc." in order to "help tell this story" (Preliminary 4, 1 1, Klein letter 1).
Klein's proposal for United We Stand never reached fruition, because another
cartoon based on the same pamphlet overshadowed it. Independent cartoon producer
Stephen Bosustow was making his animated adaptation ofRaces ofMankind as Klein
promoted his script to the NAACP. Bosustow's cartoon studio, United Productions
ofAmerica (UPA), finished producing the cartoon Brotherhood ofMan by May 1946,
one month after Klein's letter to the NAACP. UPA's cartoon focused more on its
message of racial equality than on Klein's gimmickry; Brotherhood ofMan, in fact,
used no famous cartoon or live-action stars. It was also a more lighthearted film than
Klein's script, avoiding ethnic slurs and gruesome images of genocide. When
released in January 1947, the film was a great commercial success.
In "Make Mine Disney: A Review," in the June 1946 issue ofHollywood
Quarterly, author Kenneth MacGowan praised the quality oftwo unreleased animated
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short films from George Pal and UPA while criticizing Walt Disney's latest cartoon
feature film, Make Mine Music. Pal's John Henry and the Inky-Poo placed the theme
of the superiority ofman to machine within the framework ofwell-known African-
American folklore, and UPA's Brotherhood ofMan argued that people, regardless of
ethnicity, deserved equal opportunities for employment, health care, and education.
Focusing on the themes of the films instead of the draftsmanship, MacGowan
considered Pal and UPA as serious threats to Disney's reign as animation's leading
innovator. As he put it,
Some of us may see in the next few months two shorts which deserve mention
here because of the very fact that they bear no comparison with Make Mine
Music. They are Brotherhood ofMan, presented through text and picture
elsewhere in this issue, and a George Pal Puppetoon, John Henry and the Inky
Poo, upon which another writer comments. Being shorts and not features,
they escape the problems of economic popularity which beset Disney when he
makes features. Their distinction is neither artistic nor technical. They are
significant because they show how the cartoon can comment on life and
society and still be entertainment. Under present conditions such pioneering
is probably not a thing for the feature-length cartoon to risk, but the short
subject is another matter. Disney broke ground in the two-reelers which he
made for the Office of Inter-American Affairs. He cannot wish to leave the
field to his competitors (377).
After their releases both John Henry and the Inky-Poo and Brotherhood ofMan
received critical praise, especially concerning their social commentary. The former
film received an Academy Award nomination for Best Cartoon Short Subject of
1946, and the latter film won compliments from critics of non-film periodicals like
The Commonweal and Theatre Arts.
However, the cartoon as socio-ethnic commentary did not last as a genre
beyond those two films. None of America's animation studios portrayed African
Americans in non-stereotypical manners in the wake ofJohn Henry and the Inky-Poo
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and Brotherhood ofMan. Pal and UPA abandoned such topical subject matter in
favor of more traditional productions, such as science-fiction feature films and
"Mister Magoo" cartoons. Studios also made more cartoons featuring oft-repeated
stereotypical gags and characterizations instead of tackling unexplored and
controversial themes, because cartoons became increasingly more expensive to
produce after World War II.
Aspects ofJohn Henry and the Inky-Poo and Brotherhood ofMan separated
them from other American cartoons ofthe mid-1 940s. Non-comedic and non-
musical African-American animated images only appeared in those two films. The
cartoons also showed strong and smart black characters. Both films carried the
message that African Americans should have every opportunity to achieve their goals.
George Pal was certainly no stranger to protests against black stereotypes in
films by the time he made John Henry and the Inky-Poo in 1946. Six years earlier he
had begun producing a series of cartoons called "Puppetoons" for Paramount
Pictures. He did not draw characters on celluloid sheets but rather used the process of
pixillation, filming puppets in different poses in order to illustrate motion. Four years
later, however, the series was a target of criticism from both white and black people
about ethnic stereotypes in animation. Sondra Gorney ofHollywood Quarterly
complained that Jasper's cartoons "perpetuate the misconceptions ofNegro
characteristics" (Gorney 372). Ebony magazine noted that the films "have been
criticized by Negro and white newspapers, organizations, and notables as
perpetuating the myth of Negro shiftlessness, fear, and childishness" ("Little Jasper"
30).
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Although Jasper and John Henry had strikingly different characterizations, Pal
based both characters on durable African-American images in American folklore and
literature. Jasper and the Haunted House (1942) demonstrated the title character's
gullibility and vulnerability; in the film a scarecrow tricked Jasper into visiting a
haunted house, and the boy bugged his eyes and ran in fright when he heard strange
noises in the house. However, in John Henry and the Inky-Poo, the hero was an
African-American adult male who vowed to drive steel into a railroad track faster
than a machine. Nevertheless, both gullible black boys and the brawny John Henry
had existed in American popular culture for decades. Helen Bannerman's book Little
Black Sambo, in which a black boy in the jungle loses his new clothes to jealous
tigers, first appeared in 1899. Eleven literary adaptations of the story appeared
between 1930 and 1935 alone. Meanwhile, various worksongs and ballads
immortalized John Henry; as early as 1909, Louise Bascom published a two-line
song: "Johnie Henry was a hard-workin' man, He died with the hammer in his hand."
In the 1920s two professors—Guy Johnson and Louis Chappell—separately tried to
trace the roots of the character by researching the songs (Yuill 10, Williams 17, 47).
Despite the progressiveness of Pal's characterization for John Henry, some
aspects of Pal's adaptation of the legend reflected contemporary cinematic
conventions regarding African-American representation. In various ballads John
Henry's wife was identified as Polly Ann, Julie Ann, Mary Ann, or Lucy. He also
occasionally had a father and a son. Songs' lyrics usually described John as a boy on
his father's knee and saying that working on the railroad would kill him, and while
dying John told his son either to become a "steel-driving man" or to avoid becoming
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one. However, most American feature films did not show complete African-
American families; usually the father did not appear, and the mother headed the
household. Pal similarly neglected to adapt John Henry's father, wife and son to
animation; he only had a mother, who, in Pal's film, gave birth to him in his adult
size. The cartoon also relied upon stereotypical African-American signifiers. It used
Stephen Foster's minstrel song "De Camptown Ladies" as background music while
John prepared to face the machine. The narrator referred to John's mother as "his
mammy." Also, the African-American characters occasionally spoke in a "broken
English" dialect—a stereotype that minstrel shows, radio programs and theatrical
films usually applied to black characters—as when John Henry declared, "Ain't no
machine made can beat a man" (Williams 84-141, Watkins 271).
Pal received much critical acclaim and positive African-American press after
Paramount Pictures released John Henry and the Inky-Poo in October 1946. The film
won an Academy Award nomination for Best Cartoon Short Subject of 1946.
Exhibitor George E. Jones recognized the film's non-comedic tone: "This is quite
dramatic, but it will be well received if your program isn't too heavy. Many of
Paramount's cartoons seem to be telling pleasant little stories, and it is a welcome
change from some of the silly and pointless cartoons being made these days" (46).
The African-American periodical Ebony also claimed that the film had "no Negro
stereotypes" despite the occasional dialect and minstrel song ("John Henry" 27).
UPA made ethnic relations the subject ofBrotherhood ofMan. UPA based its
content upon a pamphlet, Races ofMankind, written in 1943 by Gene Weltfish and
Ruth Benedict, anthropologists at Columbia University. The United Automobile
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Workers-Congress of Industrial Organizations, who had sponsored Hell Bentfor
Election, also commissioned this film in order to ease ethnic tensions at the union's
integrated southern branches and, according to an October 1998 interview with UPA
animator Bill Hurtz, approved the film's storyboard. The story focused on a group of
men of different ethnicities who discovered that they suddenly lived in the same
neighborhood. Each man had an alter-ego who mentioned ethnic stereotypes in order
to convince him to avoid making contact with his neighbors, and an off-screen
narrator provided arguments to counter the ignorance of the alter-egos.
Both the stylized design and the political message about ethnic differences in
Brotherhood ofMan had roots in an earlier film from United Productions of America.
The studio—consisting mostly of former Disney employees and current or
"moonlighting" Schlesinger employees
—
produced Hell Bentfor Election, a cartoon
promoting the reelection of Franklin Delano Roosevelt for President in 1944. The
film caricatured both Roosevelt and his opponent as trains, and the opponent had a
caboose called the "Jim Crow Special"—an implication that segregation would
continue in America if Roosevelt lost. The cartoon was one ofAmerican animation's
earliest films with flat colors instead of detailed designs for backgrounds, and it was
UPA's first film to acknowledge segregation in America. Hell Bentfor Election
established UPA's production technique of linking of stylized animation to political
themes (Barrier 515, 527).
The novelty ofBrotherhood ofMan lay in its arguments. Many of the film's
arguments focused upon dispelling myths about black people. The cartoon's narrator
noted, "It's only color and a few other 'frills' that distinguish our three races, the
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Caucasian, the Negroid, and the Mongoloid. There is no difference in physical
strength." He also deemed the difference in ethnic groups' average brain sizes
irrelevant because "it isn't the size of a brain that counts.
. . . It's what it can do." He
stated that the level of a people's civilization depended upon their environment
instead of their ethnicity. He concluded, "We have to see to it that there's equal
opportunity for everyone from the very beginning ... an equal start in life . . . equal
chance for health and medical care ... and a good education ... an equal chance for a
job. Then we can all go forward together" (Lardner 356-357, 359).
Another unique aspect ofBrotherhood ofMan was the lack of
homogenization of different ethnicities. John Hubley, a writer and production
designer of the film, explained in 1973 to John D. Ford, "We went for very flat
stylized characters, instead of the global three-dimensional Disney characters. It was
greatly influenced by Saul Steinberg and that sharp-nosed character he was doing at
the time." To be sure, the characters shared the same facial design and body shape;
the white character and his black neighbor looked exactly alike, except for their
clothes, skin color, and hair. Moreover, the studio did not develop any of the non-
white characters and only allowed the white character and the narrator to converse in
the film. Each represented ethnic group, however, had its own cultural signifiers. An
Eskimo's igloo and the black man's hut were two of the many different kinds of
houses that appeared next to the white man's home; all of the people did not have the
same kind of houses or wear the same clothes. The film did not stress the
Americanization of different ethnicities or the blending ofthem into a "melting pot,"
but rather acceptance of and respect for cultural differences (Hubley 185).
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For a sixteen-millimeter animated short film, Brotherhood ofMan received an
extraordinary amount of press. Penod1Cals that regularly renewed movies m the
m,d-1940s rarely commented upon theatrical cartoons that did not come from Walt
Disney or, after the 1 930s, Warner Brothers. Brotherhood ofMan, meanwhile,
played mostly in "libraries and schools," according to John Hubley (185). When
New York's Preview Theatre hosted a "sneak preview" for the film in May 1946, the
New York Times reported the preview and summarized the cartoon: '"Brotherhood of
Man,' which makes a plea for racial tolerance, traces the development ofman back to
his beginnings, showing that there is no fundamental differences [sic] between
members of the Caucasian, Negroid and Mongoloid races, and setting forth the theory
that most differences today are a result of environment and bigotry" ("Auto Workers"
16). After Brotherhood ofMan's release, critics praised not only the novelty of the
message but also the manner in which the film presented it. Arthur Rosenheimer, Jr.
of Theatre Arts declared that "it is a noble attempt to combat race prejudice through a
witty and imaginative use of cartoon techniques.
... All of this material, however, is
not merely told: It is illustrated and demonstrated more directly, simply and
conclusively than words have ever been able to do" (Rosenheimer 6-7). Philip T.
Hartung of The Commonweal called the film "a delight to watch," and stated that
"even if you didn't believe in a single one of its ideas, you'd get pleasure out of its
artistry and gay sense of humor. But chances are that you will be pleased with what
this picture has to say." Like MacGowan, Hartung considered the film a threat to
Disney's supremacy in animation by noting that "the animators have illustrated the
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script's points with such unusual imagination that even Walt Disney will admit
competition when he sees this short's charming drawings" (Hartung 446).
John Henry and the Inky-Poo and Brotherhood ofMan collectively marked
the start of a new but short-lived trend in American animation. Both cartoons
blended social commentary with original African-American imagery but in different
manners. They first appeared in their respective outlets late in 1946 and deviated
from the norm in contemporary animated African-American images. These two
cartoons, however, were the only animated short films to present African Americans
through both social commentary and non-stereotypical characterization.
Both films complemented one another via their socially conscious African-
American images. John Henry and the Inky-Poo promoted human labor instead of
mechanized labor, while Brotherhood ofMan called for equal social and political
opportunities for black and white people. The former film's message centered on
humanity instead of government policy. By referring to himself as a man, not a
"Sambo," as in Schlesinger's Angel Puss (1944), John Henry made one of American
animation's first oral acknowledgments of African Americans as human beings.
Meanwhile, the latter film was weak on characterization, unlike John Henry's
confident personality in Pal's film. The only individuality that the minority
characters of Brotherhood ofMan demonstrated was via their clothing and houses;
the neighbors not only looked alike but occasionally moved in unison, as when they
walked side by side at the end of the film. The film's minorities, moreover, were
supporting characters to the white man and off-screen narrator, as opposed to John
Henry's leading role in Pal's cartoon.
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Pal and UPA planned to produce films that continued the groundbreaking
images and social commentary ofJohn Henry and the Inky-Poo and Brotherhood of
Man. Sondra Gorney reported in 1946 that Pal wanted to produce musical shorts that
paired his character Jasper with African-American musicians like Louis Armstrong
and Earl Hines (Gorney 373-374). The African-American newspaper Pittsburgh
Courier also reported Pal's announcement of Duke Ellington's planned appearance in
the cartoon Date with Duke over a year before its release in 1947 ("Duke" 1 8).
Meanwhile, the New York Times' story about Brotherhood ofMan's May 1946
preview revealed UPA's plans to produce "films for civilian consumption on such
subjects as housing, atomic energy, international relations, juvenile delinquency and
other post-war problems" ("Auto Workers" 16).
The new era that Pal and UPA began never had the opportunity to develop.
Of all these planned films, only Date with Duke was released. Both studios decidedly
quit producing cartoons with social commentary. Some of the people involved in the
development ofJohn Henry and Brotherhood, moreover, continued to develop
stereotypical black images in cartoons. The remaining animation studios also
persisted in illustrating African-American generalizations because of exhibitors'
declining interest in booking cartoons and audiences' approval of animated ethnic
stereotypes.
In November 1 946, only two months after John Henry and the Inky-Poo's
release, Pal announced his decision to stop producing his "Puppetoons" and
concentrate on feature films. An article in Variety reported, "Producers are cutting
out animation briefies because climbing costs have pushed these pix into the
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consistently losing column, Pal said." He predicted that the market for theatrical
animated short films would soon cease to exist. To illustrate the seriousness of the
animation industry's problems, he noted that Walter Lantz had stopped producing
cartoons for United Artists, and Columbia Pictures had closed its cartoon division,
which had produced the "Fox and the Crow" series ("Animated Shorts" 19).
Two years later UPA traded socio-political commentary for greater theatrical
exposure. In 1948 the studio arranged to produce cartoons for Columbia Pictures to
distribute. Columbia insisted that UPA produce "The Fox and the Crow" cartoons.
UPA later created "Mister Magoo," which became the studio's breadwinner series by
1950. The studio still produced cartoons that differed from normal Hollywood fare;
Gerald McBoing Boing and A Unicorn in the Garden had verbal humor instead of
violent action. Moreover, UPA's cartoons drew humor from symbolizing human
insecurity through physical handicaps; Gerald McBoing Boing struggled to gain
acceptance from family and friends because his speech consisted of sound effects.
The studio's staff consisted primarily of young animators who had joined Disney's
studio in the late 1930s, and this new generation of animators did not depend on
ethnic stereotypes for humor, unlike Max and Dave Fleischer's frequent references to
such generalizations in their films. UPA animator Bill Hurtz explained in an October
1998 interview, "I just don't think that we [UPA] were conscious of stereotypes. We
grew up in a liberal environment, particularly in the Union Movement. In light of this
background, we didn't think in terms of stereotypes. We were aware ofthem, but we
didn't think in terms ofthem" (Hurtz interview, Maltin 323).
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Some of the same people and companies responsible for the development of
the new black animated images also contnbuted to the perpetuation of the old,
stereotype! black images. Studios and distributors were not committed to showing
positive black images or removing negative ones. As movie attendance began to drop
after World War II, producers wanted their animators to make films with familiar
generalizations for audiences instead of take financial risks with unfamiliar images.
After John Henry and the Inky-Poo, Paramount Pictures released three more
"Puppetoon" films starring the bug-eyed and big-lipped boy Jasper. Then from 1947
to 1954, the distributor's own animation studio, Famous Studios, produced cartoons
starring a black crow named Buzzy, who spoke like African-American comedian
Eddie "Rochester" Anderson in Negro dialect. Brotherhood ofMan animators Ken
Harris and Ben Washam returned to Warner Brothers Cartoons after completing the
film. At Warner Brothers, both Harris and Washam worked on films like Inki at the
Circus (1947) and Caveman Inki (1950)—two cartoons starring Inki, a big-lipped
African jungle boy—as well as Mississippi Hare (1949) and ChowHound (1951)—
cartoons that used blackface for humor. The director of all four Warner films was
Chuck Jones, who also directed Hell Bentfor Election.
Animation studios' financial troubles in the late 1940s influenced the demise
of the non-stereotypical black image. The U.S. Supreme Court's 1948 ruling that
motion picture distributors could no longer force exhibitors to show certain short
subjects with feature films meant that cartoons no longer had definite bookings at
theaters. An increasing number of exhibitors, reluctant to pay extra money for
individual seven-minute animated short films, subsequently stopped booking them.
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The studios of the first postwar decade tried to lose as little of their investments on
cartoons as possible by concentrating on their popular and established characters.
Animators also continued to use African-American and African stereotypes for
humor, and exhibitors favorably responded. According to polls taken by Motion
Picture Herald, the most popular post-war theatrical cartoon series for exhibitors had
also achieved popularity before and during the war: "Bugs Bunny Specials," "Walt
Disney Cartoons," "Popeye," "MGM Technicolor Cartoons," and "Merrie Melodies-
Looney Tunes." Over thirty percent ofMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer's cartoons released
between 1946 and 1953 presented either characters in blackface or servile African-
American maids/
Audiences' approval of animated stereotypes also contributed to the end of the
socio-political ethnic cartoon. Only two months after John Henry and the Inky-Poo's
release, moviegoers helped another film based on African-American folktales to
overshadow Pal's cartoon. Disney's feature film Song ofthe South, an adaptation of
Joel Chandler Harris's stories about his fictional black plantation-worker Uncle
Remus, made a profit of a quarter milllion dollars and contained the Academy
Award-winning song "Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah". Unlike John Henry, Uncle Remus was
an old, docile and desexualized African American who told stories to children. As a
feature film, the movie received much more favorable press coverage than John
Henry and the Inky-Poo had; Ebony, the New York Times, and the Worker reviewed
Song ofthe South (Cripps, Making 192).
The respectable African-American animated image had difficulty surviving in
America's political climate of the Cold War years. In 1947 the House Un-American
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Activities Committee began investigating the Hollywood film industry's Communist
influence (Klehr 134-135). HUAC subpoenaed Brotherhood ofMan's four
screenwriters and Gene Weltfish, co-author of the pamphlet Races ofMankind,
questioning them about their Communist ties (Cohen 176-177). The committee did
not identify the specific radical content of that film. However, I. F. Stone of the
periodical Nation noted a remarkable coincidence among the alleged Communists.
"It is significant," Stone wrote, "that among those cited for contempt are men who
have written or produced those few movies which give the Negro a break and attack
anti-Semitism" (Stone 493). Bill Melendez similarly declared that "the Un-American
Activities Committee of the U. S. Congress saw fit to destroy UPA. [. . . ] UPA was
too liberal for the times" (Melendez interview). As film studios began to informally
blacklist radical performers, animation studios shied away from less stereotypical
black characters. The era of political and non-stereotypical black animated images
had truly ended.
The combination of social commentary and images of African Americans
without stereotypes made John Henry and the Inky-Poo and Brotherhood ofMan
unique among the animated cartoons of the mid-1 940s. Despite the occasional
stereotypes, Pal's film presented a strong African-American man instead of a passive
boy or an accommodating slave. John Henry's protagonist role contrasted with
African Americans' supportive film roles like the maid ofMGM's "Tom and Jerry"
series. UPA's film did not develop its African-American character, but it depicted
him without the visual stereotypes ofbugged eyes and wide lips. Its depiction of
black and white people having equal access to medical care, education, and
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employment diverged from the usual animated depictions of African Americans as
uneducated and servile to white people or, in the case of "Tom and Jerry," to animals.
John Henry and the Inky-Poo and Brotherhood ofMan, as cartoons with
groundbreaking ethnic images, were financially risky ventures in the late 1940s. The
escalating cost of cartoon production was central to the brevity of the era of the socio-
ethnic cartoon. With exhibitors booking the same kinds of cartoons as before World
War II and refusing to pay more money for them, studios had little incentive to
develop new styles ofhumor or new types of ethnic images. Before the end of the
decade, George Pal and UPA had decided not to take further risks. While Pal chose
not to make cartoons because of high production expenses and no profits, UPA
abandoned social commentary because Columbia Pictures offered to pay the studio to
produce apolitical cartoons with funny animals. Film critic Bosley Crowther's
assessment in 1952 ofBrotherhood ofMan as "one of the most intelligent and
progressive films of its kind" demonstrated that America's film industry had not
produced many comparable films on social issues in the six years since animation's
socio-ethnic era (23).
Animation's Postwar White Flight
As cartoons' characters and settings grew increasingly suburbanized from
1946 to 1954, studios found fewer uses for black representation. The Disney, Warner
Brothers, and UPA studios frequently produced films starring white characters (or
animal characters representing white people) and containing plots that reflected
America's postwar residential changes. Black characters did not appear with white
characters in suburbs. De facto segregation and redlining policies from the Federal
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Housing Authority kept blacks from moving into the suburbs. When white characters
went to work in offices at white-collar jobs, they did not find black co-workers.
Young middle-class whites dominated white-collar labor, while African Americans
were mostly blue-collar workers. Studios did not cast blacks in cartoons with the
themes ofpostwar technology or "baby boom" families (May 170, Reisman 23).
Black characters did not undergo the aesthetic changes that white characters
experienced between 1946 and 1954. By the early 1950s, white and animal male
characters wore suits and ties and lived in suburban homes. Walt Disney completely
transformed Goofy from a rural black dog to a suited, suburban white "everyman;"
even when without clothes, his skin was no longer jet-black but pink or flesh-colored.
African-American characters, meanwhile, continued to wear old, ragged clothes.
They not only stayed away from suburbs but also exclusively lived in the rural South,
except when domestic characters like the maid in "Tom and Jerry" cleaned suburban
homes. Even the black Harlemites from up North disappeared, reflecting both "white
flight" from urban areas to the suburbs and the decline in popularity of swing music.
As whites withdrew from the cities, they left behind the primarily black urban
culture—zoot suits and black jazz—in addition to the blacks themselves.
Cartoon studios almost immediately began shunning African-American music
and culture when World War II ended. By 1945, Universal had terminated the
"Swing Symphonies" series, and cartoons rarely referred to jazz musicians. With the
exception of George Pal's Date with Duke, studios tended to integrate black music
into cartoons without black characters. Tom Cat sang Louis Jordan's "Is You Is or Is
You Ain't My Baby" in the 1946 "Tom and Jerry" film Solid Serenade, whose story
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synopsis called Tom's musical number "a bit ofjive." In 1952, as a clip ofTom's
performance appeared in Smitten Kitten, UPA hired black musician Phil Moore to
score the cartoon Rooty Toot Toot~a cartoon about a love triangle among white
characters. The latter film's director, John Hubley, later bragged that the cartoon was
the first with a black musician's score (Hubley 187). The "jive" culture of World
War II, meanwhile, had become so passe and withdrawn from its original context of
black protest by 1950, that Famous Studios' cartoon Jitterbug Jive focused on two
white sailors—Popeye and Bluto—trying to "outjive" one another for Olive Oyl's
affections. The servicemen characters ironically wore zoot suits, the clothing style
that had made youths targets for servicemen in Los Angeles's "Zoot Suit Riot" seven
years earlier (Brandt 227).
Cartoons also reflected the lack of white-collar job opportunities for blacks.
Most characters experienced upward vocational mobility by the 1950s. Although
Disney's rural dog Goofy and Warner Brothers' hunter Elmer Fudd became white-
collar workers, black characters retained their traditional jobs in films. Famous
Studios' 1947 cartoon Loose in the Caboose featured a black porter with a Negro-
dialect voice, sleepy eyes, and shuffle like Stepin Fetchit. The porter's stereotypical
manner served to show white audiences that blacks belonged in servile labor instead
of white-collar work. The porter's lethargy was an escapist image ofblack labor that
masked not only the circumstances surrounding such employment but also the
increasing militancy and political power of the porters. Many white workers and
employers in the South restricted blacks to menial and low-paying jobs and barred
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them from unions in order to remove them from economic competition. The
Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters, however, was a very strong black union in the
1940s, and its leader, A. Philip Randolph had exerted enough political pressure on
President Franklin D. Roosevelt to try to desegregate America's defense industry
during World War II (Honey 16).
White characters began to display stereotypical black tendencies in postwar
films about technology. MGM began a series of cartoons about futuristic gadgets that
Americans would soon be able to own. In these films white characters tried and
failed to operate each device correctly. Norman M. Klein claimed that these
characters suffered from convenience taken to extremes. The unlucky consumer
became the victim of the same machines that promoted a more leisurely, more
luxurious life. The theme of technological incompetence had usually applied to black
characters before the 1950s. By placing black characters in rural settings, studios-
according to Klein—depicted them as unable to master contraptions and urban life.
However, white characters played the fools in these postwar cartoons, because
theoretically they would afford the technology before blacks would. Advertisements
promoted products for white suburbanites to use to improve their homes in the '50s,
because they were most likely group ofpeople to purchase the goods. Whites
increasingly owned their own homes after World War II, especially in de facto
segregated suburbs, and increased their spending on household items by 240 percent
from 1945 to 1950 (Klein 192, 211, May 165).
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The Mammy's Increased Prominence
The mammy characterization survived into the 1950s because cartoon studios
adapted the image to the suburban consumerism of the decade. Employment of a
domestic laborer was a sign of affluence for whites, not unlike their ownership ofnew
household items. White housewives who spent the earnings of their breadwinning
husbands on domestic goods hired African-American women as domestic workers to
operate those goods. MGM's "colored maid" and Famous Studios' character Petunia
may have handled new tasks in the postwar cartoons but possessed the traditional
attributes of the mammy characterization—obesity, Negro dialect, ragged clothing,
and servility (May 166, Jones, Labor 256).
Radio's influence upon animators affected the development of the mammy
characterization. Mammies in cartoons of the late 1940s began to exhibit traits of the
title-character of the radio comedy Beulah. That radio program—which, like Amos
'n 'Andy, used a white actor to voice black characters—centered on a very popular
maid character who laughed at her employers' worst jokes and sighed, "Love dat
man." Three years after Beulah's first appearance in 1944 (on another radio show,
Fibber McGee and Molly), MGM resurrected its "colored maid" character—last seen
in The Lonesome Mouse—and adapted her to Beulah's personality. The script for
OldRockin
'
Chair Tom featured a paraphrasing of Beulah's catchphrase: "The maid
chuckles and says, 'Heh, heh, love dat cat.'" Moreover, after 1947, the colored maid
became more jovial in films, often joking with Tom Cat. The maid's use of the
catchphrase demonstrated her blankness as a cartoon character; having debuted in
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1940, the animated colored maid now resorted to speaking a newer character's
famous signature line in order to strengthen her mammy characterization {Old
Rockin ' 5, Dunning 205).
When the mammy ofMGM's "Tom and Jerry" series returned in 1947, the
studio made her a symbol of both century-old stereotypical characterization and post-
World War II cartoon humor. Hanna and Barbera adapted the colored maid to fit the
series' changes since The Lonesome Mouse in 1943. More of the series' violent gags
included her—often at her expense. By speaking in Negro dialect and making
wisecracks, she also provided much of the series' verbal humor, ofwhich the series
had become increasingly reliant since 1943.
The studio had not altered many aspects of the colored maid's characterization
since 1943. She still wore her apron, reinforced stockings, and house slippers. She
continued to have both a heavyset figure and an off-screen face. She remained
unnamed in scripts and dialogue sheets, although scripts now referred to "the cat" and
"the little mouse" as "Tom" and "Jerry," respectively. Nine years after the script for
Handle with Care, a 1948 dialogue sheet for Saturday Evening Puss still identified
the character as "Colored maid." Stereotypical action still defined her, as
demonstrated in the opening scene from the script for A Mouse in the House: "Maid
shuffles into scene, and winds clock" {Saturday \,A Mouse 1).
The colored maid's dialect also remained unchanged. Scripts for postwar
cartoons wrote her dialogue in exactly the same manner as in earlier
cartoons' scripts.
The studio continued to write her lines in misspelled words and grammatically
incorrect sentences. The Framed Cat's script provided instruction on how to
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emphasize the mispronounced words: "The maid bursts through the door with feet
backtreading and stops in shocked surprise. She calls frantically to Tom, 'Thomas,
come in an' git diss chicken-stealin' mouse.' She accents 'git' and 'diss' by
pointing." One sentence in the Part Time Pal script contained two incorrectly
conjugated verbs: "Fade in on Maid, lecturing Tom, saying 'either you keeps dat
mouse outta dat icebox, or you goes out!'" (The Framed Cat 1, Part Time Pal 1).
By keeping her costume from the films of the early 1940s in her films released
between 1947 and 1952, the colored maid was both a traditional stereotypical image
and a signifier for African Americans' second-class citizenship in the postwar United
States. Her wardrobe remained consistent with that ofmammies in earlier works of
American literature but a far cry from the clothing of post-World War II suburbanized
characters. Male characters like Warner Brothers' Elmer Fudd and Daffy Duck and
Walt Disney's Goofy sported gray suits and bowties, lived in affluent neighborhoods,
and referred to work at "the office"—always unspecified; occasionally Goofy spoke
without a southern drawl in the 1950s. Female characters like Famous Studios' Olive
Oyl wore long dresses or skirts and high-heeled shoes and became homemakers. The
costume ofMGM's mammy and the domestic work that she performed signified the
character's lack of affluence. By wearing the same clothes as other mammies in
antebellum literature, she represented African Americans' persistent social inequality
since the antebellum era. By working as a maid, she signified the African-American
family's necessary income through the woman's domestic service, as opposed to
white housewives; cartoons never showed African-American housewives.
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The colored maid's role in the series had not changed. She continued to
appear mostly in the opening and closing scenes of films in order to establish the
plots and close the cartoons. The studio, however, devised new variations of her
attempts to keep the house clean and mouse-free. From 1940 to 1943, she merely
told Tom to catch Jerry or stop breaking dishes and kicked Tom out of the house. In
the late 1940s and early 1950s, she occasionally ventured away from the house and
introduced new characters. In the dialogue sheet for Mouse Cleaning, she made Tom
perform her duties: "Hold on dere, you no good cat. Just look what youse done to my
clean floor. Git up here! Take diss mop! Now start cleanin'! Well, get on wid dat
cleanin'—and keep it clean]" (Mouse Cleaning 1). In the dialogue sheet for Saturday
Evening Puss, the maid had to leave her card game at someone else's home after
receiving a telephone call from Jerry about Tom: "Hello—Yes dis is da Lucky Seven
Saturday Night Bridge Club. Who? Dis is her. A party! At my house! Excuse me"
(Saturday 1). The script for Cat ofTomorrow—later released as Push-Button Kitty—
called for the maid to introduce a robot to take Tom's place:
(Scene 7) The maid is heard calling, "Thomas, oh Thomas, come in here and
see what I'se got."
[....] (Scene 10) Tom laughs and swings his arm to the wall, then swishes his
arm, belittling the mechanical cat. The maid says to Tom, "Is you through
laughin', Tom? Den watch diss" (Cat ofTomorrow 1-2).
The maid continued to signify subhumanity in some of her appearances. A
few postwar cartoons featured the maid replacing Tom with a better mouse-catcher
and calling for Tom's return when her ideas failed to work. She acknowledged that
she could not get rid of Jerry Mouse alone and expressed gratitude whenever Tom
helped her. Her fear toward Jerry and dependence upon Tom were not new character
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traits, having first appeared in The Lonesome Mouse in 1943. Moreover, studios had
drawn humor from African Americans' fears and superstitions for years. When the
maid "grabs her skirts around her legs" while standing atop a stool to avoid Jerry in
the script for Old Rockin
'
Chair Tom, her action was the newest variation on the
stereotype of the scared African American running through a graveyard or saying,
"Feet, don't fail me now." The script, however, gave her an unusual emotional
intensity by having her cry and pine for Tom: " The maid sobs and clasps her hands as
she cries, 'Oh, ifThomas was only here—Thomas!'" Although Tom demonstrated
loyalty to the servant by rescuing her, even striking a "dramatic T shall save her'
pose" in the script, the relationship between them evolved to proud master (Tom) and
humbled servant (maid) in the film's dialogue sheet : "(Maid sincere
—
overemphasizes
—
) 'And I sincerely hopes you will accept mah apologies anj. diss
small token of gratitude'" (Script 10, Sheet 1).
The cartoon Part Time Pal showed that Tom had an awareness of the colored
maid's subhumanity and servility. Most cartoons depicted Tom as under the maid's
command. In Part Time Pal, however, an intoxicated Tom somehow came to expect
her to bring him a meal at the kitchen table. The script for this cartoon presented
Tom's agitation from his lack of service from her:
Scene 44: Tom in seat and ties table cloth around his own neck, hicks daintily,
and rings bell. He waits, vexed, and then bangs bell violently. [. . . ]
Scene 48: Tom stalks to stairs, and gives weak whistle for maid. Then bangs
bannister with umbrella. Whistles loudly for maid. Jerry cautions Tom, who
brushes him aside, and starts up stairs, feet slipping. Jerry alarmed (4-5).
Push-Button Kitty—the maid's finale—depicted the maid at her most
respectful and servile toward Tom. It was one of the few films in which she did not
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threaten to remove Tom from the house. Moreover, she did not express any anger
toward Mm throughout the film. Rather, she behaved as though she worked for him,
as the first scene of the cartoon's script illustrated: "Pan in Tom lying on a pillow
with his eyes closed, swinging his leg up in the air as the maid sweeps under his
raised leg. She says, 'Sorry to disturb you, Mr. Thomas.' Then she sweeps under his
other leg and says, 'Thank you so much"' (1).
The finale also used the mammy to combine postwar consumerism with old
ethnic stereotypes regarding technology and faithfulness. After Tom caught a mouse
that a robot cat failed to catch, the maid declared, "Boy dey can have their new-
fangled mechanos—all I want is a plain old-fashioned cat" (Cat ofTomorrow 6). The
mishaps that she experienced with the robot reinforced the stereotype ofblack
incompetence with technology. By preferring Tom to the robot, she not only
disavowed technology but also illustrated the "faithful servant" stereotypical
characterization. She had, however, purchased the mechanical cat in order to keep
her employer's home clean. The cartoon's plot satirized the postwar trend ofwhite
women hiring black domestics to run their homes with new appliances (Jones, Labor
256).
Although brief, the maid's appearances reflected the series' evolution since
1943 via violent gags. The gags in "Tom and Jerry" contained more explosions and
striking of heads with objects in the late 1940s and early 1950s than in the films
released between 1940 and 1943. The maid occasionally caused the violent scenes
a unique development because few female characters except Olive Oyl ofFamous
Studios' "Popeye" series showed physical aggression in cartoons. The script for Part
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Time Pal stated, "Maid out with broom and smacks Tom on head. Tom hies and
broom swishes below his body. Maid jumps and yells, 'Bombs Away.' Big
explosion, and Jerry cowers" {Part 5). She also, however, received painful blows to
the body in some cartoons. The script for A Mouse in the House noted, "Maid
reaches bottom of stairs just as Butch and Tom tear out, and accidentally bang her
with their frying pan and coal scuttle. Upon hearing Maid groan, they stop, horror
stricken, and start to dash out" {A Mouse 5).
Comparisons of similar gags in different cartoons illustrated the increased
intensity of violent gags. In both The Lonesome Mouse from 1943 and Old Rockin
'
Chair Tom from 1948, Jerry Mouse snapped the colored maid's garter. The scripts
for both cartoons, however, described this gag differently. The former cartoon's
script provided a detailed description of the gag: "This time he pulls the maid's
stocking hand over hand and her garter is pulled into the scene, attached to the
stocking. The little mouse lets go of the stocking and the garter splats her leg hard"
{Lonesome Mouse 4). The script for the latter cartoon, in contrast, emphasized the
impact ofthe blow: "Jerry grins and runs to the right, grabs the maid's stocking,
stretching her garter and then lets it go, snapping her leg with a 'BAM'" {Old Rockin
'
9).
The maid's expanded dialogue was both a creative and economic development
in the "Tom and Jerry" series. She did not appear in the series as frequently from
1947 to 1952, as she had from 1940 to 1943. Many new talking supporting characters
now provided dialogue that established plots in the series's films, and the maid's
employment in a home restricted her from participating in cartoons set beyond the
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kitchen or living room. Characters like Spike Bulldog, Nibbles Mouse, and Little
Quacker the Duck provided verbal humor for cartoons set outside the home. Also,
budgets for cartoons were shrinking by this time because ofmovie theaters'
competition with television for audiences and the outlawing of "block booking." As a
result, cartoon characters began to move less and talk more. With Tom and Jerry as
mute characters, their verbose co-stars appeared quite frequently. The maid now had
more to say-often wisecracks and asides-in her brief scenes than in the earlier
cartoons. The dialogue sheet for Old Rockin ' Chair Tom contained this complaint to
Tom: "Da trouble wid you is you is getting' too old ta catch mice" (Old Rockin ' 1).
In Polka Dot Puss's dialogue sheet, she warned to herself, "Lan sakes—If I stan here
in da open door like dis I'm gonna catch my death o'cold" (Polka 1).
Black actress Lillian Randolph contributed greatly to the animated mammy
image's continued visibility in the late 1940s and early 1950s. To be sure, she did not
write the "Tom and Jerry" cartoons in which she performed. She, however, continued
to play the role of the animal duo's housemaid until 1950. She, moreover, had built
her career upon mammy roles. While voicing the mammy for MGM, she played one
on the radio show The Great Gildersleeve, and she played the title role ofBeulah
briefly in the early 1950s after leaving the "Tom and Jerry" series. She valued the
work that such parts brought to her career and staunchly fought to protect the
availability of such work from people whose protests of her characterization in film
and radio threatened her livelihood. When protesting the American Federation of
Radio Artists' resolution to end racist black roles, she boasted, "I am very proud that I
can portray a stereotyped role. When you take that away from me you take away my
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birthright." She also commented on the futility of such protests: "Such things as that
should be left alone. There are certain traditions we can't get rid of (Randolph 19).
The Rise and Fall of Anti-Stereotype Protest
A few organizations and periodicals tried to get rid of some ofHollywood's
stereotypical traditions concerning black imaging in the late 1940s and early 1950s.
They called attention to plenty of cartoons from various studios. They tended to
target shorts that had the "Sambo" or "Mammy" characterizations. They did not,
however, succeed in having all of their problematic films withdrawn from theaters.
They did not have much power individually in Hollywood, and they did not conduct
powerful protests.
The "Sambo" was the first stereotypical black characterization to disappear
after World War II. It was the most frequently produced black male image until its
demise in 1950. Protestors, however, complained about Sambo characters frequently
and publicly. Both African-American journals and film periodicals voiced their
disgust over the characterization's persistence in cartoons.
The combination of animation's expenses and negative publicity proved fatal
for the Sambo-character Jasper. Although producer George Pal discontinued the
"Puppetoons" in 1947 because of "climbing costs" and his ambition to make feature-
films, Jasper had received negative publicity as his appearances in the series ended.
An article in the January 1947 issue of the African-American periodical Ebony
discussed the criticism that Pal had received regarding the character. Ebony reported
the objections from "Negro and white newspapers" about the stereotypes of "Negro
shiftlessness, fear, and childishness" in Jasper's films. Also, the article quoted Pal as
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wishing not to offend anyone. The producer decreased Jasper's appearances in
"Puppetoons"-from a peak of six cartoons for 1945 to three the next year. In
February of 1947, Paramount Pictures released Jasper's last "Puppetoon"-hls only
film for the year. The remaining "Puppetoons" released that year did not contain
stereotypical Africans or African Americans ("Little Jasper" 30-31).
By the time that Warner Brothers released its Sambo-character Inki's last
cartoon in 1950, he had hardly evolved as a character from his debut eleven years
earlier. The juvenile African native remained a stooge for a mynah bird. He always
wore a bone in his hair and a grass skirt, still carried a spear, and never spoke. Also,
his appearances still received positive reviews; exhibitor C. F. Neitzel called Inki's
finale, Caveman Inki, "Another excellent cartoon that pleased almost everyone." The
changes in his cartoons were mostly technical. He and the bird had much faster chase
scenes than in the early 1940s. Also, backgrounds and animation became more
stylized, making Inki one of the few black cartoon characters affected by the
animation industry's adaptation to UPA's style of cartoon production (Neitzel 38).
Still, Inki's first postwar appearance, Inki at the Circus, contained some of the
period's most regressive and dehumanizing images of black characters. Released in
1947, the film placed him in a circus cage; the circus marketed the passive African
boy ironically as an "African Wild Man" sideshow exhibit. The cartoon was a
throwback to earlier Warner Brothers' cartoons ILove a Parade and Buddy 's
Circus—both ofwhich featured gags involving African natives as circus sideshows.
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By depicting Inki as an exhibit and caging him like an animal, the studio
dehumanized him. Despite or because of this imagery, exhibitor E. M. Fraburger
called the film "a very good cartoon in color" (38).
Stereotypical images of African Americans appeared as American animation
studios' fortunes began to decline. By 1948 a distributor could no longer release a
cartoon or any short film with a feature. Instead, the Supreme Court's decision
required a distributor to release each film—feature, short subject, or newsreel—
individually to exhibitors. Exhibitors would thus have to pay separate fees to book
both a feature and a short subject, although the cost for a patron to see a feature was
the same, with or without a cartoon. Meanwhile, the cost ofcartoon production
continued to rise.
Distributors devised two methods to save money. They released cartoons that
incorporated footage from earlier cartoons; studios did not produce as much
animation for this type of cartoon because of the time that the older footage used.
Within the animation industry, these films were known as "cheaters." Distributors
also reissued older cartoons while releasing new ones. Most distributors repackaged
their older cartoons under prestigious titles; MGM had "Gold Medal Reprints," and
Warner Brothers released "Blue Ribbon Specials." The reissues often earned only
slightly less money than new releases, but the distributors did not have to pay the cost
for the production of a new cartoon.
Black images helped the distributors to save money during the late 1940s and
early '50s. By incorporating previous films' scenes into a cartoon, a studio did not
have to spend as much money on animation as in a completely original production;
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some of these "cheater" cartoons contained earlier footage that collectively lasted half
a short film's six-minute length. Black and blackface characters comprised many of
the reused clips in "cheater" cartoons. Famous Studios' 1949 "Popeye" cartoon
Spinach vs. Hamburgers contained footage of the sailor punching cannibals in Pop-
piealaMode. Two "Tom and Jerry" cartoons-./^ Diary from m9andLife
with Tom from 1953-used clips ofTom in blackface from earlier films.
Black images in reissued cartoons became prime targets of protest for the
NAACP and other groups. Although studios avoided positive black images after
UPA's troubles with HUAC, they also made fewer cartoons with stereotypical black
characters in order to avoid the negative publicity that George Pal had received. As a
result, the reissues from distributors stood out to African-American organizations.
These groups protested reissues more often than new cartoons.
The groups encountered several problems when protesting the films. They did
not follow Edmund Cooke's advice ofpolicing cartoon studios as they developed
films; the organizations instead continued to notice films after their releases.
Therefore, they constantly tried to prevent the continued exposure of a film's
stereotypes instead of helping studios to remove the stereotypes during production.
NAACP Administrative Assistant Madison S. Jones, Jr. facilitated many of these
campaigns. The groups often confused reissues for new releases. Their lack of
contact with cartoon studios and their ignorance concerning contemporary animation
made the protest groups powerless in Hollywood.
Despite these problems, the NAACP had two of its most successful campaigns
against animated stereotypes in 1949. These successes, however, took place in spite
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of the NAACP's weak standing in Hollywood. The NAACP protested the releases of
two reissued cartoons: Walter Lantz's 1 941 "Cartune" Scrub Me Mama with a Boogie
Beat and Ub Iwerks's 1 935 "Comicolor Cartoon" Little Black Sambo. The group had
trouble convincing Lantz's distributor, Universal Pictures, to withdraw its film,
because the distributor worried about the possible loss ofmoney resulting from the
cartoon's withdrawal. Similar concerns influenced the NAACP's negotiations with
the parties involved in the distribution ofLittle Black Sambo.
Black representation helped keep Universal Pictures afloat as its program of
shorts' releases collapsed. When Lantz stopped producing "Cartunes" for Universal
Pictures and began making "Andy Panda" and "Woody Woodpecker" films for
United Artists in 1947, the former distributor rereleased Lantz's older films as
"Cartunes." Universal's lack of a cartoon studio thus necessitated Scrub Me Mama
with a Boogie Beat's reissue in October 1 948. Universal employee E. L. McEvoy
admitted as much to the NAACP, according to Madison Jones' memo regarding the
NAACP's meeting with McEvoy: "Throughout the conversation [McEvoy] pointed
out that the film was released in April, 1940, and had grossed a great deal ofmoney,
and further, due to the present condition of the movie industry, particularly since their
cartoon department had curtailed activities, they were re-issuing old films that had
been financially successful in previous showings" (Jones, Memorandum 3).
Universal at first paid little mind to the NAACP's protest because exhibitors'
demands for Scrub Me Mama with a Boogie Beat had greater value than black protest
to the distributor. In the wake of the Supreme Court decision, many exhibitors,
unwilling to pay extra money for cartoons, simply dropped them from their programs.
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As a result, distributors greatly appreciated any exhibitor's willingness to show their
cartoons. According to Madison Jones, McEvoy indicated that Universal "had
definite contracts with theaters throughout the country to show 'Scrub Me Mama' and
that it would be impossible to withdraw it due to the contractual obligations and the
mechanics of withdrawing the print" (Jones, Memorandum 3). In an earlier letter to
the NAACP, he had defended the film by claiming that exhibitors catering to both
black and white people received "no complaints from 'Scrub Me Mama'" (McEvoy
letter).
The Jewish Labor Committee (JLC) significantly contributed to the NAACP 's
campaign against Universal. This group accomplished more between January and
February 1949—when Universal withdrew Scrub MeMama—than the NAACP had
between October and December 1948. Realizing Universal's unwillingness to budge
after his meeting with McEvoy, on December 28 th Jones contacted the JLC's assistant
field director, Emanuel Muravchik, asking the group to "contact Universal and go on
record as being against this type ofmotion picture" (Jones, Letter to Muravchik). On
January 3
rd
,
Field Director Irving Salert expressed his desire to cooperate with the
NAACP "on any action you may decide upon in order to get an apology from the
Universal Film Corporation, and two, a withdrawing of the film by the Universal
Picture outfit" (Salert letter). Universal withdrew the cartoon in February, and
Madison Jones acknowledged the JLC's major role in the withdrawal in a memo to
Walter White: "I might say that their cooperation was very effective since subsequent
to my meeting with officials at Universal offices here in New York the Jewish Labor
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Committee in California brought it to the attention of executives of Universal in
Hollywood and the picture was taken out of circulation" (Jones, Memo to White).
The NAACP and JLC continued to work together on various campaigns but
not in relation to cartoons. The protest of Scrub Me Mama served as a stepping stone
for the coalition to tackle greater issues. In an interview Emanuel Muravchik noted
that cartoons "wouldn't be important in our agenda." He considered cartoons "way
down on the list" of the JLC's priorities. He recalled that cartoons, in general, "may
not have come up in joint meetings" with the NAACP. Both groups thus failed to
take advantage of their combined power in Hollywood because of snobbery toward
the cartoon short (Muravchik interview).
Iwerks' 1935 cartoon Little Black Sambo reemerged in and subsequently fell
victim to the era of anti-stereotype protest. In the 1940s Castle Films had acquired
the rights to sell prints of the cartoon for viewing at home. In 1949 Macy's
Department Store became an outlet for Castle to sell Sambo. As a reissued film, it
brought black stereotypical imagery of the mid- 1930s to the postwar era. Moreover,
the NAACP worried that the film's distributor and retailer marketed the outdated
stereotypes for juvenile audiences.
The NAACP's campaign to have the film removed from Macy's went
surprisingly smoothly. Taking a strong stance, the group's Administrative Assistant,
Madison Jones, offered no compromises. Upon discovering Macy's advertisement
for the cartoon, he contacted the store and requested the film's withdrawal from sale.
He called the film "derogatory and offensive to Negroes," and he elaborated, "It
represents a picturization and caricature ofNegroes in a most gross and exaggerated
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sense. Such a film which is especially sold for the entertainment of children of tender
age, perpetrates harm of the gravest kind. Whatever entertainment value the film may
have is thoroughly negated by the depiction of the Negro caricature" (Jones, Letter to
Strauss). Despite the NAACP's demands and negative criticism of the store's
merchandise, Macy's was both prompt and cooperative with the organization.
Responding to Jones by letter almost three weeks later, H. Norman Neubert, Macy's
Public Relations Manager, wrote that "we decided to withdraw the film from sale at
Macy's" (Neubert letter).
The NAACP had a more difficult time in persuading Castle Films to stop
distributing the film to stores. Both parties disagreed on the prevalence of the
cartoon's stereotypes. Jones wrote to the distribution company, requesting that it stop
selling Little Black Sambo (Jones, Letter to Castle). Despite the title character's
blackface design and Black Mumbo's "mammy" characterization, Castle Films only
saw the brown skin color as offensive. The company offered to eliminate the color
prints ofthe film but then suggested, "I would like very much to show you the black
and white edition of the picture as I do not believe that this is objectionable."
Whether Castle actually considered the non-color Sambo character as "non-Negro," it
attempted to prove the legitimacy of the sale ofone of its products (Goodman letter).
In 1949 the NAACP's protest ofMGM's reissue of The Lonesome Mouse
demonstrated the group's lack of effectiveness. Lillian Randolph's opinion that
stereotypes had arrived for the duration did not prevent the NAACP and other
organizations from protesting cartoons such as her "Tom and Jerry" appearances.
The NAACP's administrative assistant, Madison Jones, called for The Lonesome
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Mouse's withdrawal, saying that the cartoon contained "gross dialect and also
portrayed stereotypes with regard to Negroes which we feel should have no part in
motion pictures being exhibited today" (Letter to MGM).
The NAACP was more concerned about the "Mammy" image's persistence in
the late 1940s and early 1950s than the ages of the films containing the
characterization. As a result, Richard O. Riess-president of the University of
Rochester's branch of the NAACP-showed considerable ignorance about
contemporary black cartoon images when reporting to Walter White the two mammy
characters he had seen at a drive-in theater that week: a "fat 'mammy'" in Famous
Studios' "Noveltoon" Song ofthe Birds and "a fat Negro Mammy" in MGM's The
Lonesome Mouse. He considered the latter film "much worse" than the former
because the maid "climbs up on a chair, is immensely scared, and so loses her
skirt.
.
..and along with it a razor and a pair ofdice." Riess, however, incorrectly
identified both cartoons as "1949 productions"; MGM had originally released The
Lonesome Mouse six years earlier. As a result, when he wrote that the films "are
clearly inconsistent with Hollywood's recent attempt to erase prejudice from the
movie-going mind," he was half-correct. Moreover, he misrepresented MGM's
"colored maid" by saying that the "mammies" ofFamous's and MGM's films had
"bandanas around their heads." MGM never showed the head of its maid-character
(Riess letter).
Protestors changed tactics after World War II. Instead of noting that the
stereotypes demonstrated lack of equality among ethnic groups and threatened
"national unity", African Americans began to stress the possible negative effects of
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stereotype-filled cartoons upon juvenile audiences. With World War II over, the
NAACP no longer prioritized national unity. Madison Jones warned Macy's of Little
Black Sambo's potential damage to children's minds. When protesting the mammy
image in Famous Studios' Song ofthe Birds and MGM's The Lonesome Mouse,
Richard O. Riess lamented to Walter White, "These cartoons are being shown mostly
to young, impressionable minds." He added, "The prejudice which is conveyed in
these cartoons is subtle, but nevertheless vicious, to the innocent mind. You might
say that it enters the 'back door of their minds.'" Riess had a valid point about the
MGM cartoon's exposure to children. Months earlier, exhibitor Fred Weppler wrote
about his showing of The Lonesome Mouse: "Played this one in a cartoon festival and
when Tom and Jerry flashed on the screen, the kids brought the house down" (Riess
letter, Weppler 42).
MGM had two points in its favor against the protests. First, Lillian Randolph
was black yet "proud" of her stereotyped roles. She opposed the NAACP to the point
of blaming the organization for the mass unemployment of black performers. Indeed,
the NAACP influenced Hollywood's phasing out ofblack servile roles but did not
help studios develop less stereotypical roles. A memorandum from Franklin H.
Williams to Walter White cited Randolph's observation that "[White] was only 1/8
Negro and not qualified to speak for Negroes" (Williams memo). Second, the "Tom
and Jerry" series remained very popular through the late 1940s and early '50s.
Cartoons starring the colored maid still received positive reviews. In 1953 exhibitor
Ray McFarlane wrote of her last cartoon, Push-Button Kitty, "Tom and Jerry cartoons
are all good, but we had more than the usual number of good comments on this one"
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(McFarlane 35). Not surprisingly then, by July 1950, nine months after the first
memorandum on The Lonesome Mouse, Madison Jones admitted to Richard Riess
that despite the NAACP's efforts in having the cartoon withdrawn, "we did not get
very far" (Jones, Letter to Riess).
The threat of the House Un-American Activities Committee's accusations of
Communism also may have played a major role in the NAACP's backing down on
The Lonesome Mouse. On October 31, 1949, Edna Kerin, an assistant in the
NAACP's Public Relations department, noted that a man named Sam Friedbaum had
complained about the film The Lonesome Mouse to his union—the United Office and
Professional Workers ofAmerica (UOPWA)—and that his union planned to send "a
press release to the Post, Compass and Daily Worker on the subject" (Kerin memo).
The UOPWA had a heavy Communist population and may have had Communist
leadership (Zieger 254, 256). The NAACP's papers did not show any
correspondence with Friedbaum, the UOPWA, or the newspapers about the film. At
the time the NAACP was busy denying allegations of Communism. Moreover, the
UOPWA would have made a powerless ally. By the time Kerin wrote her memo, the
Congress of Industrial Organizations had charged the UOPWA with allowing
Communist concerns to prohibit effective organizing. A year later, in 1950, the CIO
expelled the UOPWA (Korstad 2, Zieger 290).
In 1950 the NAACP tacitly admitted the ineffectiveness of its method of
protest against stereotyped cartoons. The group no longer considered its
correspondence with Hollywood executives the most productive means of activism.
Instead, the organization adopted more of a bottom-up than a top-down tactic.
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Madison Jones advised Richard Riess, "One of the secrets of combating the
stereotype in motion pictures, greeting cards, cartoons, etc., is to get as many lay
persons to protest. We of course, always work on these matters, but when you get the
consuming public to act sometimes a great deal more results from the protest." The
grass-roots-level protest that Jones encouraged blacks to do was a strategy that blacks
had already undertaken for various issues. Black lay people often participated in
boycotts against segregated institutions and facilities (Jones, Letter to Riess).
Throughout the early 1950s, the protest groups continued their abortive tactics
of writing letters about already-released films. However, after the reissue of 77?e
Lonesome Mouse, the NAACP did not devote much time or energy to cartoon shorts.
It preoccupied itself with protests of adaptations of radio series Amos 'n ' Andy and
Beulah to television. In 1953 a woman wrote to the New York branch of the NAACP
complaining of "negroid facial and speech characteristics" of the "mammy type" bird
and her children in Warner Brothers' 1 952 reissue of 77?e Early Worm Gets the Bird.
She noted, "There was no humor no cleverness about the short—merely that vicious
prejudice." She wanted the organization to try to prevent the cartoon "from doing
any more damage," but the NAACP did very little (Lapcheck letter).
Blackface Minstrelsy's Dominance of Black Representation
Blackface was the most durable form of animated black representation. The
explosion gags that gave white and animal characters the appearance perfectly suited
the violent cartoon humor of the late 1940s and early '50s. It was one of the few
types of black representation that the NAACP and other groups did not protest. The
blackface gags required little screen time; in a six-minute cartoon, such a gag
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appeared for approximately five seconds. Also, characterization was minimal; few
blackened characters spoke Negro dialect or wore the ragged clothes of Southern
black cartoon cancatures. The NAACP and other groups preferred to target cartoons
with black characters like the fitle-character of Iwerks's Uule Black Sambo and the
maid ofMGM's The Lonesome Mouse.
The Violent blackface gag was one ofmany quick slght-gags upon which the
postwar cartoon thnved. As during World War II, studios continued to produce
violent cartoons in the late 1940s and early 1950s. The acfion had a faster pace than
dunng the war. Senes of cartoons built upon chase sequences-ranging from "Tom
and Jerry" to Warner Brothers' "Road Runner»-blended violence with speed. Other
cartoons not built upon chases tended to stnng together short sequences punctuated
by swift and aggressive physical humor. The violent sight-gags often incorporated
weapons and explosives in order to keep the pace of the chases and other quickly-
movmg scenes. Bombs and firecrackers only took seconds to explode, instantly
changing animal and white human characters into blackface caricatures.
Via the blackface gag, cartoons depicted the African-American image as an
"other" image. Characters did not retain their normal appearance after explosions and
gunshots. They died, had partrally or completely charred bodies, or turned into
blackface caricatures. Therefore, a character's blackened face represented an injured
or damaged face. Black features, thus, had connotations of abnormality. The gag's
humor came from the character's sudden abnormality, as shown in the dialogue
continuity for Daredevil Droopy: "The net tosses [Spike Bulldog] back up abreast of
the platform just as the firecracker explodes, leaving Spike in comic black-face" (3).
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Through the blackface gags of the late 1940s and early 1950s, studios returned
to stressing animal characters' similarities to black characters. The gags thus
displayed dehumanized images of black people. These images emerged as African
Americans sought recognition of civil and human rights; the cartoons parodied
African Americans' demands for humane treatment by likening them to animals.
Although animators had developed more sophisticated designs for animal characters
since the early years of sound films, characters like Tom and Jerry still needed only
their faces colored jet-black and their mouths light-brown or pink in order to resemble
black caricatures. Cartoon stories occasionally called for characters to mistake a
blackfaced animal for a black person. The script for the "Tom and Jerry" cartoon
Mouse Cleaning provided guidelines for making a blackened Tom Cat into a
convincing black caricature. The maid's inability to recognize Tom as an animal
instead of an African American contrasted with African Americans' increasing
political organizing among themselves after the war:
Tom, with a black face, pokes his head up thru the coal. . . . When she [the
maid] questions him he answers in a broad colored dialect, "No, mam. I ain't
seen NO cat aroun' here." He crawls out of the coal to his feet and continues
talking, "Un unh, ain't no cat, no place, no how—no mam." He starts walking
away in a shuffle with a wary expression but snaps into a horrified take as she
yells, "Thomas!! Come back here" (9).
Studios' associations of minstrel songs with blackface gags helped to present
the black image as an escapist "other" image. Music scores from cartoons by MGM
and Famous Studios contained portions of Stephen Foster's tunes for gags in which
middle-to-upper-class characters transformed into poor black ruralites. The song-
titles' references to slavery signified the studios' refusal to address African
Americans' postwar concerns. Studios preferred to embrace the antebellum
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"benevolent master-loyal slave" relationships in these songs, allowing the blackface
character via appearance and musical association to justify practices of segregation
such as whites' de facto exclusion of African Americans from their suburban
neighborhoods. Moreover, both studios' films related the blackened characters to evil
invaders upon peaceful societies. The blackface "other" thus represented the
awkwardness of a primitive African American in an affluent white suburb. The
former studio used "Massa's in the Cold Ground" for The Flying Cat in 1952. In the
film Jerry set fire to a ladder that Tom used to reach a birdhouse; the blackened Tom
was the unwelcome visitor to Jerry and his bird-friend's neighborhood. In the latter
studio's 1952 "Noveltoon" cartoon Cat Carson Rides Again, Katnip Cat received a
tarring, and the background music of "Old Folks at Home" underscored his supposed
resemblance to the "tar baby" that Br'er Rabbit had mistaken for an African-
American in Joel Chandler Harris' famous Uncle Remus stories. By becoming
blackened, Katnip 's threatening demeanor as a western outlaw invading a frontier
town ofmice disappeared. Blackface highlighted the ridiculousness of the cat's
presence among the mice (May 170).
MGM's scripts for cartoons released between 1946 and 1953 revealed a
system of blackfacing that had gender and class distinctions. Documents usually
referred to any character performing the explosion gags as "blackfaced." However, in
describing the character's appearance, the studio used such ethnic identifiers as
"pickaninny," "mammy," and "darky." The first two epithets symbolized a
character's physical weakness after an explosion; when injured in an explosion,
strong male characters often transformed into passive black female representations.
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This passivity belied African Americans' increasing grass-roots political activism
after the war. The last ethnic slur represented a character's lack ofrefinement-
tattered clothes, soiled clothes and faces.
The "pickaninny" blackface appearance symbolized a character's
juvenilization as well as feminization. After explosions, male characters occasionally
looked like cancatures of African-American girls. To create this image, animators
drew ribboned pigtails onto blackfaced characters. Tom Cat and rival cat Butch had
this appearance via a gas-oven explosion (thanks to Jerry Mouse's match) in the 1947
cartoon A Mouse in the House: "There is a terrific explosion, the cats swing from
oven door, blinking at audience, looking like pickaninnies" (A Mouse 3). In the script
for the 1953 release Life with Tom, Tom became "charred and looking like a
pickaninny," after Jerry threw a lit candle that landed on the cat's tail (Life, script 4).
The same film's dialogue sheet called for the top of Tom's head to have "stubs
resembling small tufts of hair tied with ribbons" (Life, dialogue 7-8).
The blackfaced "mammy" in scripts also required props for the characters'
heads, but this image was the most sexualized representation of African Americans in
postwar American animation. The characters wore bandannas when blackfaced for
the "mammy" look, but the studio also gave the "mammies" smaller co-stars to act as
their children. Mammy-characters in films rarely had children of their own,
especially on-screen. Therefore, the mammy characterization in blackface gags,
while still stereotypical, acknowledged the femininity of the characterization. The
script for MGM's 1946 "Tom and Jerry" cartoon The Little Orphan, later released as
The Milky Waif, detailed the stereotypical construction of a mammy disguise:
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(Scene 40) Jerry sees shoe polish and starts smearing it on face. [. . .]
(Scene 42) Pan of Jerry shuffling out from under door, dressed as Negro
Mammy. He says, "How'd do Mist'r Tom. Hurry up Honey Child."
(Scene 43) Orphan waddles out from under door, dressed like a little
pickaninny {Little Orphan 4).
Similarly, in the script for the 1952 cartoon Little Wise Quacker, Barney Bear was
"looking like a 'mammy'" when electrocuted while hunting a duck; his hunting cap
served as his bandanna {Little Wise, script 2). When the duck fell in Barney's arms,
the bear proceeded to sing "Shortenin' Bread" to him while rocking him to sleep,
according to the dialogue sheet {Little Wise, sheet).
The script for the 195 1 cartoon Droopy 's Good Deed used the blackface gag
to associate ethnicity with class. Rich and sophisticated white characters changed
into poor and uneducated black characters after a bomb exploded in front of them.
The gag depicted the blacks as the polarized opposite "other" to the whites, thus
acknowledging that blacks did not have the economic power and affluence of whites
but not stating the reasons for the economic disparity between the two ethnic groups.
Spike Bulldog planted a bomb in the top hat that Droopy Dog proceeded to return to
an elderly man. When Spike saw the money in the man's wallet, he shoved Droopy
aside to collect the reward money. After the explosion, according to the script, "we
see the man and Spike as colored folk, the former still counting [the money] but in a
darky dialect" (5). This "darky dialect" symbolized mathematical ineptitude in the
film's dialogue sheet, in which the man counted, "Fifty-five, seventy, ninety-five, a
hundred 'n' twenty, seventy-two, nine billion, trillion an' two bits" (1).
Blackface gags occasionally served as visual puns. The script for the 1952
cartoon Magical Maestro associated a blackface appearance with the name of an
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actual contemporary African-American singing group. The gag called for a man to
squirt ink from a pen into a baritone singer's face. Then, according to the script,
"[two] tiny rabbits appear by his side in black-face and the trio sings a typical 'Ink
Spot' selection-'Everything I Have Is Yours, You're Part ofMe." After the same
man dropped an anvil on the baritone, he "becomes short and talks the song a la deep-
voiced 'Ink Spot'" (4). The script demonstrated that contemporary African-American
music still influenced cartoon humor, even if at the expense of the musicians. The
cartoon also proved that the blackface design represented actual African Americans
as well as animators' concepts of them.
At the Disney studio, blackface design continued to contribute to milestones
in American animation. Twenty-five years after the studio's Steamboat Willie
introduced the sound-synchronized cartoon with a blackface mouse, the 1953 cartoon
Toot, Whistle, Plunk and Boom broke more new ground. It was the first ofmany
Disney cartoons to instruct audiences somewhat seriously on a topic—the history of
music. It was the first cartoon to stylize blackface design. It was also the first
cartoon filmed in the wide-screen process "CinemaScope"—a process that
necessitated the stylization of blackface design.
Toot, Whistle, Plunk and Boom was the only cartoon to use blackface
minstrelsy for the purpose of educating its audience instead of entertaining it. The
cartoon marked the debut of an abortive series about different facets of music (Maltin
71). Toot, Whistle, Plink and Boom presented the history of music via caricatures of
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different ethmc groups. The film acknowledged blackface minstrelsy as part of
music's Wstory. One scene featured two blackface minstrels sitting together and
playing banjos.
Via Toot, Whistle, Plunk and Boom, Disney modernized black representation,
as it had done with Three Orphan Kittens almost two decades earlier. However,
instead of creating a design for a minstrel character that other studios later adopted, as
Disney had done for the mammy, the studio presented a minstrel whose design
resulted from another studio's influence. UPA's stylization and limited animation in
cartoons broke from the animation industry's standards of full animation and detailed
backgrounds-standards that Disney helped to set. In incorporating UPA's
techniques into Toot, Whistle, Plunk and Boom, Disney presented a new type of black
image. One scene featured two blackface minstrels plunking banjos. The characters
sported the minstrels' traditional oversized collars and bowties but did not look like
traditional minstrels. Their lips, although still big, were now angular instead of oval.
The limited animation restricted movement to the minstrels' arms for playing their
instruments. Disney's use of stylization for minstrel characters illustrated how
divorced UPA's stylization technique was from its roots in non-stereotypical black
images in films like Brotherhood ofMan.
Disney combined the century-old image of blackface with the new technology
of CinemaScope in Toot, Whistle, Plunk and Boom. CinemaScope was one ofmany
visual gimmicks that both animation and live-action studios used to lure people away
from the medium of television and toward the theaters. Movie attendance had begun
dropping in 1946 because of competition with television and the movie industry's
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failure to adapt to audiences' changing tastes (Sklar 285). Animating a character for
a CinemaScope cartoon, however, required animators to use heavier lines of ink
around characters; the wide screen allowed artists' mistakes to become more visible,
but heavier outlines and less character movement reduced the visibility of errors
(Maltin 304). The minstrel characters in Toot, Whistle, Plunk and Boom were among
the first characters to display heavier inking, which contributed to their angular
design and minimal movement.
In addition to these firsts, blackface minstrelsy appeared in cartoon studios'
final caricatures of Al Jolson. His surprising rise in popularity in the late 1940s
resulted in more animated appearances. Moreover, studios other than Warner
Brothers produced a few of the cartoons. MGM, Famous Studios, and Terrytoons
joined Warners in collectively releasing five Jolson cartoons within two years (1948-
50). The Jolson Story, a well-publicized biographical movie on the singer's life, was
a "guaranteed hit" when released in 1946, thus introducing him and his music to
"postwar bobby-soxers." The singer performed on radio programs with increasing
frequency over the next four years (Goldman 278-279).
Both Famous Studios and MGM produced images of Jolson that depicted
black stereotypes in surreal yet unoriginal manners. Their representations of Jolson
borrowed from the cartoons of the early sound period—merely using blackface
minstrelsy and the "mammy" catchphrase in brief sight-gags. They did not try to give
the images strong characterizations. Their cartoons repeated Bosko's imitation of
Jolson in Box Car Blues. Famous Studios' "Screen Song" Winter Draws On—
displaying the lyrics to "Alabama Bound"
—
presented a metamorphosis of the word
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"mammy" into a pair of large eyes, a large white mouth, and a pair of white gloves.
MGM's The Cat that Hated People showed a large mouth floating across the screen
shouting "Mammy" as a pair of white gloves stretched out under the mouth. This
particular scene, set on the moon, was similar in concept to the black duck's scene in
Porky in Wackyland.
In its final cartoons with Jolson caricatured in blackface, Warner Brothers
offered no original depictions of the actor. His scenes in Curtain Razor and Dough
for the Do-Do, both ofwhich feature him depicted as a black bird with a large beak,
were derivative of earlier appearances in the studio's cartoons. In the former film, he
appeared with fowl caricatures of Frank Sinatra and Bing Crosby to audition for a
singing job, as in The Swooner Crooner. The latter film, meanwhile, was essentially
Porky in Wackyland, reanimated in Technicolor.
Curtain Razor demonstrated both Jolson's renewed fame and blackface's
waning. Unlike The Swooner Crooner, this new film cast Jolson as part of a singing
trio with Sinatra and Crosby. In terms of popularity, he was now on par with them,
no longer competing against them for gigs. Still, he remained a stooge. Crosby
struck him over the head in order to keep him from constantly kneeling and shouting
"Mammy." Crosby's gesture implied that Jolson's shtick was somewhat passe.
The Terrytoons studio offered one last tribute to Jolson's blackface
performances. It was another brief, blackface-inspired sight-gag without
characterization. Two months after his death in October 1950, the studio's "Mighty
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Mouse" cartoon Mother Goose 's Birthday Party depicted the Three Little Kittens as
black with white mouths and white mittens. In unison, they knelt, stretched out their
mittened hands, and said "Mammy."
Black celebrity representation was a key part ofmany blackface gags. By
associating the gags with black actors who either had performed for years or had not
performed in years, the studios drew from Hollywood's black history. Animal and
white characters with burnt faces spoke in Eddie "Rochester" Anderson's gravelly
manner after World War II. They also occasionally sported Stepin Fetchit's slow,
shuffling gait and half-closed eyes. By the late 1940s, Anderson had starred as Jack
Benny's humble but clever servant for a decade. Warner Brothers, however,
capitalized on his voice and ethnicity instead of his cleverness for blackface gags in
Bacall to Arms and / Taw a Putty Tat. Fetchit, meanwhile, had not starred in movies
in almost a decade. Still, the script for the 1950 cartoon Garden Gopher only had to
mention the actor's name in order to call for a blackfaced Spike Bulldog's slowness
and shuffling: "The powder explodes and when the smoke clears we see a blackened
dog walking a la Stepin Fetchit" (2-3).
Anderson's screen personality contributed to a milestone in animated black
representation. Vocal artist Jackson Beck imitated the comedian's gravelly voice for
Famous Studios' black crow named Buzzy—the first black trickster protagonist. In
almost all of his films, he tricked a cat into following his advice on topics ranging
from belief in superstitions to smoking. He was the protagonist because the cat
threatened to eat Buzzy if the crow did not devise tall tales to save his own life.
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Between 1947 and 1954, the character starred in eight "Noveltoon" cartoons and
made a cameo appearance in the "Screen Song" film Winter Draws On.
Unlike Warner Brothers' blackface gags with Anderson, Famous Studios'
Buzzy retained Anderson's cleverness while exhibiting ethnic stereotypes. The crow
called the cat "Boss," the title Anderson gave to Jack Benny. Buzzy also spoke in
Negro dialect, saying sentences like "You is absotively right." The studio used the
dialect in order to diminish the crow's intelligence. Although Buzzy devised
elaborate schemes, his grammar was worse than that of the cat, who punctuated most
of his sentences with a moronic "Duh."
Buzzy was an unusual black protagonist because of the violence that he
inflicted upon the cat. Famous Studios' cartoons were some ofthe most violent
animated films made during the postwar era. Buzzy's "Noveltoons" often consisted
of a string of beatings, gunshots and explosions that he inflicted upon the cat. In the
1954 "Noveltoon" film No Ifs, Ands or Butts, the crow dropped a two-ton weight on
the cat, gave the cat a lit firecracker, and fired a pistol at the cat's teeth (Maltin 315).
Throughout Buzzy's seven years in cartoons, he evolved as little as Tom and
Jerry's colored maid. The plots in Buzzy's films hardly differed from film to film.
Whenever the cat caught Buzzy in each cartoon, the crow discovered his predator's
weakness and decided to capitalize on it. In Buzzy's debut, The Stupidstitious Cat, he
saw the cat pick up a lucky pin and remarked, "Ain't he superstitious? That's all I
wants to know." In his finale, No Ifs, Ands or Butts, he noted, "That cat am a
tobacco-smoking fiend. That's all I has to know."
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Redefining the Southern Black Character
In the late 1940s and early 1950s, cartoon studios gradually stopped producing
films with Southern African-American characters. After the NAACP's and JLC's
successful petition for Scrub Me Mama with a Boogie Beat's withdrawal in 1949,
studios' distributors did not want to lose their investments in films by having to
remove films starring offensive characters. Moreover, animation and live-action
studios had trouble reconciling the old stereotypical images with the racism of the
"Jim Crow" South. After World War n, many films set in the South dropped
references to slavery in order to keep intact the image of America's democracy and
leadership of the free world (Campbell 146).
MGM's 1947 cartoon Uncle Tom 's Cabana, for example, tried to draw humor
from Stowe's old novel without calling attention to Uncle Tom's enslavement.
Adapting the story to the present, director Tex Avery depicted Legree as the owner of
all of a city's buildings, except for Uncle Tom's wooden shack. The old images of
the South
—
plantations, cotton fields, and slaves' shacks—appeared in the film. The
scenery as the film's credits appeared consisted of a "shot of old southern mansion,
pan to little cabin in cotton." Even with Uncle Tom's cabin literally among urban
skyscrapers later in the film, the script called for a "medium shot of Uncle Tom
hoeing cotton in front of cabin." Legree, however, only wanted to own Tom's land,
not Tom himself (1).
Avery constructed the cartoon around Legree 's lust for an adult, shapely Little
Eva, instead of the ownership of Uncle Tom, as in his earlier Stowe parody Uncle
Tom 's Bungalow. Even Uncle Tom contributed to the film's sexual humor in a rare
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filmed disclosure of interracial lust. The film was Hollywood's first adaptation of
Stowe's novel to refrain from depicting Uncle Tom as a desexualized, maternal figure
caring for his owner's daughter, Little Eva (Fiedler 48). After Tom described her
luxurious home, he remarked, "And dat ain't all she got, neither," when she appeared
on the screen. The studio, however, made certain that Uncle Tom and Little Eva
never made physical contact in the film. Their relationship was strictly platonic.
Tom called her "mah only friend." Moreover, the film's plot depicted him as
dependent upon whites, because Tom needed Eva to sing at his nightclub in order to
afford his wooden shack. He referred to her as his "last hope" {Uncle Tom 's Cabana
2).
Uncle Tom in Uncle Tom 's Cabana demonstrated strength that black
characters had rarely possessed since the 1930 cartoon Dixie Days. In both cartoons
Uncle Tom physically defeated Legree. However, in Uncle Tom 's Cabana, Tom had
to dodge Legree's various weapons. The violence that Legree inflicted upon him was
consistent with the animation industry's dependence upon gags involving guns and
explosives. The film's script associated Uncle Tom with World War II by having
him tell of Legree's attacks with "dem rocket guns, 'n dive bombers, 'n bazookas, 'n
dem Japs runnin' all over da place" (4). The reference to "Japs" implied that Tom
had battled against them. The film's line was significant, because no cartoon released
or written during the war had discussed or shown black characters fighting the Nazis
and Japanese. Movie audiences, however, never had the opportunity to hear of Tom's
battles against enemy forces, for the studio deleted the reference to the "Japs" from
the film before its release after the war ended.
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After Uncle Tom 's Cabana, black characters had significantly smaller roles in
Southern-set cartoons. Studios still, however, cons,dered black representation
important to establishing a cartoon's southern setting. Warner Brothers' 1949 cartoon
Mississippi Hare contained a few brief scenes of African-American cotton-pickers
who accidentally picked Bugs Bunny and threw him aboard a riverboat. The cartoon
did not show the workers' faces. It did, however, identify them as Southern blacks by
having them sing, "Dixie" in stereotypical dialect. The studio transcribed the lyrics
as "Way down South in the land ob cotton/ Old times dat're not forgotten," and "In
Dixie Land I'll take my stand/ To lib and die in Dixie" (1). During a blackface gag
scene, Bugs Bunny sang "Camptown Races" in a similar manner: "Gawine ta run all
night,/Gawine ta run all day,/ Ah bet my money on a bob tail nag/Somebody bet on
da bay" (2).
Diverse Images of Africans
African characters survived the first postwar decade. They escaped criticism
in the 1940s and '50s, because protest groups like the NAACP focused on African-
American caricatures instead of African ones. As American media began to glorify
suburbanization and white-collar affluence, cartoon studios no longer needed to
produce films that centered on finding paradise in Africa. Africa, unlike the suburbs,
turned into a forbidden and undesirable continent in postwar cartoons, and studios
gave African characters unfriendly characterizations to correspond with Africa's fall
from favor.
Famous Studios' natives remained antagonistic yet conquerable. The studio's
cartoons featuring African jungle natives cast them as cannibalistic enemies to white
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protagonists. Demonstrating white physical superiority, the white characters defeated
their larger black foes via fisticuffs. These images of Africans not only exemplified
the typically violent content of the studio's cartoons but also demonstrated the serious
tone that the "Popeye" series had taken after the studio inherited it from Max
Fleischer. The studio's postwar African characters did not dance like the Royal
Samoans in Betty Boop 's Bamboo Isle or sing like Louis Armstrong in I'll Be Glad
When You 're Dead You Rascal You but instead wore scowls and vehemently sought
to kill Popeye. As in Pop-Pie a la Mode, Popeye the Sailor defeated more natives in
Popeye 's Pappy. Another postwar "Popeye" cartoon, Spinach vs. Hamburgers,
contained footage of Popeye's battle against cannibals in Pop-Pie a la Mode (Maltin
315,318).
Warner Brothers never deviated from its depictions of natives as comical
characters. These African characters functioned as either patsies or sidekicks. As
patsies they chased animals but failed to catch them; the animals were just too smart
for the natives. As sidekicks they were servile to white characters. Both
characterizations legitimized European colonization of Africa. The patsies
demonstrated black inferiority to animals and therefore to whites, and the sidekicks
demonstrated the myth of Africans' willingness to have Europeans control them.
The native patsy's characterization in Warners' 1949 "Bugs Bunny Special"
cartoon Which Is Witch drew as much from Yosemite Sam as from ethnic stereotypes.
Concerning the stereotypes, the native, a witch doctor named Dr. I. C. Spots, had a
red, bulbous nose and thick white lips. In one scene Bugs placed china plates in his
mouth in order to disguise himself as a fellow native. Like Yosemite Sam, however,
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Dr. Spots was diminutive and quick-tempered. Both characters cursed in fits of
gibberish when outsmarted by Bugs Bunny. The similarities were not coincidental,
for Friz Freleng directed Yosemite Sam's cartoons and Which Is Witch. Exhibitor
William Hayden described the film: "Bugs works overtime giving a witch doctor a
bad time with the usual hilarious results" (36).
Chuck Jones resurrected the African sidekick characterization with a self-
reflexive twist in the 195 1 "Looney Tune" cartoon Chow Hound. Such sidekicks had
not appeared since Disney's African Diary in 1945. In Jones' film a dog forced a cat
to pretend to be various lost neighborhood cats in order to collect reward money for
food. In one scene the dog disguised himself as an African explorer and dressed the
cat as a saber-toothed cat. The dog also disguised a mouse as an African servant; the
dog darkened the mouse's skin, placed a bone atop the mouse's head, and dressed the
mouse in a grass skirt. Moreover, the mouse, disgusted with his disguise, lamented,
"How mortifying!" A cartoon character had never referred to blacking up as a
deplorable act.
The depiction of natives in MGM's 1951 cartoon His Mouse Friday recalled
the image of the unconquerable cannibal in cartoons of the 1930s. Tom and Jerry,
like their human namesakes in Van Beuren's Plane Dumb two decades earlier, drifted
toward an island but later left it because of its cannibal natives. Jerry even blacked
up, just as Van Beuren's stars had, in order to appear as a native. Exhibitor Pat
Fleming called the film "[a] good Tom and Jerry cartoon, as usual" (40).
The Disney studio's Teafor Two Hundred was a considerable success while
presenting sympathetic black characterizations. Released in 1948, the cartoon
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featured African pygmy ants who retaliated when Donald Duck tried to ruin their
delivery of food to their anthills. Animators used the ants' neck rings and bones in
their antennae to stereotypically signify their African identity. The ants also played
mushrooms like bongo drums. Still, the ants' victory over Donald Duck marked the
first time since the 1930 film Dixie Days that black characters successfully defeated a
non-black character in a cartoon. Also, the ants used their wits to defeat Donald,
instead of using their strength; as tiny insects, they were physically no match for the
duck.
The ants fit into Disney's story formula for Donald Duck while representing
black inferiority. Jack Hannah, who almost exclusively directed "Donald Duck"
cartoons in the late 1940s and early '50s, tended to pair Donald with diminutive
antagonists like chipmunks Chip and Dale and insect Bootle Beetle. These creatures,
like the ants, outsmarted Donald in every film. The size of the African ants in
relation to the white-feathered duck, however, implied blacks' physical inferiority to
whites.
The self-sufficient, protagonist native remained a staple of Disney's black
imaging in the early 1950s. In 1952 Uncle Donald's Ants transplanted the insect
pygmies of Teafor Two Hundred from Africa to America. Despite establishing
anthill homes in the United States, the ants retained their neck rings and boned
antennae. As if to underscore that these ants were the same pygmies of the earlier
cartoon, Uncle Donald's Ants reused animation of the ants' marching and mushroom-
playing in Teafor Two Hundred. That same year, the "Goofy" cartoon Hello Aloha
featured the dog, now a suburbanite, on a Hawaiian vacation. The native Hawaiians
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looked like Goofy but had various shades ofbrown skin and black Afro-like hair.
Unlike African Diary's natives, Hello Aloha's natives were not Goofy's servants.
One of Disney's final cartoons with African characters completed the studio's
circular evolution of African representation. Toot, Whistle, Plunk and Boom (1953)
used African characters as figures to illustrate music, as the studio's 1930 "Silly
Symphony" cartoon Cannibal Capers had done. In both films Disney decided not to
give the characters any personalities. By reducing Africans to musical symbols, he
reduced their humanity.
Toot, Whistle, Plunk and Boom designed Africans according to ethnic
stereotypes to educate audiences about their contributions to music history. The
cartoon acknowledged contributions to this history from Egypt and African "jungles."
The images corresponding to these acknowledgments, however, not only perpetuated
traditional stereotypical images but differentiated them according to skin tone. As in
the studio's 1931 "Silly Symphony"cartoon Egyptian Melodies, the Egyptians
appeared as light-skinned hieroglypic designs, and dark-skinned, bone-haired, big-
lipped Africans played drums in jungles. The Egyptian characters also had more
screen time than the "jungle" Africans. Moreover, the film did not even incorporate
actual African music into their lesson; the film's score came from the studio's white
music director, Joseph Dubin.
Conclusion
By the end of 1954, only the black images of the earliest days of animated
sound remained. Both the African "native" and blackface characters, images that
populated the cartoons of the late 1920s, survived over a quarter-century of American
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animation and showed no signs of disappearing. These images, however, had
different contexts in 1954 than in 1928. In the late 1920s, blackface was a necessity
to studios producing cartoons on a rigorous schedule; the design enabled artists to
animate characters without having to redraw intricate details with each movement of
the characters. By the 1950s blackface had become a means to present a character's
"other" image. Blackface no longer was a character's normal appearance but rather
so abnormal as to represent physical injury. In the late 1920s, Africa symbolized
animated surrealism; trees swayed to music, and native characters danced cheerfully
with visiting white characters. By 1954 Africa had changed to a violent continent full
of unfriendly cannibals hungry for whites who were far removed from American
suburbs.
Black representation had served its purpose
—
providing comfort to white
audiences. The dim-witted slave, incompetent black soldier, and desexualized
mammy gave spectators reasons to accept the labor discrimination that African
Americans faced over the two and a half decades of this study. For audiences the
stereotypical images justified the real-life counterparts' prohibition from skilled labor,
affluent neighborhoods, or, during World War II, non-servile military positions. In
1955, however, no images of Africans or African Americans appeared in any of the
year's new theatrical animated shorts. With studios less reliant on poor black
characters and more so upon affluent and suburbanized white characters as comfort
images, and organizations like the NAACP protesting stereotypical black characters
offmovie screens, animated black representation came to an end.
v
According to this author's count, thirty-four of the 107 MGM cartoons released between 1946 and
1953 showed either characters in blackface or African American maids or both.
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EPILOGUE
Animation producers realized in the mid-1950s that theatrical shorts alone
could not keep their studios financially afloat. As television continued to keep
audiences from theaters and the cost of cartoon production rose, studios scrambled to
find other means of income. They often resorted to arranging for television networks
or syndicates to broadcast their old animated short films. In the 1950s, few cartoons
exclusively produced for television existed, and networks and syndicates bought the
rights to the films to cater to juvenile viewers. Many of the cartoon producers who
had the financial foresight to sell their films to television had made money by
producing films with black representation. Paul Terry, whose Terrytoons studio had
made the 1931 film Blues and the 1944 film Eliza on the Ice, was the first studio chief
to sell his films; he allowed the CBS network to begin airing his old films in 1952 and
sold his studio to CBS three years later (Maltin 146-147).
After the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
successfully petitioned CBS to cancel the television programs Amos 'n 'Andy and
Beulah in 1953, television networks' refusal to air films with black stereotypes
proved problematic to cartoon producers who relied heavily on such images in their
cartoons. When Walter Lantz packaged his old cartoons for ABC to air in 1957, he
had to exclude the "Swing Symphonies" series because of their stereotypical content.
Moreover, studios still making theatrical cartoons but anticipating future television
exposure gradually decreased their uses of blackface gags and African "jungle"
natives. Without the image of slavery, Warner Brothers' 1961 "Looney Tune" Rebel
Without Claws reduced the Civil War to scenes of Confederate cat Sylvester chasing
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Union canary Tweety. United Productions of America (UPA) parodied the "African
safari" genre in its 1959 film Bwana Magoo by having Mister Magoo hunt animals in
the rainforest; his nearsightedness caused him to mistake laughing hyenas for friendly
"natives." The cartoon presented Africans as subhuman by likening their behavior to
animals-a far cry from the studio's call for racial equality in Brotherhood ofMan
thirteen years earlier.
William Hanna and Joseph Barbera—the co-directors ofMetro-Goldwyn-
Mayer's "Tom and Jerry" cartoons—held on to black stereotypes longer than most
studios. The team had made many films with blackface gags and "mammy"
characterizations since the early 1940s, and Hanna had started at MGM in the mid-
19308 by writing cartoons' songs about "pickaninnies" picking cotton and southern
blacks loving to feast on fried chicken. When the studio named Hanna and Barbera
producers in 1955, they allowed black stereotypes to continue until MGM closed the
studio in 1957. Blackface explosion gags appeared in director Michael Lah's
"Droopy" cartoons Blackboard Jumble (1957) and Sheep Wrecked (1958).
The disappearance of animated black stereotypes also meant the
disappearance of animated black characters. Studios did not develop alternative, non-
stereotypical black images for theatrical or televised cartoons. The absence ofblack
cartoon images was part of a general absence ofblack actors from movies and
television in the 1950s and '60s. The NAACP's protests led studios to drop
stereotypical roles for black performers but did not push studios to develop roles
without ethnic generalizations, leaving many African Americans in Hollywood
unemployed. Moreover, animated black stereotypes did not completely vanish but
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rather applied to white and animal characters posing as black characters. Warner
Brothers had great success with the 1955 "Bugs Bunny" cartoon Sahara Hare, in
which Yosemite Sam played a villainous sheik in an African desert but still had white
skin and a rural, southern accent. The studio used footage from this film in two
"cheater" czxtoom-Hare-abian Knights from 1 959 and Devil 's Feud Cake in 1 963.
When black characters entered original animated programming for television
in the early 1970s, they were derivative but not stereotypical. In September 1970,
Hanna and Barbera, now co-producers of their own studio, debuted programs The
Harlem Globetrotters and Josie and the Pussycats-two milestones in black
representation. The former was the first televised cartoons series with all-black
principals, and the latter—based on a comic book series from Radio Comics—
ironically featured the first female black cartoon character since Hanna and Barbera's
"colored" maid last appeared in "Tom and Jerry" in 1952. Studio employee Ken
Spears recalled in a 1998 interview, "In those days all of television was pretty white,
but a black character in a cartoon was a natural evolution." Explaining the studio's
policy of hiring only black actors to voice black characters, he noted, "We didn't
want to have an Amos n ' Andy thing going." The former series boasted a cast of
veteran black performers such as Scatman Crothers and Eddie "Rochester" Anderson,
whom Hanna and Barbera had ironically caricatured in their 1941 MGM cartoon The
Goose Goes South. The black female character in the latter series—a teenage girl
named Valerie—was not a Hanna-Barbera creation but rather one of the characters
that the studio borrowed from Radio Comics when adapting their comic book to
animation. However, CBS, the network airing the show, wanted the studio to model
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her after the black technological expert character Barney Collier from the network's
own Mission: Impossible series. According to Spears, "The character Valerie, they
[CBS] saw her as a 'female Greg Morris'—a bright, young black girl" (Spears
interview).
Television was not the only medium for respectable black cartoon characters.
In theaters independent studios offered unique black images. Husband-and-wife team
John and Faith Hubley co-produced animated short films with integrated casts of
characters from the 1950s to the 1970s. Moreover, the cartoons had a strong jazz
sensibility and featured the music of talented jazz artists. The films were an
extension ofJohn Hubley' s earlier work at UPA, supervising the production of
Brotherhood ofMan and directing Rooty Toot Toot. Faith Hubley elaborated in a
1999 interview, "Our films ... are not cartoons in the traditional sense. John and I
are both dedicated jazz fans." Recalling her casting of trumpeter Dizzy Gillespie as a
black construction worker in the cartoon The Hole, she praised, "Dizzy's performance
in the verbal department was always on par with his exemplary musicianship." She
called Quincy Jones's score for the studio's cartoon OfMen andDemons "excellent"
(Hubley interview).
The cartoons from Hanna and Barbera and the Hubleys, although different in
content, collectively signaled a new direction for animated black representation.
They broke from black stereotypes like "Negro" dialect, shuffling gaits, and servility.
By 1970 this change, however, did not receive much media attention. Five years after
Bill Cosby became the first African American star of a television drama series
—
I
Spy—in 1965, the arrivals of Valerie and the Globetrotters were a long time in
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coming, a welcome but not extremely heralded event. Ken Spears remembered in
1999, "Nobody was coming out, saying, 'Yay, look what you're doing, you're
breaking the color barrier'" (Spears interview). Still, Hanna-Barbera's success
spawned many imitators; in the 1972-73 television season, three cartoon series had
all-black casts, and three more featured integrated casts. The debut ofone of the
integrated programs, KidPower, boldly announced animated black representation's
new direction on September 9, 1972. The multiethnic group ofjuvenile characters,
when putting on a play set in the antebellum South, sang, "Uncle Tom, He Is Gone
(Once and for All)" (Goldschmidt 107).
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